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ABSTRACT 

 Price and wage setting behaviour is a crucial issue in the economic 

literature, especially for the knowledge of monetary policy transmission 

mechanism. The present study analyzes the price and wage setting behaviour of 

firms from Industrial estates of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, using survey-based data. 

The survey is conducted in the year 2017 in four major industrial estates of 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, namely, Hayatabad, Nowshera, Gadoon and Hattar 

Industrial Estates. A sample of 342 firms is selected through stratified random 

sampling and respondents are the managers of the firms. Price setting behavior is 

measured through frequency of price change, length of price contract and 

importance of demand and cost shocks for price change. The wage setting variable 

is measured through frequency of wage change. To estimate the effects of 

determinants of price change/rigidity, models are estimated through ordinary least 

squares technique in case of frequency of price change as dependent variable 

while binary logistic technique is used in all other cases. 

It is found that 70% of the firms have more than five competitors. Most of the 

firms have only regular customers or a combination of both regular and occasional 

customers. 60.8% of the firms set the price of their main product, so most of firms 

operate in imperfectly competitive market structure. 70.8% firms involve in price 

discrimination, in which 50% of the firms adopt first degree price discrimination. 

Most of the firms use current information (44%) or a combination of all 

information (40%) for price-setting of their product, which means that the firms 

practice is not aligned with traditional Philips curve rather it is consistent with 

hybrid Philips curve. 26% of the firms in our sample follow time-dependent 

pricing policy, 21% of the firms follow state-dependent rule and 52.6% firms use 

a combination of both time and state-dependent pricing policies, i.e. they practice 

mixed strategy. A relatively high proportion of firms change prices at the change 

of new calendar year with most of the firms changing prices at the start of fiscal 

year or calendar year. The most important factors for price stickiness are implicit 

and explicit price contracts, and minimum price volatility and less uncertainty. 

Imperfect competitive market structure of firms, number of regular customers, 

backward-looking behavior, and credibility of central bank and size of the firm are 
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important determinants of price rigidity. While economic literacy and information 

set regarding expected inflation make the prices flexible.  

Firms‘ likelihood of price increase higher than that to price decrease in response 

to both demand and supply shocks. Furthermore, supply-side factors lead to 

higher frequency of price change than demand-side factors do. The cost of raw 

material and cost of energy are the most important causes of price change, both 

for the price increase and decrease. Demand and cost shocks are important 

determinants of price change for imperfectly competitive firms, backward-looking 

firms, firms run by managers having more information about economic 

conditions, while credibility of central bank is important determinant of price 

change in case of demand shocks only. Size of firms and information set regarding 

expected inflation do not have any effect. 

Most of the firms change wage rate once in a year both for permanent workers and 

daily wagers. Majority of the firms follow time-dependent wage policy. Half of 

the firms, which are following time-dependent wage policy, change the wage rate 

at the end or start of the fiscal year. Most of the firms are not found to index 

wages for permanent workers and daily wagers. Moreover, the percentage of firms 

not involved in wage indexation is higher for daily workers than for permanent 

worker. Labor productivity, employment level in the economy, government 

regulations, taxes, demand for the product, and inflation are important factors of 

wage change but the most important factor is the labour productivity and least 

important is pressure from the labour union. Imperfect competition and size of the 

firms are the important determinants of wage flexibility, because they increase the 

frequency of wage change, while wage indexation, information set of expected 

inflation and fringe benefits provided to workers are the important determinants of 

wage rigidity, because these factors decrease the probability of a firm to change 

the wage rate. 

Owing to weak traditional channel of monetary policy, it is important for 

monetary policy of Pakistan to focus on other channels of monetary transmission 

mechanism, like asset price channel, balance sheet channel or credit channel; 

credibility of central bank has to be established to stabilize prices; pre-emptive 

measures should be taken on the part of central bank to counter supply shocks; 
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wage cuts at the times of recession be avoided; and disinflationary policies be 

carefully designed as sacrifice ratio, albeit moderate, is not zero. 
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Chapter-1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the study 

 For appropriate economic policy, especially for monetary policy, there is a 

need for deeper understanding of the characteristics and factors which affect the 

dynamics of wage and prices. Nominal rigidities play a vital role in the 

transmission of shocks. Price and wage rigidities affect the shocks intensities. The 

state of flexibility of price and wage is important for the countries that intervene in 

the foreign exchange market. Wage and price setting become important for the 

transmission of shocks when nominal exchange rate is not allowed to adjust. The 

extent of wage and price adjustment has an important consequence because 

downward wage rigidity requires an increase in inflation to adjust the real wage 

according to the changing conditions of the labor market (Tobin, 1972). 

Moreover, it is the money wage rigidity, which ensures the real effect of monetary 

policy. Despite the significance of price and wage rigidities, there is still no 

consensus on the theoretical mechanism of underlying facts of these rigidities and 

empirical analysis of the degree of these nominal rigidities. 

What are the causes of variations in the price and wage setting frequency at the 

firm level? How firms change their prices and wages? Why some of the firms 

change their prices and wages more often than the other firms? Literature has 

shown some of the factors which can trigger price and wage adjustment. These 

factors are common such as level of competition, long-term contract with 

employees and other raw material suppliers, size of the firm and many other 

different actions, which are also known as wage and pricing triggers (Nakamura, 

Emi and Jon Steinsson, 2008c; and Vermeulen, Philip, et al. 2007).  

Comprehensive empirical literature presents that the price and wage setting time is 

not uniform across companies and exposes enormous volatility. The volatility 

depends on different things, on aspects like the size of the firms, the existence of 

the economies of scope and the presence of implicit or explicit arrangements 

(Blaudow and Burg, 2018). Likewise, companies or firms can be hesitant to alter 
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prices guided by the assumption or impression that customers could wrongly 

relate a cutback or devaluation in price with a lowering in the standard or quality 

of the products, so in this way blocking downward alterations in prices (Peneva 

and Ekaterina, 2009). Moreover, rivalry stances or collapse in coordination 

between different firms, can explain why a firm does not want to change the 

product price as it fears the competitors will not do the same. At last, the various 

timing of price change could be a repercussion of the commonly studied 

conclusion of huge costs for altering prices, which are volatile among various 

firms (Hall, Simon and Yates, 1998). 

The price and wage setting behaviour have a significant implication both in 

microeconomics and macroeconomics. If price and wage are flexible then the 

adjustment process will be quick, and the economy will recover quickly from the 

positive or adverse supply or demand shock, and if there are nominal rigidities, 

then adjustment process will be slow. So, policy effectiveness depends on price 

and wage adjustment process. In microeconomics, these nominal rigidities in term 

of price and wage divide the markets into two types; perfectly competitive firms 

and imperfectly competitive firms. The price and wage setting behaviour of firms 

facing imperfect competition (i.e. monopolistic competition, monopoly and 

oligopoly) lead to inefficiency because they are already producing below the 

optimal level that is consistent with perfect competition (Mankiw and Romer, 

1991). 

In recent years there has been a tremendous increase in the empirical literature on 

wage and price setting behaviour at micro level. The work of Taylor (1980), 

Calvo (1983), Furher and Moore (1995) helps us understand more clearly that 

how to make an effective macroeconomic policy in the presence of nominal wage 

and price rigidities. For example, the wage-setting behaviour of firms estimated 

by Taylor (1980), i.e. using fixed duration contracts and by Calvo (1983), i.e. 

using random-duration contracts has important implication in the economy for the 

degree of wage and price flexibility or rigidity, but it‘s difficult to differentiate 

between the two types of contracts using macroeconomic data. Furthermore, the 

timing, frequency and magnitude of price and wage change cannot be 

appropriately determined through analyzing only macroeconomic data. In the last 
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three decades, these Keynesian models of price stickiness gain popularity because 

of the empirical analysis on price and wage setting behaviour of firms, institutions 

and other organization at the micro level (Blinder, 1991). These studies elaborate 

various reasons of price and wage stickiness, i.e. menu cost, implicit and explicit 

contracts and customer relations (Da-Siva, Pretrassi and Santos, 2016; Irregui et 

al. 2011).  

The demand and supply shocks may be small or large; the effect may be 

instantaneous or slow; it may vary from country to country and depends on the 

situation. These variations should be incorporated, for effective monetary policy, 

e.g. if the price and wage rigidity is because of menu cost then the price setting 

mechanism should be designed in such a way that price change becomes less 

costly (Ball and Mankiw, 1994). 

Economic literature identifies another channel that why an economic agent does 

not change price and wage instantaneously after the shocks; it is due to nominal 

long term contracts, which is the reason for the price stickiness (Blanchard, 1986; 

Taylor, 1980; and Fischer, 1977). Competition in the goods and labour market 

bring the adjustment process, but nominal long term contracts make the 

adjustment process slow, which make the price sticky, due to which the nominal 

shocks have a real effect, i.e. against the classical dichotomy that real variables 

affect real variables and nominal variables affect nominal variables (Blanchard, 

1986). It means price stickiness rejects the concept of money neutrality, i.e. 

monetary policy has a real effect either it is anticipated or unanticipated. New 

Keynesian economists, after incorporating the concept of microfoundation and 

rational expectation in the macroeconomic model of price and nominal rigidity, 

prove that policy will have real effects no matter it is anticipated or unanticipated 

(Taylor, 1980; Fischer, 1977). Taylor (1980) added the concept of time interval 

contract into his model of the price setting and proved that it was exogenously 

fixed and introduced the concept of the stochastic term, that the firm change prices 

according to the random shocks in the economy. Calvo (1983) also does the same 

analysis with an addition that price setting behaviour depends on random shocks; 

the economic agents cannot change the price whenever they want, but they have to 
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keep it constant for some period because of nominal implicit contract with the 

customers. 

According to the existing literature, the firms follow two types of pricing and 

wage policies, i.e. time-dependent and state-dependent policy. In time-dependent 

policy, the firm follows systematic approach (Taylor, 1980; Calvo, 1983), while in 

state-dependent policy, the firm‘s pricing and wage policy depends on the shocks 

in the economy. 

Whether the firm follows state-dependent or time-dependent price and wage 

policy depends on the number of firms (Taylor, 1999). Because the number of 

firms determines the intensity of competition (Arrow, 1959), and competition 

among firms is a crucial factor for price and wage setting behaviour (Blinder et al. 

1998).  

Arrow (1959) points out that for price and wage stickiness market-power is very 

important; in the absence of market power, price and wage will be flexible and a 

firm cannot affect the price of a commodity and wage of employees, which again 

depends on the number of firms, which are producing substitute goods. 

Carlton (1986) studies crucial aspects of price setting behaviour. The study linked 

customer relationship with price-setting behaviour in the context of the permanent 

and occasional customers. The firm tries to keep long term relationship with the 

customer, that‘s why the firm tries to keep the frequency of price change as low as 

possible to win the trust and loyalty of the clients, (as hypothesized by implicit 

contract theory). So, if most of the customers are permanent, the firm will follow 

time dependent policy and price will be rigid, because the firm will keep the 

prices almost fixed to maintain long term relationship with the customers. If most 

of the customers are occasional, then the firm will follow state-dependent price 

policy, and the frequency of price change will be high, depending on the random 

shocks in the economy. However, Carlton (1986) further extends his argument 

that for price setting behaviour along with type of customers (i.e. permanent or 

occasional), the number of competitors is also an important factor for price 

mechanism. If the number of competitors is high, then it will be more suitable to 

keep long term relationship with the customers, so the firm will follow the time-
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dependent policy to keep the changes in prices low. It means according to Carlton 

(1986), competition and customers‘ nature is essential for price setting policy, i.e. 

state-dependent or time-dependent. Hall (1986) and Apel et al., (2005) also find 

the same result that the firm brings less change in prices in case majority of the 

customers are regular, while in case of occasional customers the occurrence of 

price change is high. 

The studying of price and wage setting behaviour at the micro level by using 

survey data collected from the firms can help us to solve the controversy of 

backward-looking and forward-looking behaviour in the macroeconomic theory, 

which still exists. Either inflation should be modelled in the Phillips curve using 

backward-looking or forward-looking phenomena or both. The traditional Phillips 

curve is based on only the past value of inflation with cyclical variation, which 

may lead to systematic error. While New Keynesian Phillips curve based on 

forward-looking phenomena is more reliable, as it gives more importance to 

forward-looking behaviour which is the main reason of cyclical variations because 

it can elaborate the relationship between monetary policy implication and inflation 

with higher justification (Gali et al. 2001). Because of the controversy between 

backward-looking and forward-looking, some economists suggest using the 

hybrid Phillips curve (Smets & Wouters, 2003). This controversy of forward-

looking and backward-looking can be solved through the survey of firms by 

knowing price and wage policy at the micro level. It can be assesed from the 

firms, which phenomenon is more important in price and wage setting behaviour 

for them, while taking a decision about price and wage. 

The literature on the price and wage setting behaviour with respect to time gives 

two main results about the duration of price and wage change. According to the 

initial literature, i.e. before 2000, the frequency of price and wage change is found 

low. Price and wage are set for a long period; it means price and wage are 

changed after one year or more, while the literature after 2000 show that price and 

wage setting occur more frequently, i.e. price and wage are set for shorter period; 

it means price and wage are changed many time in a given year. It may work 

because of using a different index or may because of the time period. 

Furthermore, as the discussion is moving toward the recent literature the 
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occurance of price and wage change increases (Carlton, 1986; and Fabiania et al. 

2006). 

Taylor (1982; 1983) is the pioneer study using wage contract data of different 

lenghts to check the staggered wage setting theories. According to data, wage 

setting behaviour does not follow systematic behaviour. It is spread throughout the 

year.  

Blinder (1991) is one of the pioneering works, who studies the price setting 

behaviour by using micro data. Blinder (1991) collected data through survey and 

tested macroeconomic theories of price rigidities, which covered the weakness in 

the studies done at the aggregate level, because aggregate data fail to give proper 

justification of price stickiness. Blinder (1991) found that three months were 

required for price adjustment and Implicit and explicit contracts, delivery services 

and coordination failure are the main theories, which explain the price stickiness. 

According to the study, the firms which use mark-up policy, they do not change 

the price because of the fear that it will affect market share and customer relations. 

For them, supply shocks are more important than demand shocks. This study 

opens another direction for research to study the nominal rigidities at the firm 

level using micro data collected through the survey. After this, much research has 

been carried out in different countries to study price stickiness at the firm level. 

Taylor (1999), Dotsey, King, and Wolman (1999), and  Hall et al., (1997) find the 

same result as Blinder (1991), but with some additional facts.  

1.2 Statement of the Problem  

 Why is the issue of price and wage setting behaviour important? Why 

study how price and wage are determined? Why study that the firm does not 

respond at a regular frequency to different demand and supply shocks? Answering 

these questions through understanding the price and wage setting behaviour is 

significant for planning and implementation of monetary policy. Moreover, 

whether the firm responds slowly to price change or the response is asymmetric to 

changes in economic condition, i.e. demand and supply shocks. The answer to 

these questions is crucial for the framework of monetary policy in a specific 
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country. Price and wage stickiness also play an important role in the transmission 

channel of monetary policy.  

The current literature suggests that to find any consensus of the behaviour of 

prices and wages, is to survey the firm directly and to ask them directly that how 

they determine the price and wage, and what are the factors which affect the price 

and wage setting behaviour.  

Survey based study is carried out by central banks, but most of the literature about 

price and wage setting behaviour is related to developed countries, limited work is 

done for developing countries on nominal rigidities. So research which focuses on 

developing countries is much needed. In the case of Pakistan, only few studies 

(Sohail and Fatima, 2018; Choudhary et al., 2011; 2016; and Malik et al., 2008) 

have focused  on the price-setting behaviour of firms using survey based data but 

these studies have only focused on the pricing rule, frequency to adjust prices, 

magnitude of price change, and different types of information about price setting. 

However, these studies have ignored the heterogeneous response of firms to 

change in prices and wages to different shocks and the role of the firm 

characteristics in price and wage setting. 

To the best of our knowledge there is only one study (Ahmed, Choudhary, Khan, 

Mahmood, and Zoega, 2012) that directly deals with the wage rigidity of Pakistani 

firms. However, the present study is the first study in Pakistan, especially in case 

of wage setting behaviour, to analyse the price and wage setting behaviour on the 

data directly collected from the firms on a wider range. It was thought that such a 

study would be beneficial for Pakistan in understanding the differences in the 

economic structure of firms between Pakistan and other competing countries.  

Further, this study helps us to understand the reasons of price and wage stickiness 

across firms. Moreover, knowledge of  how the firms set price and wage, and 

which policy the firms are using, would help the policy maker in the framework 

and implementation of monetary policy because different reasons of rigidity have 

a different effect on changing prices due to demand and supply shocks. This study 

would also be helpful in the coordination of the monetary policy and fiscal policy, 

which is very important for Pakistan and would explain the importance of 
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coordination between fiscal policy and monetary policy from the perspective of 

the firms.  

Furthermore, according to the current situation of Pakistan economy, it is very 

important to find that what are factors which determine the price and wage setting. 

Because Pakistan economy is facing macroeconomic instability, which force the 

government to withdraw subsidies and increase tariffs, which lead to the volatility 

in the market forces. So there is a need for a policy, which brings stability in 

prices. So it leads to a rationale that there is a need to analyse price and wage 

setting behaviour at firm level, which would increase the understanding of 

policymaker to frame a better price and wage stability policy. 

1.3 Objectives of the Study 

 The main objective of the study is to analyse the price and wage setting 

behaviour of firms located in four Industrial estates of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 

using survey-based data. More specifically the study aims at following objectives. 

• To analyse the patterns of wage and price setting of firms. 

• To estimate responses of firms to economic shocks, like changes in 

demand and supply side factors, and the role of firms‘ characteristics and 

institutional factors in determining these responses. 

• To explore whether the firms follow time-dependent or state-dependent 

policy in price and wage setting. 

• To analyze the asymmetric response of firms for prices and wages to 

demand and supply shocks. 

• To estimate the effect of firms specific and market related factors on 

frequency of price and wage change and price contract. 

1.4 Hypotheses 

 Price and wage are not upward flexible and downward rigid. 

 Price and wage setting behaviour do not follow state-dependent policy 

 Price and wage setting behaviour do not follow time-dependent policy 
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 Price and wage do not respond asymmetrically to demand and supply 

shocks.  

1.5 Significance of the Study 

 Our study is important because of many reasons. First the previous studies 

only focus on the aggregate demand and supply shocks, this study also analyzes 

the impact of firm characteristics on price and wage setting. Second, this study 

explores that how the firm‘s wage and price setting behaviour give asymmetric 

response to different expected and unexpected shocks. Third, the previous studies 

have analysed price and wage setting behaviour on the basis of the descriptive 

statistics. This study analyzes on the basis of analytical approach plus descriptive 

statistics. Furthermore, this study uses a unique dataset obtained from the survey 

of firms, which help us to investigate the sources and features of price and wage 

dynamics and relationship between them. Microeconomic studies on price and 

wage setting normally explain the downward price and wage rigidity. This study 

further inquires information about the frequency and patterns of wage and price 

changes, which help us to further explain the nominal rigidities of price and wage 

and its relationship with firm‘s characteristics. Our survey also includes the 

question, which explains the role of technological, institutional and competitive 

environment on the behaviour of the firm in setting wages and prices. 

1.6 Organization of the study 

             Chapter one consists of introduction; chapter two discusses the previous 

literature; chapter three consists of theoretical background related to price and 

wage setting behaviour, econometric methodology, construction of variables, area 

of study, questionnaire, sampling and data collection; chapter four consists of 

descriptive analysis, results based on analytical techniques and interpretation; 

chapter five is about conclusion of the study and policy recommendation, and in 

the end references and appendix are given. 
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Chapter-2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

 This chapter consists of literature review related to price and wage setting 

behaviour in the context of economic theories and empirical evidence. The chapter 

discusses that how a typical firm responds to different shocks in the context of the 

price of its commodity and wage of labour, what is the frequency of price and 

wage change, how the firm changes the decision of price and wage and what are 

the factors which are responsible for it.  

Section 2.2 studies related to heterogeneity in price-adjustment is discussed, 

which is further divided into six sub-sections, which discuss the literature related 

to the reasons and determinants of price rigidity/flexibility and price change i.e. 

literature related to the economic theories of sticky prices discusses, price and 

wage flexibility/rigidity under the different schools of thought, market power, 

micro validation of price setting behavior, state-dependent and time-dependent 

pricing policy, forward-looking and backward-looking phenomena with respect to 

price setting behaviour. In section 2.3 literature related to wage setting behaviour 

is elaborated , which is further divided into three sections i.e literature related to 

heterogeneity in wage setting, micro validation of wage setting and the link 

between morale, impartiality, reciprocity and the wage setting behavior. Section 

2.4 gives the summary of price and wage setting behaviour and in section 2.5 

research gap is identified. 

2.2 Heterogeneity in Price-Adjustment  

 What are the causes of variations in the frequency of price change of firm-

based product? This section discussed how firms change their prices? Why some 

of the firms changes its prices more often than the other firms? According to the 

previous literature, the price setting exposes enormous volatility and time is not 

consistent across firms. Literature has shown some of the factors which can 

trigger price adjustment. These factors are very common such as level of 
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competition, long-term contract with employees, supply of raw materials, size of 

the firm, firm sector, economies of scale, price contracts (implicit and explicit), 

customers could wrongfully relate decrease in price with a lowering in the quality 

of the products, lack of coordination between companies, fear that competitors 

will not do the same, set of information and many other different actions. Which is 

also known as pricing triggers. And sticky prices theories are also the most 

important source of rigidity (Steinsson, 2003; Vermeulen, Philip, et al. 2007; 

Blaudow and Burg, 2018; Peneva and Ekaterina, 2009; and Hall, Simon and 

Yates, 1998). The following sections discuss the previous literature related to the 

reasons and determinants of price rigidity/flexibility and price.  

2.2.1 Economic Theories and Sticky Price-Setting Behavior  

 This section discussed the causes of price setting behaviour concerning 

different sticky prices theories. Following are the theories which explain price 

setting behaviour. The first theory is that the firm does not need to change their 

prices more often because of the factors which determine prices are relatively 

stable (Alvarez and Julian, 2008). The second is low inflation theory which states 

that firm price adjustment process is less frequent due to the stable, low and 

predictable environment of inflation, which makes real price-setting more 

observable to customers (Greenslade and Parker 2010). The third theory is about 

the customer that firms usually do not respond to increase in the cost of the 

product or any demand shocks, because they do not want to lose their precious 

customer and hurt their business (Klenow, Peter and Kryvtsov, 2005). A fourth 

theory, is sticky information theory, which shows that due to late information, 

price adjustment to economic shocks is very late due to lack of coordination 

(Greenslade and Parker 2010). The fifth theory explains that the firms show 

rigidity in adjusting the prices (increase or decrease), as they fear that if they first 

increase or decrease the prices, it will start price war in the same sector and will 

disturb the market (Klenow, Peter and Kryvtsov 2005). The sixth is pricing theory 

on Cost-based states that prices are set according to production cost (wages and 

raw materials), but the firms usually do not increase prices. Accordingly, this also 

followed by other firms and on aggregate, the price-adjustment process becomes 

very slow, and this produces aggregate price level inertia. The fifth and sixth 
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theories added in price setting survey are the direct and indirect theories, which 

propose that nominal prices can be set through contracts between buyers and 

sellers (Nakamura and Stiensson 2008a). Usually, they sign for the certainty in the 

market, minimum risk and lower search costs that cause this price stickiness. The 

seventh theory is menu cost theory which states that firm delay price setting due to 

a non-negligible fixed cost for each price setting (Amirault et al. 2006). The 

eighth theory of price stickiness is non-price competition theory in which the firm 

cannot increase or decrease the prices to attract the customer to their product, but 

other techniques are used such as changing delivery time for the product, quality 

of the product or issued warranty (Loupias and Ricart, 2004). Which of the above-

mentioned price theories is more supported by the empirical evidence? Empirical 

evidence has picked cost-based pricing, failure of coordination to increase or 

decrease prices and the explicit and implicit contract between sellers and buyers 

are the most important and recognized in different parts of the world such as U.S., 

UK, Sweden, Japan, Canada, and other nine European Union countries. 

Nevertheless, when examining the association between different sticky price 

theories, only the US study proposes that coordination failure of increase or 

decrease the prices, and implicit contracts between sellers and buyers are the most 

important to illustrate price stickiness (Blinder et al. 1998). 

2.2.2 Nominal rigidities and different Schools of Thought 

 It's natural that an economy faces both favorable and adverse supply 

shocks, and all schools of thought agree that it's the part of every society that the 

economy will get respond to these shocks both at the individual and aggregate 

level, but difference is that, according to the Classical and New-classical, this 

adjustment process will be quick, while Keynesian and New-Keynesian think that 

the adjustment process of the firm will be slow. The idea of nominal rigidities and 

flexibility is not new, and this concept started from the classical school of thought. 

According to them prices and wages are flexible, and all individuals have perfect 

information. It means that market forces are strong enough to bring the market to 

equilibrium, until the impact of external force becomes zero, in other words, 

because of flexibility and perfect information, the adjustment process is very 
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quick due to which markets come to equilibrium (Gorodnichenko et al., 2018a; 

and Nakamura and Steinsson, 2008). 

On the other hand, the Keynesian school of thought does not agree with the idea 

of the classical school of thought that prices and wages are flexible. According to 

Keynesians prices and wages are rigid and individuals have imperfect 

information, so the market forces are weak to bring the economy into equilibrium. 

It means the adjustment process is slow, because of which the economy will 

always be in the short run adjustment. According to Keynesians various factors 

are responsible for nominal rigidities, e.g. because of market imperfection (i.e. 

monopolistic competition, monopoly and oligopoly), the producers have market 

power to control prices. Now if demand of the product decreases, which will lead 

to decrease in price of the product, then to control the price at given level, the 

producer controls the supply of the product, which leads to price rigidity because 

of this imperfect market (Cavallo, 2017; Nakamura and Steinsson, 2008; and Hall 

and Yates, 1998). 

The 1950s is a golden time in the era of macroeconomics, because of the 

development of different theories related to saving, investment, consumption, 

money demand, unemployment and growth etc. but in 1960's a strong controversy 

began between Monetarists and Keynesians on the issues of policy effectiveness, 

price and wage rigidity, discretion vs rules, fiscal and monetary policy 

coordination, and Phillips curve. Keynesian economics saw criticism in the early 

1960's because of different empirical and theoretical reasons. Keynesian 

macroeconomic model was without micro foundation, e.g. micro foundation of 

prices and wages rigidity was missing. These reasons lead to inconsistency 

between the theories and empirical evidence, e.g. Philips curve and stagflation 

(Calvo, 1983; Taylor, 1980; and Dhyne et al., 2009). The era of new classical 

begins after the stagflation phenomenon and criticism of Milton Friedman on the 

role of money in the Keynesian model. New-classical economists incorporated 

rational expectations and micro-foundation with the assumption that prices and 

wages are flexible in the macroeconomic theory (Klenow and Malin, 2011; and 

Mavroedis et al. 2014). 
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According to the real business cycle theories only supply shocks are responsible 

for business cycle fluctuations, and the demand shocks have no effects on 

business behaviour. Furthermore, according to the business cycle theories, the 

market operation are based on the market clearing assumption i.e. prices and 

wages are flexible. However, on the other side, Keynesian economist thinks that 

demand shocks have a significant effect on the business fluctuation, because of 

price and wage rigidity. 

After the criticism of New-classical economists, in 1980s Keynesian economists 

include the rational expectation and micro foundation in their model with nominal 

rigidities and market imperfections (i.e. New-Keynesian models). They further 

explain that imperfections at the micro level lead to the price and wage sickness 

because the monopoly power of price setting behaviour leads to rigidities (Pesaran 

and Weale, 2006).  

The introduction of the macroeconomic model with rational expectation and micro 

foundation in 1972 changed the direction of the researchers that is they are now 

more focused to analyze the micro-foundation of macroeconomic theories. The 

new-Keynesian economists start working on the optimal behaviour of the 

individual firm by incorporating the assumption of price and wage rigidity in the 

macroeconomics models with rational expectation and micro-foundation (Barro, 

1972; Taylor, 1999; Taylor, 1993a; and McCallum and Nelson, 1999). In the past 

three decades, these Keynesian models of price stickiness gain popularity because 

of the empirical analysis on price and wage setting behaviour of firms, institutions 

and other organization at the micro level (Blinder, 1991; and Ater and Rigbi, 

2018). These studies elaborate various reasons of price and wage stickiness, i.e. 

menu cost, implicit and explicit contracts, customer relations, and the real effect 

of monetary policy (Da-Siva, Pretrassi; Santos 2016, and Irregui et al. 2011).  

2.2.3 State-Dependent and Time-Dependent Pricing 

 According to the existing literature, the firms follow two types of pricing 

policies, i.e. time-dependent and state-dependent policy. In time-dependent price 

policy, the firms usually change price at a well-defined time interval (Taylor, 

1980; and Calvo, 1983). While in state-dependent price policy, the firm pricing 
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policy depends on the shocks in the economy, the decision of government etc., i.e. 

the price of the product is changed according to demand and supply shocks. 

Blanchard (1986), Taylor (1980) and Fischer (1977) identify another channel that 

why an economic agent does not change price instantaneously after the shocks, 

they name it nominal long term contracts, which is the reason for the price 

stickiness. Blanchard (1986) analyzed that competition in the goods and labour 

market bring the adjustment process, but nominal long term contracts make the 

adjustment process slow, which make the prices sticky, due to which the nominal 

shocks have real effect, i.e. against the classical dichotomy, that real variable 

affect real variable and nominal variable affect nominal variables. It means price 

stickiness rejected the concept of money neutrality, i.e. monetary policy has real 

effects in the short run no mater the policy is anticipated or unanticipated (Taylor, 

1980; and Fischer, 1977). Taylor (1980) adds the concept of time interval contract 

into his model of the price setting and proves what is exogenously fixed and 

introduce the concept of the stochastic term, that the firm change prices according 

to the random shocks in the economy. It means firms follow state dependent price 

rule. Calvo (1983) also have the same analysis with an addition that price setting 

behaviour depends on time-dependent pricing rule, the economic agent cannot 

change the price whenever it wants, but they have it to keep constant for some 

period because of nominal implicit contract with the customers.  

Barro (1972) develop a rule for price adjustment "s, S' where "s" represents the 

actual price and "S" represent the optimal price. Sheshinski and Weiss, (1977) 

further developed this rule. Economic agents keep the price between these two 

levels, i.e. the decision depends on the difference between them "s" and "S". The 

decision of price setting depend on the difference until it reaches the trigger level, 

which will be an indication of price change. The difference between the actual and 

optimal price highly depends on the random economic shocks. 

According to Blinder et al. (1998), If the firms change price more frequently, then 

they are following state-dependent pricing policy than time-dependent price 

policy and the firm swill responsd quickly to change price in response to any big 

shock, and firms following time-dependent price policy will wait for the month in 
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which they usually change prices, in order to incorporate the impact of shock in 

the prices. 

Whether the firm will follow state dependent price policy or time-dependent price 

policy depends on the number of competitors (Taylor, 1999). Because the number 

of competitors determines the intensity of competition (Arrow, 1959), and 

competition among firms is a very important factor for price setting behaviour 

(Blinder et al. 1998). So if the number of firms is large, it means the environment 

is very competitive so the firm will follow the state-dependent policy. If the 

number of firms is low, then it will lead to less competition, and price setting will 

be time-dependent policy. According to Arrow (1959), market-power is important 

determinants of price change and imperfect competitive firms can adopt any 

policy either state-dependent policy or time-dependent policy because the actual 

price is above the optimal price set by the efficient market and if there is any 

change in the cost, the firms will still have a room not to change the price, that‘s 

why Blanchard and Kiyotaki (1987) point out that selection of pricing policy is 

not necessary to depend on the amount of competition.  

Carlton (1986) analyzed that competition and customers‘ nature is vital for price 

setting policy i.e. in case of occasional customers the firms adopt state-dependent 

pricing policy and if majority of the firms are regular customer then the firms will 

follow time-dependent pricing policy, either the firms have perfect competitive or 

imperfect competitive market structure. Hall (1986) and Apel et al., (2005) also 

find that occasional customers are the important determinants of price change in 

case of demand and cost shocks. 

2.2.4 Market Power and Price stickiness 

 For stable market equilibrium and re-adjustment process, the behaviour of 

prices is very important. In case of the perfectly competitive market, the firm is a 

price taker, and the monopoly power of price setting is zero, so the prices and 

wages are flexible, and the market can adjust the demand and supply shocks very 

quickly. While in case of the non-competitive market, the demand and supply 

shocks cannot be absorbed quickly because of price setting behaviour of 

imperfectly competitive firms, because they set prices above that determined by 
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the equality of marginal revenue and marginal cost (Klenow and Kryvtsov, 2008; 

Morande and Tejada, 2008).  

Arrow (1959) pointed that for price stickiness market-power is very important, in 

the absence of market power, a firm cannot affect the price of a commodity, which 

again depends on the number of firms, which are producing substitute of your 

product, otherwise in the absence of market-power prices will be flexible. It 

means the new-Keynesian models are monopolistic in nature, and they set prices 

as mark-up, not according to the marginal cost, i.e. above the marginal cost. It 

means the actual price is above the optimal price set by the efficient market. Now 

if there is any change in the cost, the firms will still have a room not to change the 

price in a hurry. Geroski (1995) come up with evidence that there is a positive and 

significant relationship between the intensity of competition and imperfect 

competitive market structure is the main factor of price stickiness and determinant 

of price change in case of demand and supply shock. Greenslade & Miles Parker 

(2012) examined that how firm change prices in response to economic shock and 

what determine price of main product. The finding was that 68% of the firms 

considered the main factor was their competitor's prices and the markup cost of 

the firms. The interesting result was that price rises due to an increase in labour 

cost or raw materials, whereas lower demand for the product and homogeneous 

product were the important factors which decrease the prices. Stahl (2005) found 

that due to the monopoly in the market, the firm has the power to set the prices 

due to change in production cost. 

Market structure can also be proxied through price discrimination and important 

feature of the firm pricing policy. The firm charges a different price for the same 

product because of different reasons; for example, i.e. price elasticity of demand is 

different in different markets, market segmentation, amount of quantity sold, 

nature of customers and it may also depend on the area. However, the objective of 

price discrimination is to minimise the consumer surplus and maximise producer 

surplus as much as possible, this behaviour of firm reflect that price setting is 

crucial  (Smets & Wouters, 2003).  
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2.2.5 Price Setting Behavior at Micro and Macro Level 

 New Keynesian economists are the pioneer, who empirically analyzes the 

nominal rigidities on a micro level. They estimated the macroeconomic model by 

incorporating a micro foundation in macroeconomic theory because explaining the 

price setting behaviour at firm level has several benefits (Blinder, 1991; Taylor, 

1999; and Calvo, 1983). These studies point out that the prices and wages may 

have the same frequency, that is firm may change prices and wages once a year-

time-dependent pricing policy. Alternatively, firms may have a different 

frequency, that is wages and prices are changed more than once, i.e. state-

dependent pricing policy. Second, the micro data elaborated the changes in prices 

and wages very well, and these changes may be from demand shocks and supply 

shocks. Thirdly, the micro data show that prices and wages are constant over a 

period, which explains the price setting (Blinder, 1991).  

The prices respond to both specific and aggregate shocks at the micro level, but 

the frequency and response of prices to firm specific shock is more than aggregate 

shocks. However, the effect of specific shocks is temporary, while the impact of 

aggregate shocks is permanent (Gali, 2008). It can be the reasons for different 

response of prices and wages to different shocks. 

Blinder (1991) is one of the pioneering works, who studies the price setting 

behaviour by using microdata, to study the nominal rigidities. Blinder (1991) 

collected data through survey and tested macroeconomic theories of price 

rigidities, which covers the weakness in the studies done at the aggregate level, 

because aggregate data fail to give proper justification of price stickiness. Blinder 

(1991) found that three months are required for a price adjustment and according 

to the study implicit and explicit contracts, delivery services and coordination 

failure are the main theories, which explain the price stickiness. This study opens 

another direction for research to study the nominal rigidities at the firm level using 

data collected through the survey. After this, much research has been carried out 

in different countries to study price stickiness at the firm level. Taylor (1999), 

Dotsey, King and Wolman (1999), and  Hall et al., (1997) found the same results 

as by Blinder (1991), but with some additional facts. According to the study, the 

firms which use mark-up policy, they do not change the price because of the fear 
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that it will affect market share and customer relations. For them, supply shocks are 

more important than demand shocks, i.e. input cost in increasing prices is more 

important than demand shocks. 

According to Druant et al. (2009), policy of firms for price setting is not that much 

clear and straight forward. The firm follows implicit pricing policy behaviour, and 

according to Hall et al., (1997)  firms highly respond to exogenous shocks, i.e. 

exchange rate and tax rate, because the firms do not want their customers to blame 

them for the change in prices. Firms want to show them that the change in price is 

not because of inside factors, but because of outside factor, which is not in their 

control. 

However, Huang and Liu (2002) study finds that firms rarely change the price of 

their product np matter it is demand shock or supply shocks, because of the fear to 

lose market size and share. According to the study, the firm's price policy is 

dependent on the time-dependent price rule. Dotsey, King, and Wolman (1999) 

also study the price setting behaviour for large and small firms based on data 

collected through random sampling. According to the study, the small firms 

change the price one time in a year and the frequency of price change of small 

firms are decidedly less than that of large firms. Moreover, this dependency is 

more than the dependency estimated by Huang and Liu (2002).  

Similarly, according to Bils and Klenow (2002), for the Italian firm, the theories 

of price rigidity, which explain the price setting behaviour are different to the 

theories mentioned by Blinder (1998) and Hall (1986). Bils and Klenow (2002) 

conducted studies for European countries and further elaborated the results found 

by Blinder (1991). According to the study, coordination failure and implicit and 

explicit contracts are the main theories, which are the source of price stickiness 

than theories of menu cost and information, and the behaviour of prices is 

asymmetric in nature, i.e. prices are upward flexible and downward rigid or in 

other words downward rigidity is more than upward rigidity and the market 

structure and price discrimination are the main factors of price rigidity. 

Furthermore, firms are both forward-looking and backward-looking in price 

setting policies. The studies for other different countries like Canada, United 
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Kingdom, Japan, Sweden, Poland, France, Portugal and Israel etc. found the same 

results (Bils and Klenow, 2004; Klenow and Kryvtsov, 2008; and Fabiani, 2005). 

Dhyne et al., (2006) supported the results of Bils and Klenow (2002) and others, 

but in a different direction. According to the study the response of the prices at the 

micro level is same, but it varies concerning aggregate and sectoral shocks. Prices 

change more quickly to the shocks related to firm sector than the at the aggregate 

or macro level, i.e. monetary shocks. According to the study, aggregate prices are 

sticky, because macro shocks are permanent and persistent, while sectoral shocks 

are temporary and not persistent. It means the impact of aggregate shocks are for 

long term, while the impact of sectoral shocks is for short run, that's why with 

respect to aggregate behaviour, price is sticky than at the micro level (Klenow and 

Kryvtsov, 2008). 

Barros et al. (2009) and Hoeberichs (2005) identified another important 

factor/dimension of price setting behaviour. According to them 70% of Dutch 

firms change their price several time a year, while the remaining 30% firms follow 

these firm. According to the studies the firm price setting behaviour depends on 

the situation, time or policy of government and size of the firms, i.e. small, 

medium and large.  

According to Malik, et al. (2010) the environment is competitive for firms in 

Punjab (Pakistan) and the majority of the firms maintain a long-term relationship 

with the customers. According to the study, 70% of the firms follow state-

dependent policy, while 30% of the firm follow time dependent pricing policy. 

Furthermore, the firms use past, current and future expected information in price 

setting. According to the study, the main cause of nominal rigidities is the explicit 

and implicit contracts with the customers. Choudhary et al., (2011) also conducted 

the same type of study for two provinces (Punjab and Sindh ) to analyse the price 

behaviour of firms, in the context of linkages between formal sector and informal 

sector. According to the study, the prices respond to both demand and supply 

shocks quickly, but these are upward flexible and completely rigid downward. 
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2.2.7 Forward-looking and Backward-looking Phenomena and Price Setting 

 Behavior 

 Studying price setting behaviour at the micro level by using data collected 

fromm firms can help us to find whether the behavior of firms is backward-

looking and forward-looking. In backward-looking, the pricing decision of firms 

are based on the past information, while in case of forward-looking behaviour, the 

pricing decision is based on current information and forecasts about future. 

Because of the controversy between backward-looking and forward-looking, that 

inflation should be modelled in the Phillips curve as backward-looking or 

forward-looking phenomena or both, some economist suggests using a hybrid 

Phillips curve (Smets and Wouters, 2003). This controversy of forward-looking, 

backward-looking can be solved through a survey of firms about its price policy at 

the micro level. To ask them which is more critical in price setting behaviour for 

you, while taking a decision about price setting (Gali & Gertler,1999; and Gali et 

al. 2001). 

2.3 Wage Setting Behaviour 

 This section discusses how firms change their wages? Why some of the 

firms change their wages more often than the other firms? What are the causes of 

variations in the frequency of wage change of firm? Why some of the firms 

change its wages more often than the other firms? According to literature 

heterogeneous behaviour of wage setting is because of different factors. These 

factors are; market structure, productivity of workers, relationships of firms with 

workers, wage indexation, policy of fringe benefits, information set about 

expected inflation, long-term contract with employees, supply of raw materials, 

size of the firm, behavioural apprehensions such as impartiality, employees‘ 

confidence, mutuality and other factors (Le Bihan, Montornès and Heckel, 2012; 

Zoega and Karlsson, 2006; Peng and Siebert, 2007; Bryan, Meyer, and Parker, 

2015). The following sections discuss the previous literature related to the reasons 

and determinants of wage rigidity/flexibility and wage change. 
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2.3.1 Heterogeneity in Wage Setting 

 This section discusses how firms change their wages? Why some of the 

firms change their wages more often than the other firms? Bughin and Vannini 

(2003) show that wage changes follow seasonal arrangement, i.e. in January and 

June nominal wages are mostly increased. Baye, Pagel and Wey (2016) explored 

evidence of heterogeneity in wage rigidity across different sectors and 

departments, which is based on the survey information taken from seventeen 

European countries from the Wage Dynamic Network initiative. Notably, the 

writers explore that wages alter more consistently in construction sector and 

minimum in the market and trade services sectors. In the same streak, using an 

econometrics exercise, the authors conclude that the wages are further flexible in 

firms that are the large size and where the white-collar workers share is small. 

Other than this, their revelations suggest that within the sector competitive 

influence is not related to wage flexibility, and white-collar worker‘s proportion is 

directly associated with the wage stickiness. In view to the seasonal arrangement 

of wages altering, they discovered a vibrant and clear group of firms that amend 

their wages in January principally, and it is trailed by a smaller group of firms that 

change their wages in July. Christiano and Eichenbaum (2005) discover that the 

sectors or divisions that more obviously express in a cyclical pattern of their wage 

modifications are markets and financial services, and the sector which shows least 

visible pattern is the construction sector. Moreover, at last, the writers explore a 

solid harmonization among price and wage alteration.    

Le Bihan, Montornès and Heckel (2012) explore proof of heterogeneity in the 

elasticity of wage setting for the United States of America from 1996 to 2004. 

They use four months period of data which is centered on the outcomes of the 

Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP). The writers discover that the 

wages are more rigid in the manufacturing sector and flexible in services, 

agriculture and mining. Likewise, wages tend to be less elastic for employees in 

managerial professions in comparison to employees that work in production side 

of the firm. Moreover, some studies explore evidence of a cyclical pattern in the 

frequency of wage modifications. They find that precisely, in the second half of 

the year, the frequency of wage alteration is marginally higher than the first half 
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of the year. Furthermore, the hazard function of a nominal wage is not constant, 

having a top at 12 months. The performance of hazard function, thus opposes the 

Calvo structure being in the same line that could be expected in a Taylor 

measurement.  

The above-stated proof on heterogeneity in wage is supported by studies that 

contain this heterogeneity in the structure of general equilibrium models. 

Especially, in view to the cyclical pattern, Egger and Eztel (2014) explore by 

using a VAR model that in third and fourth quarters wages are more flexible and 

the reactions of GDP and GDP deflator after a monetary blow are feebler than in 

quarters where wages are more elastic. The researchers then prolong the model 

that is used in the study of Haucap and Wey (2004) to take into consideration the 

periodic heterogeneity in wages by supposing that households sector determine 

their wages according to Calvo structure. In comparisons to conventional 

specifications, Zoega and Karlsson (2006) presume that the probability of 

reshaping wages is much different in each quarter (this assumption is adjusted 

according to the empirical data taken in the USA). They explore that the 

comprehensive DSGE model extracts impulse reactions that quantitatively 

complement those discovered in the actual data. 

In contrast to the research that is quoted or cited above, in which there is an 

explanation of seasonal heterogeneity, Dixon and Bihan (2010) explore the impact 

of heterogeneity in the rigidity of wages across different industries. The writers of 

this research paper enforce a variation of the model executed by Huang, Kevin 

and Liu (2002), granting further flexibility in price and wage setting structure. 

They use data from France and decode measure into two independent fluctuation 

rigidities: where companies have wage (price) spells of various periods and a 

Generalized Calvo Economy, where companies and firms have various 

probabilities restructuring their wage (price). Moreover, as the writers 

acknowledge, these two instruments "permit the circulation of periods indicated 

by the pricing model to be precisely the same as the circulation constructed in the 

authentic microdata'. As a standard, Dixon and Bihan (2010) contemplated the 

conventional Calvo qualification, and in this case, the writers consider the 

probability of re-altering price and wage identical to the average probability for 
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the various companies. Egger and Eztel (2014) explore that after induction of the 

extensive specifications, the model can imitate the endurance of inflation and 

output explored in data after impact. This is accomplished without banking on 

indexation, a feature that is most of the time condemned in conventional DSGE 

models and can produce a hump-shaped reaction of inflation to output that does 

not exist in the more standard Calvo structure, but it is present in the Business 

cycle data. 

2.3.2 Wage Setting Behaviour at Micro Level  

             Taylor (1983) is the pioneer study using wage contract data of workers of 

the union of United States to check the Staggered Wage setting theories. 

According to data wage setting behaviour does not follow systematic behaviour. It 

is spread throughout the year. According to the Taylor (1983), 15% of the worker 

do settlement after each quarter, 40% of the workers revise contract at the end of 

the year, while remaining settlement occurs in the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 quarter. Taylor 

(1982) used data with staggered wage model with different contract lengths to 

analyse the impact of the different type of monetary policy. Ball, Lawrence and 

Romer (1990) find that inflation has a negative relationship with the contract 

length. In higher inflation, the average wage contract length decreases, but it is 

still more than one year. Jeanne and Olivier (1998) find the same result that on 

average the time period of wage contract decreases during high inflation. 

The recent interest in wage setting behaviour is because of the gap between the 

macroeconomic models of wage setting behaviour and micro evidence and 

because of the increasing interest in the real business cycle theories. Extensive 

research has been done on the wage setting behaviour in the 2000s after the 

creation of Wage Dynamic Network (WDN). The dynamic wage network 

collected data from more then 17000 firms in Europe. The survey collected data 

on the number of employees in a firm, distribution of labour in each sector, 

number of employees having a union, which varies significantly across firms, 

from 70% to 10%. 

Pissarides (2009) using WDN data for 1700 firms and find that 60% of the firms 

change wages once a year, while more than 25% do not change wage in a year. 
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The average duration of the wage contract is about 1.5 year, which is more than 

the average duration of price setting. The study also supports that most firms 

follow time-dependent wage-setting policy, i.e. change wage rate in a specific 

month of the year. According to the study, there is much heterogeneity in the 

frequency of wage change across firms. 

Peng and Siebert (2007) carried out a time series analysis using microdata on 

monthly basis. They find that due to the measurement error the frequency of wage 

adjustments is over-estimated. After the required adjustment in the data to 

overcome the bias, the study suggest 9% to 14% of wage change per month, 

which is lower than the inflation rate per month. According to the study, most of 

the firms follow time-dependent wage change policy and mostly set wage rate in 

January. 

Bryan, Meyer, and Parker (2015) used quarterly time series data for 38000 firms 

in France, which consist of almost 7 million employees. Study use wage base of 

12 employment categories, because wage base is the better indicator of wages and 

found that the frequency of the wage rate change is 38% quarterly and 

heterogeneity in wage stickiness across different firms is minimum. The study 

also estimates hazard function; hazard function is almost flat through the duration 

except a jump in the fourth quarter. They also estimate wage adjustment 

frequency after every three months and trend of frequency for wages of all 

categories, i.e. from the maximum to minimum wage and find that in every 

quarter there is at least a change of 20% and most of the time wage setting follow 

time-dependent policy. The study finds that heterogeneity exists between different 

sectors, but within the sector, there is a large amount of synchronisation and 

similarity in wage setting behaviour. Grohe and Uribe (2013) also study the wage 

setting behaviour but find the opposite result as compared to Le Bihan, 

Montornes, and Heckel (2012).  Like Avouyi-Dovi et al. (2013) use data on wage 

contracts related to bargaining and find large up's and downs in the duration of 

wage contracts over a year. Hazzard function shows a jump of 40% above the 

wage base at the end of the year, while in the remaining part of the year, it is 

almost flat, i.e. at 10%. The wage setting behaviour is staggered over the 12 
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months duration both at the micro level and aggregate level, with some evidence 

of seasonality. 

Ramos, Duque and Surinach (2010) examine wage setting behaviour for Iceland 

using time series data from 1998 to 2010 on a monthly bases at the micro level. 

The study shows that the average change in wage is 10.8% per month. The study 

finds a strong evidence of time-dependence wage policy because more than half of 

the wage setting occurs in January while remaining are spread throughout the 

year. However, another study of Galuscak et al. (2012), find strong evidence of 

state-dependent policy and finds a large spike in the 12
th

 month, i.e. December in 

the estimate of hazard function, while in the remaining months it is flat, which is 

similar to the results of Taylor (1980).  

Barattieri, Basu and Gottschalk (2014) use data of hourly wage instead of salary 

of 17,148 workers from March 1996 to February 2000 from the Survey of Income 

and Program Participation (SIPP) and add valuable information to time series 

data. The study corrects the measurement error as did by the Lunnemann and 

Wintr (2009), who use individual data. The authors find measurement error in the 

data of SIPP, which lead to noisu and biased result of fixed wage duration. The 

study collects the data by introducing the structural break and ignores the 

temporary and small changes in the data and finds that quarterly wage adjustment 

frequency ranges from 12% to 27%, which is less then 56% if estimated with the 

data having measurement error. Moreover, estimated range with corrected data is 

comparable with the range estimated by the previous data, i.e. 38% in Bihan, 

Montornes, and Heckel (2012), 19% to 36% in Lunnemann and Wintr (2009). 

Barattieri, Basu and Gottschalk (2014) also estimates the hazard function and 

finds sharp jumps in the 12
th

 month, which shows that the firm follows Taylor-

type fixed length contract and Calvo-type fixed wage contracts.  

Boeri (2012) shows that the monetary policy effectiveness depends on the wage 

setting behaviour that either firm follows state-dependent or time-dependent wage 

policy. The study finds that in case of a time-dependent policy of wage setting, 

monetary policy is more effective and significant than in case of state-dependent 

wage policy. They analyse the result with different wage change timing and prove 
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that monetary policy is more effective when a few firms have to change the wage 

rate.  

2.3.3 Morale, impartiality and reciprocity and the wage setting behaviour  

 There is a developing accord in different studies that behavioural 

apprehensions such as impartiality, employees‘ confidence and mutuality impact 

companies wage structure and its nature. These inherent characteristics of the 

employees association are also contemplated to be important behavioural factors 

that compel to underlie the examination and scrutiny of downward wage rigidity. 

Since the start of this century, these types of concepts have been determined at the 

minimum rate, and it will be discussed in this part of the study. With recent 

studies and findings in the fields of anthropological and investigational studies 

along with the concepts and philosophies from behavioural economics, a 

combined agreement has been developed. From this time forth we can recommend 

an amalgamation of the past studies that are going to offer the fundamental and 

theoretical structure for the establishment of a philosophy and the assessment in 

this study. 

Early observations 

 In the early observations and concepts, it is explained that the employee‘s 

confidence and determination are associated with their assumptions of impartiality 

and the workers‘ efficiency, and when employers are determining the wage 

strategies and regulations, they are concerned with the problems mentioned above. 

Marshall (1890) frequently conveyed the causes of why owners would grant 

employees bigger wages and reasoned the damaging effects on productivity and 

working concentration of lesser wages. Slichter (1920) discuss the employee's 

feelings that are being mistreated and considered as one of the critical reasons for 

low confidence and low optimism and the non-cooperative and non-appreciative 

attitude of workers towards their employers. Solow (1979) and Okun (1981) 

supported the same discussion while arguing the probable reasons of Keynesian 

wage floor (1936): they argued that employers resisted amendments in increasing 

nominal wages. They have concerned about the impact of wage amendments on 

labours' confidence or optimism, can do their job and responsibilities and are 
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willing to accept the responsibility to do their job (Solow, 1979). The fair wage-

effort hypothesis from Akerlof and Yellen (1990) and the gift-exchange model of 

Akerlof (1982) offer first offerings that reinforce some of these insights, alluding 

to what has turn out to be as positive and negative reciprocity in the behavioural 

economics studies.   

Anthropological Evidence  

 Galuscak et al. (2012), Durant et al. (2012) and Du Caju et al. (2014), 

highlight that there is huge improvement in understanding of employment 

relationship. This kind of studies offer great insight into the authentication of the 

behavioural presumptions advanced in the theoretical studies by conducting 

interviews with funds managers and labor leaders from many countries. An 

important discovery is that companies‘ employers are apprehensive about serving 

employees and equally and fairly. Bewley (2007) explains that the reduction in 

wage rate is assumed discriminating and damage to the confidence and morale of 

workers, bringing sadness and resentment among them, and they negatively 

respond to the employer with minimum effort, commitment to him and 

productivity. On the other hand, increase in wage amount can produce an 

enhancement in effort, positivity and collaboration among workers. Per se, these 

revelations recommend the actuality of an association between wage alteration 

and workers commitment. 

Such an association is not unanimously forthright or straightforward, for example, 

Campbell and Kamlani (1997) explore that the commitment and effort react more 

severely to wage reduction in compared to wage enhancement. According to 

managers of the firms, any enhancement in the wages and prices are understood to 

be short-term, because labours briskly get used to the wages that they receive. In 

contrast to this, employers can reduce the wages without affecting workers‘ 

morale and confidence, and it can happen only when workers understand their 

inevitability of wage reduction to avoid mass layoffs or completely shut down 

(Bewley, 2007). 
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Experimental Evidence 

 Field and laboratory experiments generate an extra flow of proofs. In 

general, the most critical and important revelation is the corroboration of the 

reciprocal behaviour in the employment association; when workers get the extra 

money beyond their fair standards then they reciprocate it with higher efforts, and 

when workers assume that they have been treated discriminately and unfairly then 

they respond to it by putting minimum efforts towards their work, and it is known 

as negative reciprocity. Field experiences documents proof that negative mutuality 

is stronger than the positive mutuality (Bewley, 2007). Chen et al. (2014) try to 

explain this unpredictability in his collective laboratory and field experience. He 

explains that although optimistic mutuality does exist, it can be erased very 

quickly, and this study is in line with the formerly argued anthropological studies 

and revelations.  

Fehr et al., (2009) discuss that one explanation features this outcome to the 

asymmetric nature of employees' reciprocity behaviour, that is, positive 

reciprocity is weaker than the negative reciprocity. Gneezy and List, (2006) 

discuss another situation in which fragile or temporary reaction of effort towards 

wage arises as a result of a change of minds of workers about the levels of 

impartiality. The presence of disproportionate wage-effort is strengthened from 

the evidence and experiments from the field and laboratory, and it provides some 

harmonizing influence about the influence of wage alteration on the effort. 

Workers’ Morale 

 Optimism or confidence expresses an employee‘s attitude when carrying 

out some productive work. As determined by Bewley (2007), optimism or 

confidence of an employee does not associate with the job satisfaction or 

happiness, but it is associated with the inclination of workers to collaborate and 

struggle towards achieving the organization‘s goals. However, in contrast, when 

the morale or confidence is low, workers incline to stop the collaboration and stop 

to recognize themselves with the company or organization. So, it is proved that 

confidence or optimism is directly associated with the employees' inclination to 

exert effort for the organization. Higher is the collaboration from an employee 

higher is the chance that employee is doing productive activities for the 
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organization; it shows that the employees' optimism and confidence produces a 

psychological advantage, but in the same spirit if confidence or optimism is low or 

down then in this case employees are not motivated, and it also increases the 

psychological price of generating effort.  

Perceptions of Fairness and Reciprocity 

 The alterations in workers‘ morale or confidence depend on whether or not 

employees sense that their respective employers are treating them impartially. 

Studying the methodology in the past studies, we capture these assumptions 

within a reference of ‗fair' wage in comparison with which the impartiality of a 

wage contract is assessed, ‗unfair' wage is assumed a wage below the reference, 

and whereas a wage above is assumed as a ‗gift' (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). 

Furthermore, by integrating the inherent characteristic of human decision making 

of loss aversion. Firms seize the morale or confidence of workers and it most 

impacted when they feel that they are being handled dishonorably. Hence, it is 

assumed as a loss when wage is less than the reference wage, and it has a more 

significant effect on the confidence or optimism of an employee when it is 

presumed as above the reference wage.    

An employer assumed to be a seller usually suggests some wage in return of 

productive activity by an employee which is considered as a buyer. On the other 

hand, the employer is not capable of offering something equal to productivity of 

employees. The struggle is optional, and that is why it is not contractible. Okun 

(1981) identifies the uniqueness of labour markets that the association of 

employment is controlled by an "employment handshake". Williamson (1985) 

describes the agreement of employment as an ―employment contract‖.  According 

to Williamson, the agreement or contract which is called the perfunctory 

collaboration can obligate the minimum job performance. According to the 

consummate collaboration, employees can ‗enjoy preferences' regarding their 

services in comparison to efficiency, struggle and for collaboration they give to an 

organization. This last characteristic is pressurized by the employees' assessment 

of the impartiality of the wage they get.   
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Our theory and concept have a critical perception, and that is, a reduction in wages 

is related to the price.  For example, when employees start assuming that 

reduction in wages is improper and unjust then their efforts and inclination to the 

job will reduce thus it will lower the productivity of an organization and also will 

endanger the profits of a firm. Moreover, in consequences, firms' managers will 

avoid reducing the wage rate of employees due to harsh economic situations, even 

if an organization bears losses due to not reducing the wage rates. So, the early 

critical assumptions about this theory have been determined by this perception and 

also it exposes a psychological ground for it as illustrated by contemporary and 

experimental studies.   

Reciprocity is the concept which is very prominent in the past studies; it is argued 

that the employee‘s association with their employers is centered on a communal 

understanding of mutual behaviour. Like, when an organization and company 

consider a wage contract and that is assumed as unfair and partial, then in these 

kinds of situations the employees begin to sense a protest upon by the firm and the 

employees' confidence and optimism is going to deteriorate. So as a result of that 

unfairness, effort or struggle of an employee towards organization goal and 

objective will become more psychologically costly and employees will adversely 

give in return to the treatment they assume an unjust by putting minimum struggle 

towards achieving organizational goals and objectives.  

Furthermore, because of the hypothesis that partial manners have an intense effect 

on labor confidence or optimism, the commitment of workers is going to be more 

reactive to the changes in wage structure that is considered as conflicting in 

comparison to modifications in wage structure considers as a gift. Therefore, 

employees are branded by intentions-centered reciprocity and which is explained 

by many studies like Rabin (1993); Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, (2004); Falk 

and Fischbacher, (2006). 
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2.4 Summary of Wage and Price Setting Behaviour 

             This section summarises the facts about the price and wage setting 

behaviour of firms found in the literature. 

i. The price and wage setting are staggered and unsynchronised with the 

respect to time. Even if price and wage setting is time-dependent, still they 

are unsynchronised across different sectors and areas (Klenow and  Malin 

2011). 

ii. Most of the studies show that wages are fixed for one year, i.e. length of 

the contract is one year. Wages do not change according to random shocks. 

Most of the time wages are changed after three quarters. Furthermore,  

according to hazard function, a jump mostly occurs in the last month of the 

contract.  

iii. According to Klenwo and Kryvtsov (2008), wages and prices are 

predetermined and expected changes are incorporated in advance. 

iv. Empirical evidence strongly support that majority of the firms adopts time-

dependent wage policy; 60% of the European firm change wages in 

January, while in case of price, the majority of the firm follow state-

dependent pricing policy, 33% of the firms change prices according to 

time-dependent strategy, while 66% of the firms follow state dependent in 

pricing. 

v. According to the literature, the frequency of percentage change in wage is 

less than the percentage change in prices. It means the adjustment in wage 

rate is less than the adjustment in prices. According to WDN survey, the 

average duration of wage contract is higher than the average duration of 

price contract (Barattieri et al. 2014). Moreover, the occurrence of wage 

change is less than the number of time changes occur in prices (Klenow 

and Malin, 2011). 

vi.  Nominal rigidities are not permanent; They are temporary, but the change 

is not instantaneous and neither the change in prices and wages are 

simultaneous.  

vii. The frequency of wage rate and prices depend on the inflation, i.e. as the 

inflation rate increases the occurrence of wage and price change increases. 
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viii. The degree of heterogeneity and unsynchronization is very high in wage 

and price setting in all aspects, i.e. between products,countries, types of 

workers in different categories and even same categories, between 

different and same sectors etc. There is no evidence of homogeneity both 

in price and wage setting behaviour. Wages and prices in some industries 

are time-dependent, while in another they are state dependent, some firm 

change yearly, while other quarterly or monthly. Wages of unskilled 

workers change with high frequency than the wages of skilled workers. 

Similarly, prices of non-durable products change with higher frequency 

than durable products. This mixed result of wage and price setting 

behaviour is pointing toward the need of homogeneity for better policy 

recommendations but this heterogeneous behaviour is important for the 

real picture of the price and wage setting behaviour. 

2.5 Research Gap  

 The survey-based studies is carried out by central banks and countries, but 

most of the literature about price and wage setting behaviour is related to 

developed countries and  limited work is done for developing countries on 

nominal rigidities. So research which focuses on developing countries is much 

needed. 

In the case of Pakistan, only few studies (Sohail and Fatima, 2018; Choudhary et 

al., 2011, 2016; and Malik et al., 2008) have focused only on the price-setting 

behaviour of firms using survey based data. These studies have only focused on 

the pricing rule, frequency to adjust prices, magnitude of price change, and 

different type of information about price setting. However, these studies have 

ignored the heterogeneous response of firms to change in prices to different 

shocks, the role of the firm characteristics in price setting and heterogeneity across 

different sectors and within the sectors. 

To the best of our knowledge there is only one study Ahmed, Choudhary, Khan, 

Mahmood, and Zoega, (2012) that directly deals with the wage rigidity of 

Pakistani firms. However, our study is the first study in Pakistan, especially in 

case of wage setting behaviour, to analyse the price and wage setting behaviour on 
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the data directly collected from the firms on a wide range. It was thought that such 

a study would be beneficial in understanding the differences in the economic 

structure of firms between Pakistan and other competing countries.  Further, this 

study would helps us to understand the reasons of price and wage stickiness across 

firms. Moreover, how the firms set price and wage and which policy the firms are 

using, are the quesstions, answer of which would help the policy maker in the 

framework and implementation of monetary policy. This study would be also 

helpful in the coordination of the monetary policy and fiscal policy from the 

perspective of the firms, which is very important for Pakistan.  

Our study is different from other studies because of many reasons: first the 

previous studies only focus on the aggregate demand and supply shocks while this 

study also analyzed the response of prices and wages to firm characteristics; and 

second, study explored that how the firm wage and price setting give asymmetric 

response to different expected and unexpected shocks by analyzing the importance 

of shocks on the basis of means comparison; third, other studies have analysed on 

the basis of the descriptive statistics, while this study incorporated analysis on the 

basis of analytical approach plus descriptive statistics; fourth, until now not a 

single study has not analysed the wage setting behaviour of the firms with survey 

based data, so it is the first study, which analyses nominal wage rigidity at the 

micro level, using survey based data at firms level.  

Furthermore, this study uses a unique dataset obtained from the survey of firms, 

which help us to investigate the sources and features of prices and wages and 

relationship between them. Microeconomic studies on price and wage setting 

usually explain the downward price and wage rigidity. This study further inquiries 

information about the frequency and patterns of wage and price changes, which 

helps us to further explain the nominal rigidities in terms of price and wages and 

their relationship with the firms‘ characteristics. Our survey also includes the 

questions, which explore the role of technological, institutional and competitive 

environment on the behaviour of the firm in setting wages and prices. 
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Chapter-3 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND, ECONOMETRIC 

METHODOLOGY, SURVEY DESIGN AND DATA 

3.1 Introduction 

 This chapter includes discussion related to theoretical background, 

econometric methodology and model, questionnaire design, construction of 

variables, study area, survey design, sampling and data collection process. Section 

3.2, staggered price and wage contract model is explained, which is further 

divided into four sub-sections. Section 3.3 explain fisher‘s model of overlapping 

and pre-determined prices and wage contract. In section 3.4 famous theories of 

Price Stickiness are discussed. In section 3.5, econometric methodology and 

model of price and wage setting behaviour is discussed, section 3.6 explains 

questionnaire design, section 3.7 is about construction of variables used in 

analysis, in section 3.8 area of the study, survey design is elaborated, sampling 

plan and sample selection is explained. 

3.2 Staggered Price and Wage Contract Model 

 This section includes discussion related to the theoretical concept and 

model of price and wage setting behaviour. The section explains different models 

related to Price and Wage setting behaviour based on staggered contract model 

(SCM). Then it is explained that how these models are useful in applied 

macroeconomics and then these models are linked with microeconomics 

foundation. This section is divided into four sub-sections: section 3.2.1 discuses 

simple price and wage setting model; in section 3.2.2 more general staggered price 

& wage setting model is given; section 3.2.3 presents theoretical foundation of 

staggered price and wage contract model; and in section 3.2.4 staggered contract 

model and inflation, output, stability puzzles are explained. 

3.2.1 Simple Price and Wage Setting model 

 Taylor (1979a, 1980a) developed staggered price and wage contract 

model, which has the following features: this model explains some critical 
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properties of price and wage setting in the real world. Equations are the same both 

for price and wage setting.  First, consider the case of price setting. This model 

assumes that price is set for fixed, i.e. N periods, which is greater than 1 (N>1). In 

this contract period, the firm does not change the price. In each period 1/N of the 

total firms change their prices. In any period, the price will be the average of 

prices set in N periods; in the current period and the last N-1 period. In setting 

price, the firm incorporates all past and future information of price decisions of 

other firms. It means the price and wage setting behaviour is both backward-

looking and forward look. 

For simplicity let‘s consider that price is set for two periods, i.e. N = 2, where ―Pt‖ 

is the price in a time ―t‖, and ―Zt‖  is the contract price depend on the price in a 

time "t", "t-1" and real aggregate output (Yt). 

So, the price setting equations of the model are: 

Log(Pt) = 0.5 {log (Zt)+ log(Zt-1)}                                                                     (1) 

Log(Zt) = 0.5 {Log(Pt)+ Et(Log(Pt+1))} + γ Log(Yt) + γ Et {Log(Yt+1)} + εt       (2) 

According to equation (1) current price is the average of the contract prices in 

time ―t‖ and ―t-1‖ and according to equation (2), contract prices in the two periods 

depend on prices and aggregate demand prevailing in the contract periods. 

The model assumes a simple closed economy, so the money demand function is 

given as: 

                                                                                                       (3) 

   : Money supply and the following stochastic rule determines it 

                                                        (4) 

Where                                                          

 By substituting equation (4) in equation (2) i.e. contract prices and then put 

equation (1) that current price equation, i.e. Pt in equation, the model derived the 

autoregressive equation for ―Yt‖, where the autoregressive coefficient of Yt-1 is 

             , where               ,  the moving average term 
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depends on the price setting equations and shocks to money demand, i.e.    , the 

parameter c will be large for small shocks of money demand    ", and it will be 

persistence, it means    is the key parameter for the price setting. 

By putting equation (1) into equation (2), model proved that Yt show 

autoregressive behavior because price set by one firm i.e. Zt depend on price set 

by others firm i.e. Zt-1, because of this autoregressive behavior, a shock to the 

money supply ―    has a significant effect on output and price level, because 

              , this autoregressive term {              is contract 

multiplier, because it is similar to dynamic multiplier and because the effect on 

output because of money shock is for a long time. So, this model explains the 

dynamic relationship between price level, output and money supply. 

3.2.2 More General Staggered Price and Wage Setting Model 

 As the behaviour of price and wage setting behaviour is heterogeneous 

across firms and concerning time. So, it is necessary to give a more general form 

of price and wage setting model as compare to section 3.2.1, because simple 

staggered price and wage setting model is based on uniform contract length, 

which is unable to explain the behaviour of different contract length. This model 

assumed that instead of changing the price in each period, it is assumed that there 

are different types of contract with different length, i.e. N1, N2, N3,.., represent 

different types of price and wage contracts. Some price and wage will be set for a 

longer period and other for a smaller period, which shows heterogeneity in price 

and wage setting behaviour. The following equation gives the price setting 

equation in more general form. Below discussion explains the price-setting 

behaviour of firms; similar explanation and derivation are for wage-setting 

behaviour.  

                               ….           (5) 

    ∑       
 
                                (6) 

Where    (i =1,2, 3,.., n) is the weight given to different contracts set by different 

firms, and its values are different for a different contract, while in the simple 

model in section 3.2.1, it is homogenous across firms, i.e. 1/N =0.5, which is    , 
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if  N = 2. If in equation (5), weight    = weight   = ½, then all other weights will 

become zero and it will become equation (1), that is Simple model discuss in 

section 3.2.1. Similarly, if the interval of contact varies from one quarter to four 

quarters, then the value of weight will decrease.  

Fixed duration models 

 Taylor (1979b, 1983, 1993a) used equation (5) in different ways for 

different types of contract and did not restrict the parameter as in equation (1) and 

found a general frequency distribution for different contracts, some firms set price 

and wage each quarter, some for two or three quarter and some for one year. 

Random duration models 

 Calvo (1982, 1983) modified generalize form of price and wage setting, 

i.e. equation (5) into a simple and more useful form, according to Calvo model 

weight (    of different price contract (    follow a simple geometric series. Calvo 

model gave the behaviour of weightage (    follow exponential, i.e.       , 

where ―i‖ <1. Calvo was interested in the continuous form weightage, but then 

Calvo model incorporates exponential form. According to this model, the behavior 

of price and wage is stochastic and independent of each other. According to the 

model the staggered price and wage setting model follow random behaviour of 

contract length because the price or wage contract can end any time. i.e. random 

shown by exponential or continuous behaviour of weightage (  ). Levin (1991) 

criticize the stochastic behaviour of price and wage contract, according to him in 

wage contract up to some extent its realistic, but in case of prices, the random 

behaviour is unrealistic, because the firm cannot change the prices anytime, it 

must be constant for some time, because otherwise, it will affect the trust of 

customer on the producer. 

State-dependent duration models 

 Staggered price and wage setting model assume price and wage as an 

exogenous both in case of fixed contract model and random contract model, which 

is one of the most criticized assumptions. For a better approximation of price and 

wage setting behaviour, it is important to consider price and wage contract 
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endogenous.  According to the state-dependent model, the duration of the price 

and wage contract depends on the economic situation, i.e. it is endogenous, while 

in case of staggered model price and wage setting follows time-dependent pricing 

policy. Capllin and Spuler (1987) found that major firm set prices according to the 

state dependent price policy, which reduces the effect of the money supply. 

According to the study if the firms follow state dependent price policy, then 

monetary policy will become ineffective, i.e. money neutrality. Because if there 

are monetary shocks, then in state-dependent policy, the firm will adjust prices 

according to the change in money supply, while in case of staggered wage price 

model, some of the firms will change the price, and some will wait for the new 

contract, so the aggregate prices will adjust slowly, while in case of state-

dependent prices will adjust quickly. Furthermore, if the price change is because 

of other reasons, then even in state-dependent pricing policy, the money neutrality 

is rejected (Conlon and Liu, 1997). 

3.2.3 Theoretical Foundation of Staggered Price and Wage Contract Model 

 The basic feature staggered price and wage model is consistent with the 

behaviour of price and wage setting behaviour and is according to the structure of 

demand and supply model in the microeconomics. Because according to the 

model the price and wage value depends on the past value of price and wage and 

the behaviour of other firms. In the basic market equilibrium of demand and 

supply, price depends on the previous price, which affects the demand and supply 

forces.  

The basic model of staggered price and wage is not derived on the typical 

optimization procedure, i.e. by considering an objective function subject to 

constraint, which is a significant criticism on the model that it is lack proper micro 

foundation.  

The Optimal Price and the Role of Market Power:  

 The cost theory of adjustment price and the fixed and random interval of 

price setting is mostly used in the formal determination of price. In which the 

optimal value of price, at which the profit of the firm will be the maximum subject 
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to given constraint. However, the necessary is a condition for price setting require 

some degree of market power in both imperfect competitive and perfect markets. 

Even in competitive markets there exists some degree of market power, while 

setting the price (Arrow, 1959; and Prescott, 1975). Monopolistic competition and 

monopoly markets are used most in the macroeconomic model of price and wage 

rigidity because these markets have the market power to set price. The model 

assumed the firm face explicit cost while adjusting prices, and their demand curve 

is downward sloping, using these two assumptions, literature has developed a 

price setting rule, in which the actual price adjusts gradually toward the optimal 

price set by the imperfect competitive firm. This approach is alternative to 

staggered price and wage model (Rotemberg, 1982). 

Dynamic Optimization Form of Staggered Contract Model: 

 Blanchard and Fischer (1989) combine monopolistic competition with 

staggered wage price model to develop a dynamic form of the model. This process 

consists of two steps: in the first step, they developed a price setting equation for a 

monopolistic equation without using the staggered price equation. According to 

the equation, the price (Z) depends on the linear form of average price (P) of all 

monopolistic firm and aggregate output (Y). i.e. 

                                                                 (1) 

In the second step, if the price (Z) is set for two periods, i.e. t and t+1, then the 

price will be the average of the price prevailing in the contract period, i.e.  

                                                                       (2) 

Equation (2) gives a more elaborated form of price setting equation under 

monopolistic competition.  It is like an equation in section 3.3.1 except the 

random shocks. In equation (2) "Y" is the shift factor of the demand curve. 

Equation (2) further explains the microeconomic behaviour of price setting, but 

still, it is not fully based on optimization rule. Akerlof  et al., (1991) developed the 

equation of staggered price equation without using the two-step approach. They 

derived directly from the monopolistic competition through maximization. They 

consider a simple model, which consists of two monopolistic firms and each firm 
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face a downward sloping demand curve. Both firms have the degree of market 

power, i.e. they can set the price. The demand depends on the real income of the 

economy, the price of its product and price of substitutes, an, i.e. competitor. Both 

firms set prices for two periods, one firm set price in one time (i.e. t) and another 

firm set price in another period (t+1). Firms expect the price of a rival firm while 

deciding on the price. If the firm maximizes its profit by taking quadratic profit to 

find the optimal price subject to give a real income of the economy and given 

price set by the rival firm, then the optimal price will be like the price set by 

staggered price setting rule. 

Staggered Price and Wage Setting and General Equilibrium Model 

 Akerlof et al., (1991) did not incorporate the price and wage setting 

equation into the optimization model fully, which include household behaviour in 

the form of the utility function. Staggered price and wage contract is derived 

based on two monopolistic competition firms, which set price for two periods, but 

in a different time.  

Deborah (1985) and Lucas (1986) developed a general equilibrium model, which 

is based on a complete optimization process. The prices are set in two markets, i.e. 

spot market and contract market. In the spot market the price setting depends on 

market forces. The wage contracts are for two years. Half of the firm set prices in 

one period, and half of the firm set prices in another period. Lucas (1985) model 

showed that wage contract did not depend on the market power and developed a 

staggered wage contract for the competitive firm. 

Yun (1996) developed a general equilibrium model for price and wage setting 

behaviour. He takes both a fixed contract and random contract for the 

monopolistic competition which is like Blanchard and Fischer (1989), but his 

derivation does not follow two-step approaches.  He derived equation (2) of price 

setting through optimization without assuming it first.  Yun's approach explains 

how to profit in different periods will be balanced by a single price in different 

because prices are set for given periods and it cannot be different in different 

periods. The difference in Yuns approach is that the first term in equation (2), i.e. 

                    would greater than the second term in equation (2) 
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                                  , because the profit in the second period is 

discounted by current period, i.e. the price in the second period is discounted by 

the current prices.  

3.2.4 Staggered Wage Model and Inflation, Output, Stability Puzzles 

 Staggered wage model discussed in the above section explains the 

behaviour of price and wage rigidity and setting, and explain the dynamic 

behaviour of output and inflation, and the effect of monetary shocks on price, 

wage and output. However, staggered price and wage contract fail to pass the 

econometric test because it is inconsistent with serial correlation and unable to 

explain the persistent movement in output and inflation. Furthermore, that 

statistical correlation between inflation and output or unemployment is not 

because of demand shocks; it is the supply shock, which is based on forward-

looking. 

Without the serial correlation, the staggered wage model is unable to explain the 

inertia of inflation in the data. To solve this problem researcher used the modified 

form of staggered wage contract model with rational expectation given by Fuhrer 

and Moore (1995a, b). They compared across autocorrelation function with the 

actual inflation and output and found that it does not match with the simulation of 

staggered wage model given by Taylor (1980b). To solve the problem of 

staggered contract model, they incorporate relative price and inflation instead of 

the current price level. Taylor used the current price level, while Fuhrer and 

Moore (1995a, b) used current inflation and price, which is based on the expected 

inflation rate and price. This modification makes the staggered contract to be 

persistent with both price level and inflation rate. 

To convert the model into the real form and with perfect foresight, Fuhrer and 

Moore (1995a, b) make the coefficient of demand and expectation equal to zero, 

i.e. ε = γ = 0 in equation (2) and then put equation (1) in equation (2) in section 

3.2.1 

                                                              (1) 
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 According to above the current price depends on the past and future contract 

prices. To convert equation into relative price contract, it is deflated by aggregate 

price level, and by solving the equation for current (t), one-year lag (t -1) and one-

year future (t+1), equation (1) become: 

                                             (2) 

The above equation is now in the form of the inflation rate. However, the used of 

aggregate price level does not represent only the period t-1 to t+1, it explains the 

macroeconomics empirics, but create queries of the micro foundation. Equation 

(1) represent price and wage setting behaviour in real terms and the form rate of 

change.  

Chari, Kehoe and McGrattan (1998) identified that Staggered wage model is also 

unable to explain the persistent change in the real output. To illustrate the 

persistent change in the output, they used a dynamic model of price and wage 

stickiness, by putting the staggered contract in the optimization problem, in which 

price and wage setting rule is based on monopolistic competition, and utility 

function depend on the money. They also estimate the original Staggered wage 

model discussed in section 3.2.1. After the comparison of both model (i.e. based 

on formal optimization and less- formal optimization), they found that the value of 

―γ‖ in equation (2) in section 3.2.1 is very large in the Staggered wage model 

which is in more dynamic form then the original model staggered contract model, 

the large value of ―γ‖ can now explain the real persistence change in output, 

which the simple staggered contract cannot, because it is lack of serial correlation.  

Another puzzle in the monetary economy is related to economic stability, i.e. the 

economic fluctuation was more significant than the economic fluctuation after 

World War-II, Delong and Summer (1986) by using Staggered wage model shows 

that the increase in economic stability is because of price and wage rigidity in the 

economy, due to which the economic shocks are smaller and monetary, and fiscal 

policy is designed more appropriately. According to Taylor (1985), it depends on 

the average size of price shocks and demand shocks. If the average size shock of 

price is greater than the average demand shock, the higher degree of nominal 
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rigidity will lead to higher instability. If the demand shock is more significant than 

price shock, the higher degree of rigidity will lead to economic stability. 

3.3 Fisher’s Model of Overlapping and Pre-Determined Prices and Wage 

 Contract 

 The last discussed the Taylor (1979) model of fixed duration of price and 

wage contract model and Calvo (1983) model of random duration of price and 

wage contract model. Fisher (1977) give model of overlapping and pre-

determined price and wage contract in response to Lucas critique: that parameters 

of private agents are not policy invariant especially in case of rational 

expectations. So, policy should be framed or not, it has real or nominal effects, but 

one thing is confirmed, that policy is always framed on wrong assumptions or 

policy has unintended consequences (Lucas, 1972). In reply to Lucas critique, the 

New-Keynesian economist incorporated micro-foundation of price and wage 

rigidity, and rational expectation into Keynesian model and proved that policy will 

be effective, if it is anticipated or unanticipated (Fisher, 1977; Taylor, 1979; and 

Calvo, 1983). This section discussed Fisher‘s model of pre-determined prices 

only, because model of price and wage are almost similar. 

Assumptions of Fisher‘s models are that expectations are rational, firms are price 

setters and wages are negotiated. Consider ―n‖ identical firms, half of the firms set 

their prices in period ―t‖ and other half of the firm set their prices in period ―t+1‖. 

Prices are predetermined for two periods i.e. prices are set for two periods in 

advanced, but it may be different for two periods, while Taylor (1979) model is 

based on fixed prices. Prices are set according rule as given in equation (1) 

                     (1) 

Where     is the price of ith firm in period ―t‖,    is the money supply in period 

―t‖,      is the price level i.e. GDP deflator and ― ‖  is the weighted average 

between          , which value is between 0 and 1. For period ―t‖, half of the 

firms set price in period ―t-1‖ and half of the firms set price in period ―t-2‖. As 

firm‘s price in period ―t‖ will be unknowns, so firm will take expectations i.e. 
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                                       (3) 

Expectations are rational, that are taken by the firms, prices set by firms in period 

t-1 and t-2 for period ―t‖ are given in equation (2) and equation (3). 

The general price level in period ―t‖ will be weighted average of   
        

 , 

because both are half for two periods. 

                                                      
  

     
 

 
       (4) 

The output is determined by the demand side of the equations and no role of 

supply side in determining the output level. So, the output is given by equation 

(5), which is the aggregate demand equation. 

                                                                                                    (5) 

Case:01 Prices are set for one periods. 

If prices are set for one periods, then    =   
     

  . Now put equation in 

equation (2) i.e. 

                                                                                       (6) 

As all the firms set the same price i.e.   =  
     

 , because of the same time 

period, so equation (6) is the general price level i.e. 

                                 

As same as individual price so expectation will be not applied on       

                       

               

                                            (7) 

Substitute equation (7) in equation (5) i.e.                                                                      
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Equation (8) shows that, if monetary policy is anticipated that is ineffective, it can 

affect output only, if it is anticipated. 

Case; 02 Price are set for two Periods. 

If prices are set for two periods, then  , i.e.   ,   
        

  will be not same. So, to 

find  
 , substitute equation (2) in equation (1). 

  
                                      

Substitute equation (4) 
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Now to   
 , substitute equation (3) in equation (1)   

  
                         

                                                       
                      

                                                        
                      

Substitute equation (4) 
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Expectations will be applied on   
  , because expectations are taken in period  

    for period    . 
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Equation (9) and (10) are two price equations. Take expectations as of equation 

with   . 
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According to the law of iterative expectation, old period expectations will be 

applied.  
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Substitute equation (10) 
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To find, final value of  
 , Substitute equation (12) in equation (9) 
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Substitute (12) and (13) in equation (4), to find the general price level. 
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Substitute (14) in equation (5) to find the equilibrium output. 
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                                 (15) 

Equation (15) is the result of fisher model, 

where                               , which is the unanticipated monetary 

policy.               is the difference of the information in time period t-1 

and t-2. Both expectations are rational, and all firms are identical, but expectations 

are not same for identical firms due to difference of information in t-1 and t-2. So 

according to equation (15), if policy is anticipated or unanticipated, it will be 

effective in case of rational expectation and pre-determined prices (Fisher, 1977), 

which is against the results of equation (8) that policy is effective if it is 

unanticipated, while ineffective, if it is anticipated in case of rational expectation 

and prices are flexible i.e. policy irrelevance hypothesis by New-classical (Lucas, 

1972). 

3.4 Theories of Price Stickiness 

 This section explains famous theories of price rigidity given in literature 

i.e. Constant Incremental Cost, Cost base pricing, Implicit and Explicit Contracts, 

Procyclical elasticity, Pricing thresholds, Non-price elements, Temporary Shocks, 

Stock adjustment, Coordination failure, Imperfect Competitive Markets, Imperfect 

Information, Price means Quality and Physical menu costs theory of price rigidity. 
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Below discussion explained how these theories caused price stickiness and how 

price setting occurs. 

Fixed incremental or marginal cost is an important theory of price rigidity. If 

markups are constant and the marginal cost is flat, and if there is any change in 

demand, then there will be no change in the price. It means in case of constant 

marginal cost demand shock has no impact on prices (Hall, 1986) 

In the cost base pricing model, the demand for the product will not affect the price 

either the marginal cost is constant or not. In this case, the price of the commodity 

depends on the cost of production. The price of the commodity will change, if 

there is any change in the price of the raw materials, intermediate goods, wage 

rate and taxes etc. (Blanchard, 1983) 

According to the implicit contract theory, the firm tries to win the hearts of their 

customers and to make them permanent customers, and they try to not the change 

the price with higher frequency. If there are any random economic shocks, they 

try to delay the price until the price of the product is a greater then marginal cost. 

Okun‘s (1981) called it ―the invisible handshake‖. While in the explicit contract 

theory the firms have a contract with their clients that they will not change the 

price of the product in a given time period. These implicit and explicit are to 

ensure stable against any uncertain market shocks and situations. However, these 

contracts are mainly related to nominal price stickiness more than the real price 

stickiness, but these contracts will work until the price is equal or higher than the 

marginal cost, after this the firms will revise the agreement and will negotiate 

again on terms and conditions according to the new environment. The objective of 

these contracts is to maintain long term relationship with the customer, which 

ensure the optimal level of future sales. 

Moreover, on the other hand, the customer also tries to minimise the cost of the 

transaction with the firm so that they will be attracted by implicit and explicit 

contract, it means the price of the product will be constant. So these sort of 

contracts is the main reason for price rigidity. It means the demand shocks will 

have no impact on prices, especially in case of explicit contract (Hall et al.1997). 
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The business cycle behaviour affects the value of price elasticity of demand. The 

theory suggest that price elasticity is procyclical, it means during boom, the price 

elasticity will be higher then one i.e elastic, while in recession the price elasticity 

of demand will be less then one i.e inelastic.when the firm business cycle is in 

boom, then demand curve shift upward, so in this case if the firm increase the 

price of product, the revenue will decrease with higher percentage because of 

elastic situation, so they will not change price and it will be sticky. However, in 

case of recession, the demand curve shift, in this case, the firm can increase the 

price of the product because the percentage in change demand will be less than the 

per change in prices and revenue will increase. It means the position of business 

cycle manipulate the value price elasticity, which in terms affect the behaviour of 

price setting (Shapiro et al., 1988; and Bils, 1989). 

The firm set a threshold that the price of our product will be in this range for a 

given time, i.e. minimum price and maximum price, to attract customers. The firm 

keeps the price in the given threshold, even if there is any shock to the economy 

because otherwise, they will lose the trust of their customers on their policy, 

which decrease the firm revenue in future. However, the firm can adjust the 

pricing thresholds of the shocks in the future. Kashyap, (1995) and Hall et al., 

(2000) studies show that price thresh hold is significant and highly relevant from 

the consumer side. It means the price threshold is an important theory in 

explaining the reason for price rigidity. 

Non-price elements are the source of price rigidity. The theory suggests that if 

there is any demand or supply shock, the firm change the quality of the product, 

the quantity of the product, packing of it products etc. to cover the change in the 

cost because of random economics shocks. These factors are called non-price 

elements. So to observe the nominal rigidity, these non-price elements play an 

important role (Carlton, 1986;1989). 

Temporary shocks are also the source of the price rigidity, these are shocks due to 

this the firm does not change the price, e.g. temporary fiscal and monetary policy, 

or any temporary increase in the demand due to weather, festival etc., or due to 

temporary decrease in the production or supply because of weather, or 

government activities etc. Because the firm thinks that the impact of shock will 
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finish soon, and they will bring the price back, because of this fear they do not 

change the price. Because it will discourage their clients and will leave a bad 

image in their minds. So, to keep the trust of customers, the firms will not change 

the prices, which is a source of price rigidity (Ball and Romer, 1991). 

Blinder (1982) indicates the stock adjustment is the sign of price stickiness. If 

there are any cost shocks due to which the firm must apply cost adjustment pricing 

policy, in this case, the firm will self-create the room by bringing the change in 

the stocks, and this stock adjustment will absorb the impact of the shocks created 

by market situations. 

Coordination failure among firms is one the important factor of price rigidity, both 

in case of the price increase and decrease. Information gap between the firms 

gives two main transmission channels of nominal rigidities. Due to demand or 

supply shocks, if the firm has to change price, then the firm in case of price 

increase will wait for it competitors to change the price or they will wait for the 

parent company to change the price, because of the risk of being the first one to 

adjust the prices, which will spoil the image of the firm with the customer. So, the 

price will be sticky, because no firm wants to accept the blame for the price 

increase (Ball and Romer, 1991). Similar in case of decrease in the price, the firm 

will be reluctant, because of the fear that it may not start price war between the 

firm, with an objective to capture the highest market share, which will be a loss 

for every firm, because then it will continue until price become equal to average 

variable cost, i.e. shut down point. So that is why coordination failure is the 

important source of price rigidity both upward and downward (Ball and Romer, 

1991; and Allen 1988). 

An imperfect competitive market is also the leading cause of price rigidity. In the 

case of the imperfectly competitive market, the firm has monopoly power due to 

which they can set the price according to their desire. For example, in monopoly 

the firm is the only producer, so he can set any price at which its profit is 

maximum, in oligopoly, the firms make cartel or group, due to which the market 

forces cannot affect the price level, price is set according to the objective of cartel, 

in monopolistic competition the firm can also set the price up to some extent 

because of monopoly power due to the characteristic that product of different 
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monopolistic firm can be differentiated, so imperfect competitive markets explain 

the existence of price rigidity (Blanchard and Fischer, 1989; Arrow, 1959; and 

Prescott, 1975). 

Imperfect information is also the source of price rigidity. According to the 

classical individual have perfect information, and the behaviour of price and wage 

are flexible. While according to the Keynesian the individual has imperfect 

information, and the behaviour of prices and wages are rigid. Before Keynesian, 

there is only one theory based on the Walrasian system, and the Walrasian 

equilibrium is unable to provide a proper justification of two main 

macroeconomics issues, i.e. nominal rigidity in term of prices and wages, and 

cyclical unemployment. While Keynesian on the bases of its main assumption of 

rigidity explain the causes of unemployment (Taylor, 1979a, 1980a).  

Price is one crucial measure of quality; high price is a symbol that this product 

will be of best quality. So that why the firm will not decrease the price of its 

product, because the people will think that price decrease means the quality of the 

product is decreased. Such type of situation may occur in the luxury goods 

market, in which price is considered the sign of quality and standard. It means on 

the basis of quality and price relationship, and prices are downward rigid and 

upward flexible (Allen, 1988). 

Physical menu costs theory based on the nature of restaurants. When there is any 

demand or supply shock, the restaurant does not change prices due to reprinting 

menu cost and advertisement cost. If the shock is for the long term and the 

expected change in revenue is greater than printing and advertisement cost, then 

the firm will change the prices. However, in most of the cases in the restaurant 

business, the shock is temporary and for the short run. So that is why menu cost is 

one of the determinants of rigidity (Tsiddon, 1993; and Ball and Mankiw, 1994). 

3.5 Econometric Model and Technique 

 The objective of the study is to determine the patterns of price and wage 

setting in firms, responses of firms to economic and non-economic shocks and the 

role of institutional and other factors in determining the channel of adjustment 
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after these shocks. Furthermore, either firms follow time-dependent, or state-

dependent policy in price and wage setting and how the firms own characteristics 

affect the probability of price and wage change. This will help to find the different 

factors, which affect the response of firms to demand and supply shocks in terms 

of price and wage setting. The price and wage setting behaviour is surely different 

in response to demand and supply shocks, but the rigidity or flexibility also 

depend on the firm's characteristics, number of competitors and other factors in 

the market. So from literature and theoretical background discussed  and in the 

context of study objectives, the empirical model for price setting behaviour is 

constructed and is given below in equation (1).  

 (
  

    
)                                                          

                                                             

                                                                             (1) 

Equation (1) consists of the determinants of price setting. Price setting, which is 

the dependent variable is measured through price rigidity and price change. In 

most of the cases the price setting is in categorical form, that why in equation (1), 

it is taken in log form. In case of continuous form, the price setting is not taken in 

log form. Each proxy of price setting behaviour is regressed on a set of 

explanatory variables as shown in equation (1). Independent variables are taken in 

continuous form and categorical form. The independent variables, which are 

selected on the basis of previous literature, theoretical framework and objectives 

of the study are: market structure (i.e. degree of market power), type of customers, 

backward-looking and forward-looking, price adjustment process, credibility of 

central bank, economic literacy, information set about expected inflation and firm 

size. The construction of dependent and independent variables is discussed in 

detail in section 3.7.  

Now the study will discuss the empirical model for wage-setting. According to the 

literature discussed, theoretical background and in the context of study objectives, 

the empirical model constructed for wage setting is given in equation (2),  
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Equation (2) shows the determinants of wage setting that may increase or decrease 

the probability of wage change. In equation (2) the dependent variable is the wage 

rigidity. Wage rigidity is measured through, the frequency of wage change. Proxy 

of wage rigidity is regressed on a set of explanatory variables as shown in 

equation (2). The independent variables, which are selected on the basis of 

economic theories, previous literature, objectives and which can have significant 

effect on the wage setting behaviour are market structure (i.e. degree of market 

power), wage indexation, fringe benefits, set of information about expected 

inflation and firm size. The construction of dependent and independent variables 

is discussed in detail in section 3.7.   

So the above two equations, which represent price setting behaviour  (equation 1) 

and wage setting behaviour (equation 2) are estimated as binary or multinomial 

probit/logistic model or through ordinary least square technique; the selection of 

model depend on the nature of dependent variables and diagnostic tests. 

If the dependent variable is in continous form, then ordinay least square technique 

is applied. When the dependent variable is in the qualitative form, or it has limited 

values, then the ordinary least squares technique cannot be applied. In such a 

situation, ordinary least square technique gives misleading and wrong coefficients 

and standards errors of the estimators, because of different reasons. First, the 

residual errors do not follow a normal distribution, due to which it does not satisfy 

the assumption of the classical linear regression model. When the dependent 

variable is in binary form or categorical form, or it has limited values, then the 

residual errors follow a heteroscedastic distribution. Second, the value of binary 

variable is restricted from zero to one, while in case of ordinary least square, the 

value estimates can be less than zero and greater than one. Third, the ordinary 

square least technique cannot be applied to the non-linear model, and in our case, 

the model is non-linear because of the asymmetric response of price and wage to 

different shocks. In this study as dependent variable represents behaviour in most 

of the cases, so change in the form of occurrence or probability in the dependent 
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variable is more informative and logical. Because of the above reasons, the study 

estimates the above equations through multinomial and binary logistic model 

except one case, where ordinary least square technique is applied, because price 

setting is measured through frequency of price change, which is in continous 

form. 

The selection between multinomial, ordinal and binary probit/logistic technique 

depends on the construction of the dependent variable. Dependent variable has 

only two categories than in this case binary probit/logistic regression is used, 

while multinomial probit/logistic regression is used when the dependent variable 

has more than two categories, and during labelling, the order is not important and 

meaningless. And if the dependent variable has more than two categories and have 

specific order, so it suggests that ordinal probit/logistic regression should be used. 

However the final selection between multinomial and ordinal probit/logistic 

depend on the diagnostic tests, i.e. parallel test. When the dependent variable is in 

the binary form, i.e. only two categories, then study applied binary probit/logistic 

regression and if more then two categories, then study applied multinomial and 

ordinal probit/logistic regression. And if the dependent variable is in continuous 

form, then ordinary least square is applied, which in this study occur in one case, 

i.e. the frequency of price change in case of price setting behaviour. 

To further explain the above justification, consider the case of wage-setting 

behaviour. e.g. Consider a case in which the dependent variable has two 

categories, i.e. Let ―WS‖ is the categorical wage setting behaviour variable; 

Where, the probability of WS equal to one is ―p" and the probability of WS equal 

to zero is ―1-p‖ 

WS is given as: 

           
      

)                   (3) 

 Equation (3) is a row vector, which shows a set of information about wage-setting 

behaviour. WS depends on some variables, i.e. demand variables and cost 

variables, which are represented by    
    

 and ―i" shows the cross-sections. 
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Now consider a non-linear equation of wage setting i.e. 

       
                                       (4) 

By taking the expectation of equation (4) 

                                        (5) 

As ―Zi‖ can take any value, so the value of "p" can be less than zero or greater 

than one, which is not acceptable, as the value of "p" is from zero to one. So, to 

solve this problem, regression takes odd values i.e. 
 

   
, then taking the log, 

equation (5) becomes: 

     
 

   
                                                 (6) 

Now take antilog of equation (6), 
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Now take the derivative with respect "z"  
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                                         (7) 

Equation (7) gives the change in occurrence or probability with respect to change 

in an explanatory variable. Probit regression converts the categorical variable into 

quantitative form. Probit regression is based on cumulative distribution, in which 

coefficient is in the probability forms. And it makes the interpretation easy and 

meaning full as compared to the logistic regression. In the logistic regression, the 

variables are considered as the qualitative form, which is based on binomial 

distribution and coefficient are in log form, which makes the interpretation 

difficult. That‘s why this study used Probit regression for analysis.  
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3.6 Questionnaire Design  

 Before the construction of variables used in equation (1), (2) and 

descriptive analysis it is better to explain the design of questionnaire. The design 

of the study questionnaire follows Blinder et al. (1998). It consists of six sections: 

section A on general information of firms; section B on Price setting; section C on 

determinants of price change; section D on wage setting behaviour; and section E 

on awareness of Central bank working. 

Section "A" of the questionnaire consists of general information of firms. It 

consists of the information regarding firm‘s main product, market structure, i.e. 

number of competitors, the market share of main product and type of customers 

(i.e. regular or occasional). 

Section ―B‖ of the questionnaire is about the price setting behaviour. It gives 

information about market power i.e. how the firm sets price of its main product, 

price discrimination and degree of price discrimination, price information i.e. 

backward-looking or forward-looking, time-dependent or state-dependent pricing 

policy, number of times price is evaluated, frequency of price change, price 

elasticity of demand, price contracts, price adjustment process,  response of firms 

when they cannot change price,  lagged effect of change in price and contract of 

input purchases. 

Section "C" of the questionnaire is about the determinants of price change. This 

section gives information about the impact of demand variables and cost variables 

on price increase and decrease. The demand factors are inflation, change in the 

price of the competitors, seasonal factors, changes in the tax rate, change in the 

demand for the product, change in the level of competition and change in the 

exchange rate. The supply side variables are inflation, change in labour cost, 

change in financial cost, change in the cost of raw materials, change in the cost of 

energy, government regulations and change in the exchange rate. Further, this 

section contains information about different factors leading to not change prices 

during a certain period (e.g. fixed-term contracts, physical cost or menu cost, 

costly information, risk-averse behaviour, customer relationship, stable price and 
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change in quality). It also deals with how the firm computes the optimal price, i.e. 

by formula or makes a guess.  

Section "D" is about wage-setting behaviour. It gives us detail information about 

type of workers (i.e. permanent, contractual and daily wagers), frequency of wage 

change, wage indexation, information regarding expected inflation, time-

dependent or state-dependent wage policy, importance of different factors (i.e. 

labor productivity, inflation, taxes, demand for product, employment level, 

government regulation and labor union) that might cause the firms to change the 

wage rate, Philips curve phenomena and fringe benefits. 

Section ―E‖ is about awareness of Central bank working. In this section firms 

were asked different questions about awareness i.e. information about current 

economic conditions and policies, functions of State Bank of Pakistan (SBP), 

target of central bank (i.e. unemployment and inflation), used of SBP forecasts by 

firms in decision making, success of SBP to control inflation, information about 

SBP policies and SBP report in Urdu. 

3.7 Construction of Variables 

 In this section, we explain the construction of variables used in the 

analysis, especially variables in equation (1) and equation (2) in section 3.5 

Price setting 

 Price setting is the dependent variable in equation (1). The price setting 

variable is measured through price rigidity and price change. Price rigidity is 

measured through two proxies: First through frequency of price change i.e. on 

average the number of times the firm changes the price of its main product in one 

year.  To measure it the firm is asked in question B.12, that on average how many 

times do you change the price of your product in one year. The number of times 

price changes represent the degree of rigidity or flexibility. As the number 

increases from 0,1,2...it means the degree of rigidity decreases and flexibility 

increase. Second, price rigidity is measured through implicit and explicit price 

contract, i.e. firms are asked whether they engage in price contract for periods 

longer than one year. The contract is also a source of price rigidity over a certain 
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period, therefore it measures the degree of price rigidity. The response is coded as, 

Yes = 1 and No =0 for construction of dummy variable; ―1‖ means price rigidity 

and ―0‖ means price flexibility. 

The price change is proxied through the importance of demand and cost shocks 

factors in case of the price increase/decrease, it does not explain the behaviour of 

price rigidity or flexibility, it indicates the significance of demand and cost factors 

that might cause to raise or lower the price of main products, whenever price 

change is required. It only explains the determinant of price change. For the 

demand shocks the variables taken are inflation, change in the price of the 

competitors, seasonal factors, changes in the tax rate, changes in the demand of 

your product, change in the level of competition and change in the exchange rate. 

For the cost shocks the variables taken are inflation, change in labour cost, change 

in financial cost, change in the cost of raw materials, change in the cost of energy, 

seasonal factors, government regulations and change in the exchange rate. The 

firms were asked to indicate the significance of the above factors that might cause 

to raise/lower the price of firm‘s product. After the collection of data, average of 

all the factors mentioned above of the cost shocks and demand shocks are taken. 

In this way four series of price change are constructed, which are proxied through 

the significance of demand and cost factors to change price. Each proxy of price 

change is regressed on a set of explanatory variables. Now, these series are in 

continuous form because of taking the average, but the value of variables in all 

cases is between 1 to 4. The study can apply ordinary least square because the 

dependent variable is continuous form, but it will not achieve the objective of the 

study. So, the four series are converted into four dummies, i.e. categorical form, 

by rounding the values to nearest number in given ranking, i.e. 1 to 4. For 

example, if the value is 2.2, so study took as 2, and if the value 2.9, so for analysis 

it is taken as 3. Total six variables are taken to measure price setting behaviour, 

which is dependent variable, i.e. the frequency of price change, which is in 

continuous form, price contract, which is binary form, price change in case of 

demand and cost shocks in case of price increase and decrease, which are in 

categorical form. 
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Market structure  

 Market structure is proxied through five variables; number of competitors, 

market share the degree of market power, price discrimination and price elasticity 

of demand, because these are the indicators of same concept: market power. 

Competition depends on the number of firms producing the same product 

(substitute which represents the market structure. If the number of rival firms is 

low, the competition will be less, which increases the probability firms being price 

setters and keeping prices rigid. Firms are reluctant to change price and wage in 

response to different shocks. Competition is measured in section A through A.2 

question. In this, the firm is asked how many other firms are producing the same 

product with the options of responses that no main competitors, less than 5, 

between 5 and 20, or more than 20 competitors, with rank 1 to 4: No main 

competitor = 1; less than 5 = 2; between 5 and 20 = 3; and more than 20 = 4.  

The share of firm‘s product in the market also affects the price and wage setting. 

As the market share increases, the power of price and wage setting increases, and 

the firm can affect the price-wage in any direction, i.e. increase or decrease. For 

example, the firm can decrease the price of its main product to increase its market 

share. Further, even it can increase the price of the product because of its 

popularity. The market share is measured by question A.3 in section A. In this 

question the firm is asked about the market share of the main product in 

percentage form and then responses are between 1 and 5: Almost 100% =1; 51%  

to 99% = 2; 25% to 50% = 3; 5% to 24% = 4; or less than 5%= 5. 

Market power is an important variable for price and wage setting. In question B.1, 

the firms are asked that how they set the price of their main products and are 

ranked from 1 to 5: firm sets the price =1; the price is set by the parent company = 

2; the price is established through direct negotiation with clients = 3; the 

authorities regulate the price=4; other =5.  

If the firms chose that they set the price, then in question B.2 the firms are asked 

that how they usually compute the price of their main product? i.e. a mark-up is 

applied to the unit variable costs, price is set at the level prevailing in the market,  
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the price of main competitors is used as a reference, price is set jointly with other 

competitive firms, or any other option and all options are ranked from 1 to 5 

respectively. 

To measure the degree of market power, the information in question B.1 and B.2 

is used to classify the firms into competitive, monopolistic competitive, 

oligopolistic and monopolistic. If the price is set at the level prevailing in the 

market, then the market structure is perfect competition. If the price of the main 

competitors is used as a reference, then the market structure is monopolistic 

competition. If the price is set jointly with other competitive firms, then the 

market structure is an oligopoly, and if a mark-up is applied to the unit variable 

costs (i.e. labour costs and cost of other inputs), then the market structure is a 

monopoly. All categories are assigned numbers from 1 to 4, to construct 

categorical variable: competition = 1; monopolistic competition = 2; oligopoly = 

3; and monopoly = 4.   

We also divide the market structure is divided into the perfect competition, 

imperfect competition, and authorities regulates the price. If the price is set at the 

level prevailing in the market, then the market structure is perfectly competitive, 

while the remaining three, i.e. monopolistic competition, oligopoly and monopoly 

are merged into the imperfectly competitive. If the price of main competitors is 

used as a reference or If the price is set jointly with other competitive firms or if a 

mark-up is applied to the unit variable costs (i.e. labour costs and cost of other 

inputs), then the market structure is imperfect competition. And the third category 

is if the authorities regulate the price. All categories are assigned numbers from 1 

to 3: perfect competition = 1; authorities = 2; and imperfect competition = 3. 

Price discrimination, which possible only if the firm has monopoly power, plays 

an important role in determining price setting behaviour. Because of the monopoly 

power the firm charge different price for the same commodity to maximize its 

profit. Price discrimination has many degrees based on consumer surplus, i.e. 

first-degree price discrimination, second-degree price discrimination and third-

degree price discrimination. In question B.3, the firm is asked about whether the 

unit price of its product is same for all customers: yes =1, No = 0. 
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If the answer is "no‖, then the firm is asked about whether price discrimination 

depends on the quantity sold or the situation or depends on the length of the 

contract. To construct variable categories are ranked from 1 to 3 respectively to 

measure the degree of price discrimination: depends on the quantity sold = 1; 

depending on the situation = 2; and depends on the length of the contract = 3. 

The Price elasticity of demand plays a significant role in managerial decision 

making. If the price elasticity is greater than one, the firm will decrease the price 

of its product, because the percentage change in demand will be greater than the 

percentage change in price, so the total revenue and profit will increase. Similarly, 

if the demand is inelastic, the firm will increase the price of the product, to 

increase total revenue. If the is perfectly elastic, then the firm will not use price 

policy for change in total revenue. To capture the role of price elasticity of 

demand in price decision making, the firms are asked in question B.10 and B.11 

that if they increase (decrease) the price of their main product by 10% and all the 

other things remain unchanged (including the price of your competitors), by what 

percentage would the number of sold units of their product decrease (increase) i.e. 

more than 10%; approximately 10%; or less than 10%. All categories are assigned 

numbers from 1 to 4, to construct categorical variable: more than 10% = 1; 

approximately 10% = 2; less than 10% = 3; and do not know = 4. 

Customer type 

 The nature of customer (regular or occasional) also affects the price setting 

behaviour. In the case of regular customers, the firm has an implicit contract, 

which affects the price setting behaviour of firm; the firm will not change price 

abruptly in response to temporary shocks in particular and permanent shock in 

general. While in case of occasional customers the firm will not be not that much 

conscious and will not much care about change in price. To capture the type of 

customers, in question A.4 the firms are asked about the type of customers, i.e. 

whether they are regular, or occasional or of both type. To construct variable, each 

category is assigned specific number occasional customer = 1, combination of 

both types = 2, and regular customers = 3. So, the variables take on higher value 

as customers of a firm change from occasional to regular. 
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Backward-looking and forward-looking information set 

 The price decision depends on a set of information about demand shocks, 

cost shocks and other economic activities. Now if the firm takes a decision based 

on past information then firm is backward-looking, if the firm decision about price 

is only based on future information then firm is forward-looking and if the firm 

considers both past and current information, then the firm is both backward-

looking and forward-looking. To capture this behaviour, the firms are asked in 

question B.4 that their price decisions are based on the past information, current 

information, forecast about future or combination of all. All categories are 

assigned numbers from 1 to 4 to construct categorical variable, i.e. past 

information = 1, current information = 2, forecasts about future = 3, and 

combination of all = 4.  

Price Adjustment Process 

 The change in price in response to any shock also depends on how quickly 

a firm responds. If the adjustment process is quick, then prices will be flexible, 

and otherwise they are rigid. In B.14 question the firms are asked that suppose 

their current price is X, after computation, they find that it should be increased 

(decreased). Then in this case, they do it in one shot, gradually or it depends on 

the situation. Furthermore, the response of the firm is explored with respect to the 

different percentage change in price, i.e. less than 5%, from 6% to 10% and more 

than 10%. For instance, if the price increase (decrease) is less than 5%, then a 

typical firm would do it in one shot or gradually or depends on the situation. 

Similarly, the firms are asked for 6 to 10% and more than 10%. In all cases 

categories are same and are assigned numbers from 1 to 3, to construct categorical 

variable: "one-shot" = 1; "gradually" = 2; and "depend on situation" = 3. 

The credibility of Central Bank 

 According to macroeconomic theories, after 1970's the primary objective 

of monetary policy has become keeping the prices stable and the credibility of the 

central bank is crucial in this regard. In case of credibility the private sector will 

trust on policies of the central bank and will form price expectations accordingly. 

Monetary policy will be strengthened and effective if central banks are considered 
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credible by the people (Fellner, 1976; 1979; Kydland and Prescott, 1977; Barro 

and Gordon, 1983a; 1983b). To measure the credibility of the central bank 

policies in Pakistan, the firms are asked three different questions E.4, E.5, and E.6. 

It means, three proxies are used to capture the perception of credibility, which is 

discussed below. 

In question E.4, the firms are asked that in making decisions (e.g. investment, 

price), do they use the forecasts (e.g. about output growth and inflation) released 

by the State Bank of Pakistan? If the answer is yes then it considers State Bank of 

Pakistan credible, while the other response- no means not-credible: it means firms 

do not consider the reports of State Bank of Pakistan significant or trust worth. To 

construct binary variable, categories are assigned number 0 and 1, i.e. yes = 1, no 

= 0. 

In question E.5, the firms are asked about possible success of State Bank of 

Pakistan in pulling inflation back. The response in positive means firms considers 

State Bank of Pakistan credible and they have confidence and trust in State Bank 

of Pakistan and "no" means not-credible. It means firms think that State Bank is 

not trustworthy to achieve the targets of controlling inflation. To construct 

categorical variable, categories are labeled from 0 to 2; no = 0; do not know = 1; 

and Yes = 2.  

In question E.6, the firms are asked that when State Bank Pakistan officials 

announce some policy change what do they do?  It means do they discuss it with 

their friends/ other market players or ask from experts (e.g. economists) or ignore 

it.  It also measures the credibility of State Bank Pakistan; if managers have belief 

in the policies of State Bank Pakistan, then they will discuss it, otherwise, they 

will ignore it. To construct categorical variable, categories are assigned numbers 

from 1 to 3, i.e. ―discuss it with friends/ other market players‖ = 1; ―ask from 

experts (e.g. economists)‖ = 2; and ―Ignore it‖ = 3.  

Economic Literacy 

 Economic literacy is the important determinant of price and wage setting 

because as the set of information increases, the firm can more accurately predict 
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economic situation and the value of forecast error will be minimum, i.e. the 

difference between expected and actual macroeconomic conditions will be 

minimum. And the firm will not need to change the price and wage more 

frequently, and price and wage will be more stable. It means economic literacy is 

associated with more accurate prediction, which means the frequency of price and 

wage change will be low (Bernanke, 2007 and Bruine de Bruin et al., 2010). The 

firms are asked different questions, i.e. question E.1, E.2, E.3, E.7 and E.8, to 

capture the economic literacy of firm managers. It means a total of five proxies 

are used to capture the economic literacy of firm managers.  

In question E.1, the firms are asked about how learn about current economic 

conditions and economic policies? i.e. from reports of State Bank of Pakistan, 

Ministry of Finance reports newspapers, electronic media and through discussion 

with personal relations/social capital. All these responses are in binary form, i.e. 

yes =1 and no = 0. To measure economic literacy, the values of all responses are 

added for each firm. So higher the value of a firm in this question, more will be 

the economic literacy. 

In question E.2, the firms are asked about the functions of State Bank of Pakistan 

from given options of reducing unemployment, promoting economic growth, 

setting the interest rate, stabilizing the stock market, controlling inflation, banking 

supervision, issuing new notes, and exchange rate management. All these 

responses are in binary form, i.e. yes =1 and no = 0. To measure economic 

literacy, the values of all responses are added for each firm. So higher the value of 

sum of responses, more will be the economic literacy. 

In question E.3, the firms are asked that if there is a trade-off between inflation 

control and unemployment reduction (output growth), what should the central 

bank target? i.e. Unemployment control/Output growth or Inflation control. 

Categories are assigned numbers 1 and 2, to construct binary variable i.e. 

Unemployment control/Output growth = 1, Inflation control = 2. This variable 

indicates literacy as the manager who knows the prime function of State Bank of 

Pakistan, are considered economic literate. 
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In question E.7, the firms are asked about the role of State Bank of Pakistan (Head 

office Karachi) and whether it is same as of branches of State Bank of Pakistan in 

different cities. To construct binary variable, categories are assigned number 0 and 

1, i.e. for No = 1, for Yes = 0, because ―no‖ means literate. 

In question E.8, the firms are asked whether they read reports released by SBP in 

Urdu. To construct binary variable, categories are assigned number 0 and 1, i.e. 

yes = 1, for no = 0. 

All these proxies, which are discussed, are used to capture the economic literacy 

level of firm managers for the analysis of price and wage setting. 

Set of Information Regarding Expected Inflation 

 For the price and wage setting, expected inflation is an important variable, 

because it affects the real wage rate. To find expected inflation rate firms may use 

a set of information including many indicators like exchange rate, interest rate, 

money, price of energy and raw material, and business condition. Expanded is the 

information set, more accurate is the inflation forecast. To determine information 

set of a typical firm, the firm is asked in question D.4 about a set of variables to be 

incorporated in the information set while expecting the future inflation. All these 

options are assigned values 1 or 0, which are then added to measure the set of 

information for expecting future inflation. 

Firm Size 

 Firm size is an important factor affecting price and wage setting behaviour, 

because firm other characteristics, which affect the price and wage setting 

behaviour depend on the firm size. If the firm size is large, then the probability of 

having a high market share, of becoming leader in the industry and of having 

market power will be higher. The firm size is divided into three categories, i.e. 

small, medium and large. If the number of total workers (i.e. permanent, 

contractual and daily wagers) is from 10 to 49, then the firm is small firms; if the 

number of workers is from 50 to 250, the firm is medium; and if the number of 

employees is greater than 250, then it is a large firm. In section D, question D.1, 

the firms are asked about the number of workers. All categories are assigned 
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numbers from 1 to 3, to construct categorical variable i.e. small size firm = 1; for 

medium-size firm = 2; and large size firm = 3. In analytical analysis, firm size is 

taken in continuous form; the total number of workers, while in descriptive 

analysis, firm size is take in categorical form.  

Time-dependent and state-dependent pricing policy 

 Price setting behaviour depends on whether firm follows a state-dependent 

pricing policy or time-dependent pricing policy or combination of both. Firms 

usually make computations regarding the price of their products to change the 

price. So, in question B.5 the firms are asked about when this type of calculations 

is made. The responses include, usually at a well-defined time interval (i.e. time-

dependent pricing policy) or just as a reaction to specific events, e.g. demand 

shocks or supply shocks (i.e. state-dependent pricing policy) or combination of 

both policies. All categories are assigned numbers from 1 to 3, to construct a 

categorical variable: state-dependent pricing policy = 1; combination of both 

policies = 2; and for time-dependent pricing policy = 3. 

Wage Setting Behaviour 

 In equation (2) the dependent variable is the wage setting which is 

measured through the frequency of wage change, i.e. on average, how often are 

the wages changed by firm in case of permanent workers and daily wagers 

(question D.2). So, variables are taken to measure wage, which are in categorical 

form i.e. twice a year; once a year; or once in two years. These options are ranked 

from 1 to 3 (i.e. 1 means degree of wage rigidity is low, and 3 means degree of 

wage rigidity is high): ―twice a year‖ = 1; once a year = 2; or once in two years 

=3. 

Time-dependent and state-dependent wage policy: 

 Wage setting is of two types i.e. time-dependent and state-dependent. If 

the firm changes wage rate at specific point in time, e.g.  January (new year) or 

July (new fiscal year), then wage setting follows time-dependent wage policy and 

if the firm changes wage rate according to the situation, i.e. demand shocks and 

supply shocks, then it follow state-dependent wage-setting policy. To capture this 
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behaviour, the firms are asked in question D.5 that is there any month(s), when 

wages are most likely to change? If yes (1) then firm follows time-dependent 

wage policy and if response is no (0) then firm follows state-dependent wage 

policy. 

Wage Indexation 

 If wage rate is indexed to past and expected inflation, then more often the 

firm will change the wage rate. The previous literature shows that wage 

indexation is the important determinants of wage setting (Clark and Davig, 2008; 

Akerlof et al., 1996; Ahmed et al., 2013; and Bernanke, 2007) because it measures 

how the firm changes wage with respect to inflation. In question D.3, the firms are 

asked both for permanent workers and daily wagers that whether the wages are 

indexed to inflation? If the response is yes, then they are further asked are they 

indexed with the past inflation or with expected inflation. Then the firms are also 

asked what the ratio of indexation is, i.e. 100%, 75%, 50%, or 25% and to 

construct the variable, ratio of indexation is ranked from 1 to 4 respectively. 

Fringe benefits 

 Fringe benefits are important determinants of wage setting; if a firm does 

not provide fringe benefits to workers, then there is more chance that the firm will 

more often change wage rate. The firms which provide fringe benefits than the 

frequency of wage change will be low in these firms (Forth and Millward, 2000). 

To capture the fringe benefits, firms are asked directly about provision of fringe 

benefits (e.g. transport, house, children schooling) to workers? To construct binary 

variable, categories are assigned number 0 and 1, i.e. for yes = 1, for no = 0. 

Worker Type 

 The wage setting behaviour depends on the type of worker, i.e. permanent, 

contractual and daily wagers because the response of the firm is different from the 

different type of worker in the context of wage setting. For this, the firms are 

asked in question D.1 about the number of workers in different categories. To 

measure the impact of worker type on wage setting behaviour, the study takes the 

difference between permanent workers and daily wagers. 
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Below the construction of variables used in the descriptive analysis is discussed, 

which are not explained in the above discussion. For these variables responses are 

ranked according to the scale: 1 for unimportant, 2 for less important, 3 for 

important and 4 for very important. 

Implicit and Explicit Contract 

 The importance of contract in effecting the price setting is measured in 

question C.2. The firm was asked to rank the importance of the existence of a 

fixed contract that prohibit a price change, and responses are classified from 1 for 

unimportant to 4 for very important. 

Risk Averse Behaviour 

 Risk-averse behaviour also affects price setting and it is measured in 

question C.2. The firms are asked the importance of the risk of being the first to 

adjust the prices, thus, its better wait for competitors and then follow and it is 

ranked from 1 for unimportant to 4 for very important. 

Physical and Information Cost 

 Price change required some cost both in term of physical (e.g. menu cost) 

and information cost in terms of time and money. The amount of cost also affects 

the frequency of price change and become an important source of nominal 

rigidity. In question C.2, the firms are asked about the importance of physical cost 

and cost incurred to collect information for not changing the price of the product. 

And it is ranked from 1 for unimportant to 4 for very important. 

Customer relationship 

 Customer relation also affects price setting behaviour. Customers prefer 

stable price, and if the frequency of price change is high, it discourages the long-

term relationship and trust of customers. To capture this, the firms are asked in 

question C.2, about the role of customer relations to not change the price, and it is 

ranked from 1 for unimportant to 4 for very important. 

Stable prices 
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 Stable price is an important indicator for the firm to capture the market and 

maximize profit. Every firm tries to keep the price stable to maintain a good 

image in the market. To find the importance of stable prices, the firms are asked in 

question C.2 that if there is the risk that shortly they may have to change the price 

again in the opposite direction then it will stop them to change the price at first 

place. The responses are ranked from 1 for unimportant to 4 for very important. 

Change in quality 

 In the market, it is commonly perceived that a high price is a sign of good 

standard and quality. To find the impact of this rationale on the price setting of 

firms, the firms are asked in question C.2, that whether a price reduction might be 

interpreted as a change in quality. To capture the behaviour, the responses are 

ranked from 1 for unimportant to 4 for very important. 

Labor Productivity 

 Labour productivity is one of the important determinants of labour 

demand. More specifically the marginal productivity of labour plays an important 

role in the desired level of labour demand and that why the negatively slopped 

marginal productivity curve is called labour demand curve. So, to find the 

importance of change in labour productivity in the decision of wage setting, the 

firm was asked in question D.6 to rank it from 1 to 4.  

Inflation 

 Inflation rate plays a significant role in the price and wage setting 

behaviour. In every country including Pakistan, the wage rate is adjusted for the 

annual inflation rate atleast in the long run. To capture the impact of inflation rate 

on wage setting, the firm was asked in question D.6, to rank the importance of 

inflation from 1 to 4. 
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Taxes 

 Change in taxes affects the disposable income of the labour. To 

compensate the worker, the firm should increase wages. Otherwise, it affects the 

efficiency of labour. So, to measure that how much the firms give importance to 

change in taxes in the decision of wage setting, the firms are asked in question 

D.6, part D.6.3, to rank the importance from 1 to 4. 

Demand for Product 

 The demand for the firms‘ product also affect the determination of wage 

rate; if the demand of the product is high, then the worker will claim to increase 

wage rate and the owner will take care of workers so as to meet the increasing 

demand of its product. So, to measure the importance of the effect of change in 

demand for product on the wage setting, in question D.6, the firms are asked to 

rank it 1 to 4. 

Employment level 

 Employment level is also important determinant of wage setting both at 

the aggregate level and micro level. At firm level during peak seasons, 

employment level become important determinant of wage setting, because in peak 

seasons the labour demand is higher than labour supply, so the workers try to 

pressurize the firm in the context of benefits, wage rate etc. To find the impact of 

employment quantitively, the firms are asked in question D.6, to rank the 

importance of employment in wage rate decision from 1 to 4. 

Minimum wage law 

 Minimum wage law is an important regulation of government, which is a 

source of downward rigidities especially in case of unskilled workers. To capture 

the importance of minimum wage law on wage setting, the firms are asked in 

question D.6, to rank its importance from 1 to 4. 

Labour union 

 The frequency of change in wage rate is high in a firm where labour union 

is strong. Labour unions play a significant role in wage setting, especially in 
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developed countries. To find the importance of labour union in wage setting, the 

firms were asked in question D.6, to rank it importance from 1 to 4. 

3.8 Population and Sampling Plan 

 Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) is the third largest province of Pakistan in 

terms of Population, (approximately 27.50 million). Its former name was North-

West Frontier Province. The total land area is 74,521 square km. Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa is gifted with natural resources, i.e. forests, minerals, oil, gas, 

mountain ranges and fertile land, which can increase economic growth. Due to 

improved security in the last few years, KP economy has witnessed a steady 

economic growth, i.e. 5.18%, 5.23% 4.36% and 4.65% in the fiscal years 2013-14, 

2014-15, 2015-16, and 2016-17 respectively. KP economy can be broadly divided 

into three main sectors, i.e. agricultural, industry and services. Agriculture sector 

contributed 21%, industrial sectors contribute 23%, and services sector contribute 

56% to the KP GDP in the fiscal year 2015-16 (Economic Review KP 2016-17). 

The socio-economic profile of KP is given in table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. KP Socio-Economic Profile 

Total Area 74521 Square Km 

Population 29.5 million 

Density (Person Per Square Km) 380 

Literacy Rate 53% 

Population Per Hospital Bed 1439 

All Primary Schools 22044 

Middle Schools 2579 

High Schools 2175 

Higher Secondary 464 

Intermediate & Degree Colleges 170 

Govt: Universities 19 

Electricity Generation 3849 MW 

Per Capita Electricity Consumption 277 KWH/ Annum 

Telephone Connections 292610 

Main Crops 
Wheat, Tobacco,  

Maize, Sugar Cane etc 

Minerals 
Limestone, Gypsum, 

Emerald, Feldspar, etc 

Source: Bureau of Statistics Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

The industrial sector of KP consists of manufacturing, mining and quarrying, 

electricity and gas generation, and construction sectors. The manufacturing sector 
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is further divided into large-scale manufacturing and small-scale manufacturing. 

Large-scale manufacturing units include beverages industries, cement, ceramics, 

cigarettes, textile, electric bulbs, fertilizers, matches, paper and board, sugar, 

vegetable and ghee. The share of the small-scale manufacturing sector of KP is 

14.3% in the total number of small manufacturing units in Pakistan, which is very 

low. 

According to the industrial policy 2016 of KP, the government of KP has taken 

many steps to promote the manufacturing sector, like the formation of KP 

Economic Zone Development and Company. Apart from it, other organizations 

who work for the progressive mechanism of KP industries are Sarhad 

Development Authority, Small Industries Development Board, KP Board of 

Investment and Trade, Directorate of Industries and Commerce, and Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa Chamber of Commerce and Industries. 

The people of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa are generally known to be hardworking and 

business oriented, but the industrialization process is slow and does not play an 

important role in the socio-economic development of people. According to the 

Bureau of Statistics, there are total 12000 small, medium and large firms in KP. In 

which 2299 are registered with the Directorate of Industries KP and out of them 

478 units are closed. 

In KP, there are 14 main industrial estates (table 3.2), in which six are major 

industrial estates, i.e. Hayatabad Industrial estate, Nowshera Industrial estate, 

Exporting Processing Zone Risalpur, Hattar Industrial estate, Gadoon Amazi 

Industrial estate and Dera-Ismail Khan Industrial estate while remaining eight are 

small industrial estates. But most of the industrial units are closed in the majority 

of the industrial estates, because of unrealistic government policies, liquidity 

constraints, old technology, energy shortage, underground economic activities, 

law and order situation, difficulty in getting raw materials and unskilled labour. 
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Table: 3.2 Industrial Estates in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

S.No Estate Location Status 

1 Industrial Estate Peshawar Industrial Estate 

2 Industrial Estate Nowshera Industrial Estate 

3 Export Processing Zone Nowshera Industrial Estate 

4 Industrial Estate Hattar-Haripur Industrial Estate 

5 Industrial Estate  Gadoon-Swabi Industrial Estate 

6 Industrial Estate Dera Ismail.Khan Industrial Estate 

7 Industrial Estate Peshawar Small Industrial Estate 

8 Industrial Estate Kohat Small Industrial Estate 

9 Industrial Estate Bannu Small Industrial Estate 

10 Industrial Estate Charsadda Small Industrial Estate 

11 Industrial Estate Abbottabad Small Industrial Estate 

12 Industrial Estate  Mansehra Small Industrial Estate 

13 Industrial Estate  Kalabat-Haripur Small Industrial Estate 

14 Industrial Estate  Mardan Small Industrial Estate 

For this study four major industrial estates are selected, i.e. Hayatabad industrial 

estate, Nowshera industrial estate, Hattar industrial estate and Gadoon Amazi 

industrial estate. The summary of total area, total industrial units, operational 

units, and closed units, units under construction, allotted plots, available plots and 

number of male and female workers is given in table 3.3. According to the table, 

3.3 total industrial units are 1444 in the six major industrial estates, in which 892 

units are operational, 301 units are closed, and remaining are under construction 

or not allotted. Exporting Processing Zone Risalpur and Dera-Ismail Khan 

industrial estate is also a major industrial estate, but they are not selected in the 

initial population, because it is still under developmental stage and number of 

operating unit is less, i.e. six units and one unit as shown in table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3: Summary of the Major Industrial Estates of KP 
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Peshawar 868 498 423 67 8 498 0 19384 2178 21562 

Hattar 1443 387 282 104 1 387 0 17020 1399 18419 

Gadoon 1116 299 123 116 40 299 
20 

acres 
24146 228 

24374 

Nowshera 108 73 57 7 9 73 5 Kanal 1980 144 2124 

Risalpur 92 27 6 7 14 27 37acres 1481 0 1481 

DI Khan 189 160 1 0 0 82 77 82 0 82 

Total 3816 1444 892 301 72 1366   64093 3949 68042 

Source: Sarhad Chamber of Commerce KP 

To collect data about price and wage setting of the firm, the structured face to face 

interview approach is used. As already discussed, the questionnaire is developed 

on the pattern of Blinder (1991). The questionnaire could also be sent and 

received back through emails or by post, but the response rate was expected to be 

low in cases of email and post. That's why face to face interview approach is used 

to collect quantitative data through structured questionnaire from different 

Industrial Estates of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. 

Sample 342 is selected from the list of registered firms with Sarhad Chamber of 

Commerce for the four-major industrial estate of KP. The following procedure is 

adopted for the selection of the sample. First, those firms are included, which are 

registered before July 2017. Second, those firms who are not involved in 

production since June 2106, are not excluded from in the initial population this 

follow Neagu & Braun-Erdei, (2006). Third, to avoid the over-representation of 

small firms, those firm who have less than ten employees, are not considered in 

the sample selection process (Alvarez et al., 2005). Fourth, only those firms are 

considered, which are involved in the production and not only involved in trading 

activities. The firms which are left after this filtration process make the initial 

population (i.e. 860 firms) from Industrial Estate of KP as shown in table 3.4.  
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Table 3.4: Division of Firms according to the number of workers of the 

Major Industrial Estates of KP 

Industrial 

Estates 

Operational 

Units 

Ignored 

firm 

(workers 

<10) 

(a) 

Small 

Firms 

(workers 

>9) 

(b) 

Medium 

Firms 

(workers 

>49) 

(c) 

Larger 

Firms 

(workers 

>200) 

Total 
(a+b+c) 

Peshawar 423 2 305 109 7 421 

Hattar 282 6 168 93 15 276 

Gadoon 123 5 44 63 11 118 

Nowshera 57 12 38 4 3 45 

Total 885 25 555 269 36 860 

The sample for the industrial estates of KP is calculated on the basis of 95% 

confidence interval and 5% margin error as shown in table 3.5, The total sample is 

342 firms, which is almost 40% of the population. The sample is calculated with 

respect to industrial estates. The initial population is divided into four strata i.e. 

Peshawar, Hattar, Gadoon and Nowshera industrial estate. After this the 

population in each Industrial estates are divided into three sub-strata i.e. large, 

medium and small firms, so the data is collected through statrified random 

sampling technique.  

Table 3.5 Sample of the Study 

Industrial 

Estates 

Operational  

Units 

Sample within  

each Estate 
Percentage  

Peshawar 421 186 44.18 

Hattar 276 94 34.06 

Gadoon 118 44 37.29 

Nowshera  45 18 40.00 

Total 860 342 39.77 
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Chapter-4 

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

4.1 Introduction 

 This chapter analyses the importance of demand shocks and supply shocks 

in price-setting and wage-setting, i.e. how the firms respond to different shocks in 

the context of price and wages. The behaviour of price and wage-setting might be 

affected by several factors related to firm characteristics, market structure, type of 

customers, backward-looking and forward-looking behaviour, price adjustment 

process, credibility of central bank, set of information regarding expected 

inflation, economic literacy, size of firms, wage policy, wage indexation, and 

other factors.  In chapter 4 these variables are linked with price and wage-setting 

behaviour through descriptive analysis, graphs and crosstabs. To better understand 

the price and wage-setting behaviour, in this chapter these variables are modeled 

using an analytical technique, i.e. ordinary least square technique, binary or 

multinomial logit technique, depending on the nature of the dependent variable. 

So, this chapter also discusses the estimated models of price and wage-setting 

The chapter is divided into ten sections and subsection. In section 4.2 

characteristics of the firms are discussed. Section 4.3 explains the price-setting of 

firms, i.e. how the price is set; Information used in the price-setting process; when 

are prices changed; Time-Dependent and state-dependent pricing policy; and 

frequency of price changes. In section 4.4 determinants of price changes and 

causes of price stickiness are discussed. In section 4.5 asymmetries in response of 

firms to shocks in price-setting are discussed. In section 4.6 wage-setting 

behaviour of firms is explained, i.e. frequency of wage change; time-dependent 

and state-dependent wage policy; wage indexation with inflation and determinants 

of wage change. Section 4.7 illustrates the relationship between different variables 

through cross tabs, e.g. negotiation with the clients and contracts; price rigidity 

after calculation; price elasticity of demand and market structure; price rigidity; 

contract and market power; contract and type of customers; inventories and price 

rigidity; and output price contract and input price contract. Section 4.8 explains 

the determinants of price rigidity or flexibility, which is further divided into two 
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sub-sections i.e. in case frequency of price change and price contracts. Section 4.9 

the determinants of price change i.e. in case of demand-side and supply-side 

factors. Section 4.10 analyzed the determinants of wage-setting, i.e. how wage 

rigidity and wage change response to different factors.  

4.2 Characteristics of the Firm 

 In this section characteristics of the firms are discussed, i.e. market share, 

number of competitors, customer types and market structure. 

4.2.1. Market structure 

 Competition is an important factor for price-setting behaviour. As the 

degree of competition increases, then there are more chances that the firms set the 

price according to the marginal cost. To capture the type of market structure of 

firms, i.e. the degree of competition in the industrial estate of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa, different questions are asked from the firms. As the number of 

competitors decreases, the degree of competition increases. According to figure 

4.1. 25% of the firms have more than 20 competitors, who are producing close 

substitute of the firm product, 45.6% of the firms have 5 to 20 competitors, while 

22.8% have less than five competitors and 6.4% of the firms have no main 

competitors. It means almost more than 70% have more than five competitors.  

 

Fig.4.1 Number of Competitors 
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Figure 4.2 relates the degree of competition with the price elasticity of demand. 

The price elasticity of demand and the degree of competition are interdependent. 

Almost 50% of the firms respond uncertainty to the elasticity question. In the 

remaining 50% of the firms, 22% of the firms respond said that in case of 10% 

price increase the demand would decrease by less than 10%, so majority of the 

firms put that price elasticity of demand is low in case of price increase, which 

show less degree of competition. While in case of price decrease 18% of the 

firms‘ demand would increase by more than 10%, so the majority of the firms‘ 

state that price elasticity of demand is high in case of price decrease, which show 

a high degree of competition. Because in perfect competition the price elasticity of 

demand is infinite, i.e. the correlation between competition and price elasticity of 

demand is very high, it means as price elasticity of demand increases, the degree 

of competition will also increase. But the overall percentages for elastic (more 

than 10%), unit elastic (approximately 10%) and inelastic (less than 10%) are 

small both in case of price increase (i.e. 15.8%, 12.9%, 22.2% respectively) and 

price decrease (i.e. 17.5%, 15.2%, 14.6%). So, a clear picture of the degree of 

competition based on price elasticity in figure 4.2 cannot be concluded. But 

overall it shows less degree of competition among sample firms because the sum 

of responses for unit elastic and inelastic is more than elastic case. Further, it 

shows that price elasticity of demand is not an important factor for price decision 

making because more than 50% of the firms are uncertain about, that how increase 

or decrease in price will affect the demand for the product. 

 

Fig 4.2 Market structure and Price Elasticity of Demand 
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To further analyze the degree of market power, the firms are asked that how they 

set the price of the main product and according to the figure 4.3 60.8% set the 

price of the main product themselves, 18.7% firms follow the parent company, 

10.5% set the price through direct negotiations with their customers and 8.8% set 

price according to government regulations. Figure 4.3 show that most of the firms 

have control over the price of their main product. Form the above discussion, it is 

concluded that most of the firms in the industrial estates of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

face non-competitive environment. 

 

Fig 4.3 Price Setting 

4.2.2 Relation with the Customers 

 Economic theories have given vital importance to customer relation with 

the firm in the price-setting; the ratio of the regular to occasional customers, affect 

the probability of the firm to change the price in response to different shocks. 

According to figure 4.4. 36.3% of the firms have only regular customers, 8.2% 

firms‘ customers are occasional, and 55.6% firms‘ customers are both regular and 

occasional. It means the percentage of regular customers is high. So, the results 
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indicates that the firms cannot change the prices abruptly to any change in the 

economic conditions, because of the fear to lose customers. 

 

Fig 4.4 Customer Type 

4.3 Price-setting of Firms 

4.3.1 How is the price set? 

 In figure 4.3 almost 60% of the firms‘ state that they set the price of their 
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policy; 37% of the firms set the price according to the market conditions; 10.5% 

of the firms set the price following to the main competitors; 3.8% of the firms set 
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market power to set price. 
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Fig 4.5 Price Setting of firms 

Price discrimination is an important feature of price-setting, in which the firms try 

to minimize the consumer surplus and maximize the producer surplus. According 

to figure 4.6 70.8% of firms discriminate price, while 29% of the firms do not, i.e. 

the unit price for their main product is same for all customers. It means that 

majority of the firms‘ characteristics match with that of imperfect competition 

because they have the market power to set and discriminate the price. 

 

Fig 4.6 Price Discrimination 
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discrimination, i.e. they charge different prices according to the quantity sold, 
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elasticity of demand. 
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Fig 4.7 Degree of Price Discrimination 

4.3.2 Information used in Price-Setting Process 

             This section explains results of the type of information that is used by 

firms while setting price. Traditional Philips curve is based on the past 

information about inflation, while hybrid Philips uses a combination of all 

information, i.e. past, current information and future forecasts (Fuhrer 1997 and 

Smets 2003). According to figure 4.8, 11% of the firms use past information for 

price-setting of their product, 44% of the firms use only current information, 4.7% 

of the firms incorporates only forecast about future and almost 40% of the firms 

use combination of all. It means that the firms practice is not aligned with 

traditional Philips curve rather it is consistent with hybrid Philips curve.  

 

Fig 4.8 Backward-looking and Forward-looking Phenomena 
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4.3.3 Time-Dependent or State-Dependent Pricing Policy 

             Time-dependent and state-dependent pricing policies are the two-

prominent practice of firms, which are discussed in the literature of price-setting 

behaviour. Taylor (1979), Fischer (1977) and Calvo (1983) develop 

macroeconomic models, which assume that firms follow time-dependent pricing 

policies. Taylor assumes that the firm knows in advance the pattern of price-

setting because of contracts which means price-setting is not random. In Calvo's 

model, the firm changes the price, when it gets the opportunity, so the Calvo's 

model, price adjustment process is random. According to Fischer's model, prices 

are not fixed but predetermined for multi period and each period price may be 

different for next period. The advantage of time-dependent pricing model is that it 

allows aggregate dynamic analysis because price-setting follows a specific 

pattern. The disadvantage of time-dependent pricing model is that it assumes the 

firm does not respond to shocks during the contract. In state-dependent pricing 

model, the price-setting depends on the shocks; prices are changed when the gap 

between existing price and the optimal price become greater. According to 

Sheshinski and Weiss (1977; 1992) in the optimal pricing policy, the firm 

discretely changes the nominal price in such a way that real price is always less 

than the predetermined price level. In the state-dependent model, the adjustment 

of price change is random and expected inflation is an important determinant of 

price-setting. 

According to figure 4.9, 26% of the firms in our sample follow time-dependent 

pricing policy, i.e.  these firms change price at a well-defined time interval. 

Another 21% of the firms change price in response to different shocks in the 

economy or in response to specific events, i.e.  they follow state-dependent rule. 

The remaining 52.6% firms use a combination of both time and state-dependent 

pricing policies, i.e. they practice mixed strategy.  
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Fig 4.9 Time-Dependent & State-Dependent Pricing Policy 

To find the frequency of price change, firms are asked that are there any specific 

month(s) in which most probably the price of the main product is changed. And 

the answer is sought only from for those who change the price according to the 

time-dependent rule or mixed strategy, because the firms which are following 

state-dependent pricing policy are not sought in this question. 

It is shown in figure 4.10 that there is no clear pattern of price change as the 

percentage difference across the months is not that much different. It means there 

are no specific months in which the firms change the price of the main product. 

But one point to be noted is that the percentage of price change in June and July is 

high as shown in figure 4.10 and the second highest rate of price change is in 

December and January. It means a relatively high proportion of firms change 

prices at the change of new calendar with start fiscal year and new year.  
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To reconfirm the results of figure 4.11, the firms are again asked with respect to a 

specific year-2017-in which month(s) did they change the price of their main 

product? The firms almost give the same response that there is no specific month 

when majority of firms change price besides the finding that about half of the 

firms change their price at the change of fiscal year (i.e.  June and July) or 

calendar year (i.e.  December and January).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.11 Month and Probability of Price change in 2017 
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show average response of the significance of demand and cost factors that might 

cause to raise or lower the price of main products, whenever price change is 

required. If mean value is greater than 2, then the shock is important cause of 

price change, otherwise no. 

According to the table 4.1, the cost of raw material and cost of energy are the most 

important determinants of price change, both for the price increase and decrease. 

According to table 4.1 the mean values of all variables of demand and supply 

shocks are greater than two in case of price increase; it shows that for the firms all 

mentioned factors in the table 4.1 are important determinants for price increase. 

While in case of price decrease, the mean value of most variables is less than two, 

so it can be inferred for price decrease; factors given in the table 4.1 are not 

important determinants of price decrease. Furthermore, the table 4.1 shows that 

overall for both price increase and decrease the supply side factor is more 

important determinants than demand-side factors because the mean value of 

supply-side factors are greater than the mean value of demand-side factors. 

Overall all factors are significant at 1% significance level. 
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Table 4.1 Causes of Price Change 

 Price Increase Price Decrease 

Variables 1 2 3 4 Mean S. E 1 2 3 4 Mean S. E 

Inflation 96 54 60 132 2.6*** .06 176 98 48 20 1.7*** .04 

Labor Cost  56 90 78 118 2.7*** .05 158 106 54 24 1.8*** .05 

Financial Cost 82 110 74 76 2.4*** .05 186 88 46 22 1.7*** .05 

Cost of Raw Materials  16 42 40 244 3.4*** .04 88 136 70 48 2.2*** .05 

Cost of Energy  34 62 70 176 3.1*** .05 106 136 66 34 2.1*** .05 

Price of the Competitors 72 66 76 128 2.7*** .06 148 90 52 52 2.0*** .05 

Seasonal Factors 148 78 54 62 2.0*** .06 196 76 40 30 1.7*** .05 

Tax Rate 52 84 80 126 2.8*** .05 152 106 56 28 1.8*** .05 

Government Regulation 66 78 62 136 2.7*** .06 146 122 42 32 1.8*** .05 

Demand for your Product 54 78 80 130 2.8*** .05 168 86 54 34 1.8*** .05 

 Level of Competition 84 74 84 100 2.5*** .06 180 66 56 40 1.8*** .05 

Exchange Rate  76 60 74 132 2.7*** .06 178 90 46 28 1.7*** .05 

1=Unimportant; 2=less important; 3=Important and 4=Very Important. *** means 1% 

significance level. Mean values show the average of importance of shocks in price 

change, if mean value is greater than 2, then the factor is important cause of price 

change, otherwise no. 

4.4.2 Determinants of Price stickiness 

 To test the assumptions of macroeconomic theories, on the which 

macroeconomic models of price stickiness are based and to analyze the 

importance of various factors in keeping prices sticky, the firms are asked 

different questions, which are based on the various possible explanation of 

previous literature and economic theories. Certain fundamental theories which 

explain the reasons of price stickiness are: explicit contracts (The existence of a 

fixed term contract that prohibits a price change); and Taylor (1979) and Fischer 

(1980) model of pre-determined prices; Menu cost theories (price changes imply 

physical costs, i.e.  new catalogues, change of price tags, change of website 

information etc.); information and decision cost (the information necessary to 

change the price is costly in terms of money and time); coordination failure by  

Taylor (1979) (there is the risk of being the first to adjust the prices). Thus, it‘s 

better to wait for the competitors and then follow; implicit contract theory (our 

customers prefer stable prices and changes might damage the relationship with 
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them); minimum price volatility and less uncertainty (there is the risk that shortly 

we may have to change the price again in the opposite direction); and firm‘s signal 

extraction problem (A price reduction might be interpreted as a change in quality).  

Based on above theories, the firms are asked to rank the importance of the factors 

given in table 4.2 from unimportant to very important. If mean value is greater 

than 2, then the factor is important determinant of price stickiness, otherwise no. 

According to the table all factors are important factors for price stickiness because 

the mean value of all factors is almost equal or greater than 2. But the most 

important factors are found, in the order of preference, the implicit contract 

(customers prefer stable prices and changes might damage the relation with them), 

explicit contracts (the existence of a fixed term contract that prohibits a price 

change) and then coordination failure; because the mean values of the importance 

of these factors in price stickiness is greater than 2.5 and least important is 

information and decision cost as shown in table 4.2. Overall all factors in table 4.2 

are significant at 1% significance level. 

Table: 4.2 Determinants of Price Stickiness 

Variables 1 2 3 4 Mean SE 

Implicit contract theory 40 54 124 124 2.9*** .05 

Explicit contracts theory 72 84 68 118 2.6*** .06 

Coordination failure 90 56 90 106 2.6*** .06 

Firm‘s signal extraction problem 118 68 80 76 2.3*** .06 

Menu cost theories 138 94 52 58 2.0*** .06 

Minimum price volatility and less uncertainty 140 118 44 40 1.9*** .05 

Information and decision cost 142 106 66 28 1.9*** .05 

1=Unimportant; 2=less important; 3=Important and 4=Very Important. *** 

means 1% significance level. Mean show the average of the importance of 

shocks in price change, if mean value is greater than 2, then the shock is 

important determinant of price stickiness, otherwise no. 

4.5 Asymmetries in Response to Shocks in Price Setting 

 One of the objectives of the study is to analyze the response of price to 

demand and supply shocks. Asymmetric response of price to shocks has a very 

important implication for monetary policy. Supply shocks are labour cost, 
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financial cost (e.g. interest rate), cost of raw materials, energy cost (e.g. oil and 

electricity), and change in the exchange rate; these factors lead to cost-push 

inflation. For example, in the case of high expected inflation the labour demand 

for high wages, which increase the labour cost; as a result, the price of the product 

increases. Similarly, when interest rate increases, the cost of borrowing increases, 

which lead to a rise in the price of the product. Price of raw materials, petrol and 

electricity, are important determinants of product price from the supply side. 

Similarly, if the domestic currency depreciates, it leads to an increase in the price 

of imported intermediate goods, which lead to an increase in the price of the 

product. Demand shocks include inflation, government regulations, and change in 

the demand for the products, change in the level of competition, change in the 

price of competitors, seasonal factors and change in the tax rate. These factors 

lead the demand-pull inflation and play a significant role in the price-setting 

behaviour. For example, an increase in the tax rate, change in the demand for the 

product and season may increase the price of the product.  So, it is important to 

explore difference in response of prices to demand and supply shock. 

So, to compare that which shocks are more important for price change and 

whether the price responses to these shocks are symmetric or asymmetric in case 

of the price increase and decrease, the overall average of response to demand and 

supply shocks is calculated in the first step and then response is calculated 

concerning response in each variable. After this, the mean values are compared 

through t-test, chi-square test, and mean differences as shown below in the tables. 

Table 4.3 and 4.4 shows the overall response of prices to demand and supply 

shocks. In tables the values show average response of the importance of demand 

and cost shocks factors in case of the price increase/decrease, it indicates the 

significance of demand and cost factors that might cause to raise or lower the 

price of main products, whenever price change is required.  

According to the table, the average response of firms to change the price because 

of demand shocks in case of price increase (i.e. 2.6) is higher than in case of price 

decrease (i.e. 1.7). It means the firms increase the price of the product more than 

the decrease in case of demand shocks. Moreover, according to the table, the 

average response of firms to adjust the price in response to supply shocks in case 
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of price increase (i.e. 2.8) is more than the response of firms in case of price 

decrease (i.e. 1.9). It shows that the firms give an asymmetric response to demand 

and supply shocks in case of the price increase and decrease. Furthermore, 

according to table 4.3 the average value of response to supply shocks both in case 

of price increase (i.e. 2.8) and price decrease (i.e. 1.9) is greater than the average 

value of response to demand shocks 2.6 and price decrease 1.7 respectively. So, it 

shows that firms also give an asymmetric response to demand and supply shocks 

while setting in price. 

Hypothesis (Ho) of t-test and chi-square test is that the average of response to 

demand shocks (Supply Shocks) in case of price increase is equal to the average 

of response to demand shocks (Supply Shocks) in case of price decrease (i.e.  

     ). Ho is not accepted because, the probability of t-test and chi-square test 

is significant at 1% significance level in case of both demand shocks and supply 

shocks as shown in table 4.4. So, it means, the firms give an asymmetric response 

to demand and supply shocks in case of a price increase and decrease. 

Table 4.3 Asymmetries in Response to Shocks in Price Setting 

 

  

Variables In case of Price Increase In case of Price Decrease 

Importance of Demand shocks    2.6 1.7 

Importance of Supply shocks 2.8 1.9 

values show the mean importance of shocks in price change, if mean value is greater than 

2, then the shock is important determinant of price change, otherwise no. 
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Table 4.4 Asymmetric Response of Price to Demand shocks & Supply shocks 

Variables Pairs Chi-square Test Mean Difference T-test 

Demand shocks price increase- 

Demand shocks price decrease 
63.1*** .86 21.5*** 

Supply shocks price increase- 

Supply shocks price decrease 

128.3*** .87 20.7** 

Hypothesis (µx = µy). ―***‖ 1% significance level and ―**‖ 5% significance level 

To further analyze the asymmetries in response to shocks as a determinant of 

price-setting, the average of each variable (i.e. inflation, labor cost, financial cost, 

cost of raw materials, cost of energy, price of the competitors, seasonal factor, tax 

rate, government regulation, demand for product, level of competition and 

exchange rate) is calculated separately for price increase and decrease as shown in 

table 4.5 and figure 4.12. According to table 4.5, the average response to the 

factors that might cause change in the price of the firms‘ main product is high in 

case of price increase than in case of a price decrease. It means the firms give 

more response to shocks which lead to price increase than in case of a price 

decrease. It shows that the ease of price increase is more than that of decrease in 

response to changes in the determinants of price. For mean comparison of a price 

increase and decrease, chi-square test and t-test are applied. Table 4.5 shows that 

probability of Chi-square test and t-test indicate significance at 1% significance 

level. So, the hypothesis           ) is rejected, i.e. the mean response of 

prices to factors (e.g. inflation) in case of price increase is not equal to the mean 

response of prices to factors in case of a price decrease. So, the firms give an 

asymmetric response in terms of price change to change in different factors in 

case of a price increase and decrease.  

Figure 4.12 shows the magnitude of asymmetries across variables of a price 

increase and decrease in descending order. It shows the asymmetric response to 

cost of raw material is highest than all other determinants of price. Moreover, the 

seasonal factors have the lowest degree of asymmetric response (i.e. price increase 

and decrease). Figure 4.12 and Table 4.5 also indicate that asymmetries in 

response to different shocks are more in case of supply-side factors than in case of 
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demand side factors. So, it shows that firms give an asymmetric response to 

different shocks, with respect to a price increase and decrease, and across 

variables of demand side and supply side.  

The above discussion based on the results of table 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 shows that 

firms increase the price is more likely than to decrease price in response to both 

demand and supply shocks; it means the frequency of price increase is higher than 

that of price decrease. Furthermore, the response to supply shocks that cause to 

change in the price of product (i.e. both upward and downward) is high than that 

of the demand shocks. It means supply-side factors lead to higher frequency of 

price change than demand-side factors do.  

Table 4.5 Asymmetric Response of Prices to Demand and Supply Side Variables 

Variable 
Price 

Increase 

Price 

Decrease 

Chi 

Square 

Difference 

of Mean 

T- 

statistics 

Change in the cost of raw materials     3.49 2.22 26.8*** 1.26 19.3*** 

Change in the cost of energy 3.13 2.11 71.3*** 1.01 15.7*** 

Change in the demand for your product 2.83 1.86 51.1*** 0.97 9.7*** 

Changes in the tax rate     2.81 1.88 95.8*** 0.93 15.4*** 

Government regulation 2.78 1.88 134.4*** 0.90 13.2*** 

Change in the exchange rate of Rs/$ 2.76 1.77 92.3*** 0.98 13.4*** 

Change in the price of the competitors 2.76 2.02 98.6*** 0.73 6.0*** 

Change in labour cost 2.75 1.83 83.6*** 0.91 14.8*** 

Inflation  2.66 1.74 151.6*** 0.92 16.2*** 

Change in the level of competition     2.58 1.87 81.3*** 0.71 13.4*** 

Change in financial costs 2.42 1.71 103.9*** 0.70 11.5*** 

Seasonal factors     2.08 1.71 117.9*** 0.36 15.8*** 

Hypothesis (µx = µy). *** 1% significance level; ** 5% significance level. Values in column 2 and 3 show 

the mean importance of shocks in price change, if mean value is greater than 2, then the shock is important 

determinant of price change, otherwise no. 
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Fig 4.12 Asymmetric Response of Prices to Shocks 

4.6 Wage-setting Behaviour 

 Wage-setting behaviour is a very important dimension in the context of 

policy effectiveness. The concept of wage flexibility/rigidity is the major 

controversy between the classical and Keynesian schools of thought. According to 

the Keynesians, wages are assumed rigid, so monetary and fiscal policy are useful 

in the short run, because if both price and wages are rigid, then the aggregate 

supply curve is horizontal and if only wages are rigid then aggregate supply is 

positive slope; in both cases demand-side policy will be useful in the short run. 

According to the Classicals, the wages are assumed flexible, that‘s why the policy 

is ineffective because the aggregate supply becomes vertical and demand side will 

be ineffective. In this case, policy change will bring only nominal changes giving 

rise to classical dichotomy and money neutrality. So, it is very important to 

analyze the wage-setting behaviour at micro level and to study the important 

determinants of wage change. 
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4.6.1. Frequency of Wage Change 

 To analyze the frequency of wage change, the firms are asked on average, 

how often are the wages changed in their firms of permanent/contract workers and 

daily workers. The options are: twice a year, once a year, once in two years or any 

other period. According to figure 4.13, it is evident that most of the firms change 

wage rate once a year both for permanent workers and daily wagers.  

 

Fig 4.13 Frequency of Wage Change 

4.6.2 Time-Dependent & State-Dependent Wage Policy 

 In time-dependent wage strategy, the wage is changed at a specific time 

and in a given period; the wage does not change in response to any anticipated or 

unanticipated shocks. While in state-dependent wage strategy, wages are adjusted 

according to the shocks hitting the economy. According to figure  4.14. 70% of 

the firms change wage in a particular month(s), while 30% of the firms do not 

have a specific month in which wage is most likely to change. It means the 

majority of the firms follow time-dependent wage policy, which is the 

characteristic of large firms and it's also because in our sample the majority of the 

firms is large.  
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Fig 4.14 Time Dependent and State Dependent Wage Policy 

To further analyze that in which month these 70% of the firms change wage rate, 

the firms are asked that in which month wages are most likely to change. 

According to figure 4.15 majority of firms out of 70%, change the wage in June 

and July (i.e.  16.4% and 32.8% respectively), and then in December and January 

(i.e.  8.2% and 10.9%). It means half of the firms, which are following time-

dependent wage policy, change the wage rate at the end or start of the fiscal year, 

i.e.  June and July. That's why the result of figure 4.15 has an apparent spike in 

June and July, and then in December and January. Further, our results show that 

wages are more rigid than price because the majority of the firm change wage 

once a year and follow the time-dependent wages strategy, while in the case of 

price-setting the scenario is opposite.  
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Fig 4.15 Month when wages are most likely to change 

4.6.3 Wage Indexation with Inflation 

 According to the empirical evidence, wage indexation with inflation is a 

common practice, especially in case of the inflationary environment. In Pakistan 

for example government adjust the salary of government employees with past 

inflation at the start of the fiscal year. To analyze this in our sample, the firms are 

asked about wage indexation with inflation. Surprisingly majority of the firms are 

not found to index wages for permanent workers and daily wagers. Moreover the 

percentage of firms not involved in wage indexation is higher for of daily worker 

(80%) than permanent worker (68%) as shown in figure 4.16. It may be because 

of the economic conditions prevailing in the industrial estates of Khyber Pakhtun 

Khwa. Where unemployment rate is high and opportunities of jobs are very low, 

so firms have the power to exploit workers and do not adjust wage according to 

the inflation. To analyze how the firms, do wage indexation, they are asked that 

whether they do wage indexation with past inflation or with future inflation. 

According to figure 4.17,  63% of the firms in case of permanent workers and 

70% of the firms in case of daily wagers, use past inflation to adjust the wage rate 

instead of expected inflation. It means firms are backward-looking. 
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Fig 4.16 Wage indexation with inflation 

 

Fig 4.17 Wage Indexation with Past inflation and Expected Inflation 

4.6.4 Determinants of Wage Change 

 According to economic literature the main determinants of wage change 

are: change in the labour productivity, employment level in the economy, 

government regulations (e.g. minimum wage law), change in taxes, changes in 

demand for the product, change in the inflation and pressure from the labour 

union. To find the significance of above factors that might cause the firms to raise 

or lower the wage, firms are asked to rank the above factors from unimportant to 
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very important, i.e. unimportant =1, less important = 2, important = 3, and very 

important = 4. 

In tables 4.6 the mean values show average response of the importance of factors 

of firms in wage change, it indicates the significance of factors that might cause to 

raise or lower the wage, whenever wage change is required. If mean value is 

greater than 2, then the shock is important determinant of wage change, otherwise 

no. 

According to the results in table 4.6, the mean values of importance of all factors 

are greater than 2 except for labour union; it means all factors are important 

determinants of wage change except pressure from the labour union. According to 

the results in table all factors are significant at 1% significance level except 

pressure from labor union, which is significant at 10% significance level. 

Figure 4.18 shows the mean response of wage change to different factors in 

relative form, and according to the figure, the most important factor for wage 

change is the labour productivity (3.05) and least important is pressure from the 

labour union (1.76). 

Table 4.6 Determinants of Wage Change 

Variables 1 2 3 4 Mean T-statist S. E 

Labour productivity 58 42 66 176 3.0 49.2*** .06 

Employment level in the economy 56 48 88 150 2.9 49.4*** .06 

Government regulations  52 62 86 142 2.9 49.4*** .05 

Taxes  128 66 64 84 2.3 35.3** .06 

Demand for the product 142 74 58 68 2.2 34.1*** .06 

Inflation Rate 138 94 40 70 2.1 34.1** .06 

Labour union 196 64 50 32 1.8 31.9** .05 

1=Unimportant; 2=less important; 3=Important and 4=Very Important.   

** and *** means 5% and 1% significance level. Values in column 1 to 4 

represent the number of firms. Mean show the average of the importance 

of factors in wage change, If mean value is greater than 2, then the factor 

is important determinant of wage change, otherwise no. 
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Fig 4.18 Mean response of wage change to different shocks 

4.7 Cross Tab between Firm Characteristics and Variables 

 This section of the study relates firm characteristic with different variables, 

for example price rigidity before calculation and after calculation, price elasticity 

of demand, price rigidity, price adjustment process and characteristics of firm e.g. 

market structure, market share, type of customers etc., and then the results are 

linked with the economic theories and its importance for the policymakers. 

Furthermore, either empirical evidence supports the economic theories in the 

textbooks.  

4.7.1 Price rigidity after calculation 

 According to Akerlof (1970) price is not a meaningful and suboptimal 

behaviour due to negligible effect. In most of the situation the consumer has 

asymmetric information about the market situation and price, the new price will 

increase consumer churn and will lead to the existence of poking effect. It will 

awake the customer to search for another alternative after the announcement of the 

new price because it will reduce the cost and will give the consumer a chance to 

try another product. So, the information to change the price may lead to a costly 

decision because it will push the consumer to reopen the set of alternatives 
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available in the market. So that‘s why the manager will be careful to change any 

terms, condition and price, which lead to price rigidity after calculation.  

To check this, the firm was asked that how many times did firm do such 

computations regarding the price of your main product and how many times did 

firm effectively change the price of your main product in 2016-17. According to 

table 4.7 number of time firm change, the price in 2017 varies from 0 to 12 times 

and the number of time the firm did computations regarding price varies from 0 to 

14. According to the table 4.7, the percentage of the number of time firm change 

price within the count 0 to 4 is less than the percentage of the number of time firm 

did the computation of price within the count 0 to 5. It means the number of times 

the firm change the price of its main product is less than the number of times they 

did computation, which is the symptom of price rigidity and longer period price 

contracts. According to table 4.7 more the 80% of the firms occur in the range 

who did computation from 0 to 6 times and change price from 0 to 4 times.  

Similarly, according to the table 4.7 the firms, who did calculations regarding the 

price of its main from 6 to 14 times, the percentage of frequency of price change 

for these firms is greater than the percentage of the number of time firm did 

computation regarding price. And according to table 4.7 less than 20% of the 

firms occur in this range, who change the price at a higher frequency then they did 

computation regarding price. So, on the basis above discussion, the hypothesis 

that price is not a meaningful and suboptimal behaviour due to negligible effect is 

accepted because of more 80% show this behaviour, it means price information 

and computation lead to price rigidity. 
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Table: 4.7 Number of time firm change the price in 2017 and Number of time 

firm did computations regarding price in 2017 

 

Number of time firm did computations regarding 

price in 2017 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 14 66 Total 

Number of time firm 

change the price in 

2017 

0 Count 14 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 18 

1 Count 2 112 16 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 140 

2 Count 0 4 50 16 12 6 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 90 

3 Count 0 0 2 12 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 

4 Count 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 2 2 0 4 0 0 20 

5 Count 0 0 2 0 0 4 4 2 0 0 2 0 0 14 

6 Count 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 6 

7 Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 4 

8 Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 

9 Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 

10 Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 8 

12 Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 14 

Total Count 16 116 72 38 24 16 10 6 4 4 32 2 2 342 

4.7.2 Price Elasticity of Demand and Market Structure 

 According to economic theory price elasticity of demand is important 

characteristics of the market structure. In perfect competition, the price elasticity 

of demand is elastic, while in the case of imperfect competition (, i.e. 

monopolistic competition, oligopoly and monopoly) price elasticity of demand is 

inelastic.  

According to table 4.8 in case of less number of rival firms (i.e.  no main 

competitors or less than 5 competitors) the price elasticity of demand of majority 

of firms is inelastic or perfect elastic, while in case of more rival firms (i.e. 

between 5 and 20 competitors or more than 20 competitors) the firms give a mix 

results, because the percentage of firms within the price elasticity of demand in 

case of increase in price is same for all categories (i.e. more than 10%, 

approximately 10% and less than 10%). So, it can be concluded that in case of less 

competitors, the price elasticity of demand will be inelastic. According to the 
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previous literature that price elasticity of demand is not the importance of market 

structure, because, in empirical analysis, there is no clear evidence of this. 

(Johnson and Helmberger, 1967; and Bolton 1989). 

Table 4.8 Price Elasticity of Demand and Market Structure 

 

Market Structure 

Total 
No 

main 

Less 

than 5 

Between 

5&20 

More 

then 

20 

 

 

Price Elasticity 

of  Demand In 

Case of 

increase in 

Price 

More Than 10% 

Count 8 10 22 14 54 

% within Price 

Elasticity 
14.8% 18.5% 40.7% 25.9% 100% 

% within Market 

Structure 
36.4% 12.8% 14.1% 16.3% 15.8% 

Approx 10%  

Count 8 16 12 8 44 

% within Price 

Elasticity 
18.2% 36.4% 27.3% 18.2% 100% 

% within Market 

Structure 
36.4% 20.5% 7.7% 9.3% 12.9% 

Less than 10% 

Count 0 22 36 18 76 

% within Price 

Elasticity 
0% 28.9% 47.4% 23.7% 100% 

% within Market 

Structure 
0% 28.2% 23.1% 20.9% 22.2% 

Uncertain 

Count 6 30 86 46 168 

% within Price 

Elasticity 
3.6% 17.9% 51.2% 27.4% 100% 

% within Market 

Structure 
27.3% 38.5% 55.1% 53.5% 49.1% 

Total 

Count 22 78 156 86 342 

% within Price 

Elasticity 
6.4% 22.8% 45.6% 25.1% 100% 

% within Market 

Structure 
100.0% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

4.7.3 Price rigidity and Market Power 

 According to the economic theory market power is the necessary condition 

for price rigidity; a firm with market power have a tendency to keep prices rigid. 

As the market power increases, the behaviour of price rigidity increases because 

the firm can keep the price in control and can affect the tendency of price change. 

The market power is measured through three different variables; for table 4.9, the 

firms were asked who set the price of your main product. To capture the price 

rigidity, the firms were asked that on average how many times do you change the 

price of your product in one year? The number of times determines the price 

rigidity/flexibility, i.e. lower the number of times price change, higher will be the 
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price rigidity. Table 4.9 shows the number of time firm change price varies from 0 

to 6 in one year. 0 to 2 times means price rigidity and 3 to 6 times mean price 

flexibility. According to table 4.9, 208 firms out of 342 said that we set the price, 

i.e.  60.8%. Within these firms, 73% (2.9%, 42.3% and 27.9%) of firm change 

price from 0 to 2 times in one year respectively. Furthermore, as the number of 

time increases from 1 to 6, the percentage within the category that "we set the 

price" decreases from 88,58,16,14,8 and 18 respectively. Similarly, if table 4.9 is 

analysed from the angle of price rigidity, it gave the same picture.  According to 

the last row 248 firms (, i.e.  10,144 and 94) out of 342 firms change the price 

from 0 to 2 times and 61.3% of these firms (, i.e.  6, 88 and 58) occurs in the 

category of ―we set the price‖. So the above discussion shows that as the market 

power increases, the tendency to change price decreases, i.e. prices become more 

rigid. 

Table 4.9 Market Power and Price Rigidity 

 
Price Rigidity (Number of times price change) 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 
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w
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We set the price 

Count 6 88 58 16 14 8 18 208 

% within Market power 2.9% 42.3% 27.9% 7.7% 6.7% 3.8% 8.7% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 60% 61.1% 61.7% 44.4% 77.8% 80% 60% 60.8% 

The price is set by 

the parent company 

Count 0 30 24 10 0 0 0 64 

% within Market power 0% 46.9% 37.5% 15.6% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 0% 20.8% 25.5% 27.8% 0% 0% 0% 18.7% 

Price is set through 

direct negotiation with 

the clients 

Count 0 16 6 4 4 0 6 36 

% within Market power 0% 44.4% 16.7% 11.1% 11.1% 0% 16.7% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 0% 11.1% 6.4% 11.1% 22.2% 0% 20% 10.5% 

The authorities 

regulate the price 

Count 2 10 6 6 0 2 4 30 

% within Market power 6.7% 33.3% 20% 20% 0% 6.7% 13.3% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 20% 6.9% 6.4% 16.7% 0% 20% 13.3% 8.8% 

Other 

Count 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 

% within Market power 50% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 50% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 20% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 6.7% 1.2% 

Total 

Count 10 144 94 36 18 10 30 342 

% within Market power 2.9% 42.1% 27.5% 10.5% 5.3% 2.9% 8.8% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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To further analyze the result of table 4.9, market power is decomposed into the 

degree of market power, i.e.  perfect competition (set the price at a level 

prevailing in the market), monopolistic competition (we take the price of the main 

competitors as reference), oligopoly (other competitive firms and we jointly set 

the price) and monopoly (a mark-up is applied to the unit variable costs, i.e. 

labour costs and cost of the other inputs). The firms were asked that if you set the 

price then how you set the price of your main product. According to the last row 

of table 4.10, 248 firms out of 342 (i.e. 72.5% of the total firms) change the price 

from 0 to 2 times per year. And within these firms, the majority of the firms occur 

in the monopoly (i.e.  4, 40 and 28), which is greater than perfect competition, 

monopolistic competition and oligopoly. It means most of the firms apply mark-

up pricing policy. And as the number of times to change price increases from 3 to 

6, the number of firms to use mark-up pricing policy decreases from 40 to 2. It 

means the degree of market power is an important characteristic of price rigidity.   

For robustness, the firms are divided into two categories, i.e. perfect and imperfect 

competition to measure the degree of market power. And according to table 4.11, 

73% of the firms change the price from 0 to 2 times per year, and within this 73%, 

most of the firms occur within the category of imperfect competition and the 

authorities, while the percentage of perfect competition is very low. And as the 

number of times of price change increase from 0 to 6, the percentage of imperfect 

competition firms within the categories decreases, while the percentage of perfect 

competition increases. Based on the discussion of table 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11, it is 

concluded that as monopoly power increases, the chances to keep the prices rigid 

increases. It means as the degree of market power increases from perfect 

competition to monopoly, the number of time to change price decreases and the 

hypothesis that market power is the necessary condition is accepted, which is the 

characteristic of large firms. The reason for the robust result may be that in our 

population the majority of the firms are large and medium size. And most of the 

time large firms have the market power to set its price, because of heterogeneous 

product, i.e. its product can be differentiated from another substitute. Large firms 

change the price according to its internal policy or follow time-dependent price 

policy and have the capacity to absorb external shocks. That‘s why the number of 

time to change price is low for imperfect competitive firms. 
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Table 4.10 Degree of Market Power and Price Rigidity 

 
Price Rigidity 

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 Total 

Degree 

of 

Market 

Power 

A
u

th
o

ri
ti

es
 Count 2 58 36 20 4 2 10 132 

% within the degree of market power 1.5% 43.9% 27.3% 15.2% 3.0% 1.5% 7.6% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 20% 40.3% 38.3% 55.6% 22.2% 20% 33.3% 38.6% 

C
o

m
p

et
it

io
n

 Count 4 34 22 2 4 2 14 82 

% within the degree of market power 4.9% 41.5% 26.8% 2.4% 4.9% 2.4% 17.1% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 40% 23.6% 23.4% 5.6% 22.2% 20% 46.7% 24% 

M
o

n
o

p
o

li
st

ic
 

C
o

m
p

et
it

io
n

 Count 0 8 8 4 0 0 2 22 

% within the degree of market power 0% 36.4% 36.4% 18.2% 0% 0% 9.1% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 0% 5.6% 8.5% 11.1% 0% 0% 6.7% 6.4% 

O
li

g
o

p
o

ly
 Count 0 4 0 2 0 0 2 8 

% within the degree of market power 0% 50% 0% 25% 0% 0% 25% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 0% 2.8% 0% 5.6% 0% 0% 6.7% 2.3% 

M
o

n
o

p
o

ly
 Count 4 40 28 8 10 6 2 98 

% within the degree of market power 4.1% 40.8% 28.6% 8.2% 10.2% 6.1% 2.0% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 40% 27.8% 29.8% 22.2% 55.6% 60% 6.7% 28.7% 

Total 

Count 10 144 94 36 18 10 30 342 

% within the degree of market power 2.9% 42.1% 27.5% 10.5% 5.3% 2.9% 8.8% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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Table 4.11 Degree of Market Power and Price Rigidity 

 
Price Rigidity 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

Degree 

of 

Market 

Power  

Im
p

er
fe

c
t 

co
m

p
et

it
io

n
 

Count 6 52 36 14 10 6 8 132 

% within the degree of market 

power 
4.5% 39.4% 27.3% 10.6% 7.6% 4.5% 6.1% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 60% 36.1% 38.3% 38.9% 55.6% 60% 26.7% 38.6% 

A
u

th
o

ri
ti

es
 

Count 2 58 36 20 4 2 10 132 

% within the degree of market 

power 
1.5% 43.9% 27.3% 15.2% 3% 1.5% 7.6% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 20% 40.3% 38.3% 55.6% 22.2% 20% 33.3% 38.6% 

P
er

fe
c
t 

co
m

p
et

it
io

n
 

Count 2 34 22 2 4 2 12 78 

% within the degree of market 

power 
2.6% 43.6% 28.2% 2.6% 5.1% 2.6% 15.4% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 20% 23.6% 23.4% 5.6% 22.2% 20% 40.0% 22.8% 

Total 

Count 10 144 94 36 18 10 30 342 

% within the degree of market 

power 
2.9% 42.1% 27.5% 10.5% 5.3% 2.9% 8.8% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

4.7.4 Contract and Market Power 

 According to economic theory, the degree of market power is an important 

determinant to engage in price contract. Market power is the necessary condition 

for price rigidity. It means the degree of market power has a positive relationship 

with the duration of the contract. As market power increases, the tendency of 

longer contract increases, i.e. implicit contract. To capture it the firm was asked 

what do you engage in price contract for periods longer than one year (Question 

B.13) and the degree of market power, and firms were asked two questions, i.e.  

Question B.1 and B.2. 

According to table 4.12, only 124 out of 342 (, i.e.  36%) firms are involved in 

price contract for more than one year, and it shows that tendency of the firm to 

engage in price contract is low, based on this, it can be concluded that prices will 

be flexible. Furthermore, according to the table 4.12, majority of firms who are 
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engaged in price contract, set the price by itself (i.e.  76 out of 124) or followed 

the price set by the parent company (i.e.  22 out of 124) and only 12 out of 124 

firms does negotiate with their clients, it means the majority of the firms who are 

engaged in price contract have imperfect competitive market structure.  

According to table 4.12. 218 firms who are not engaged in price contracts, in these 

firms 132 out of 208 set prices by their own, 42 out of 208 follow the price set by 

the parent company and only 24 out of 124 firms does negotiate with their clients, 

it shows that the majority of the firms who are not engaged in price contract have 

imperfect competitive market structure. So, it can be concluded that majority of 

firms follow the behaviour imperfect competitive market structure (, i.e. 

monopoly, oligopoly and monopolistic competition) either the firm is engaged in 

price contract or not, while the intensity in case of price contracts is stronger. Its 

means, as the degree of market power increases, it is not necessary that the chance 

of contract will be increased. Furthermore, if the firm is involved in price contract 

than there are more chances that the firm will have an imperfectly competitive 

market structure.   

Table 4.12 Contracts and Market Power 

 

Market Power 

We Set 

The 

Price 

The Price 

is set by 

the Parent 

Company 

The price is 

set through 

direct 

negotiation 

with the 

clients 

The 

Authorities 

regulate the 

Price Other 

 

Total 

Contracts No Count 132 42 24 18 2 218 

% within Contracts 60.6% 19.3% 11% 8.3% 0.9% 100% 

% within Market power 63.5% 65.6% 66.7% 60% 50% 63.7% 

Yes Count 76 22 12 12 2 124 

% within Contracts 61.3% 17.7% 9.7% 9.7% 1.6% 100% 

% within Market power 36.5% 34.4% 33.3% 40% 50% 36.3% 

Total Count 208 64 36 30 4 342 

% within Contracts 60.8% 18.7% 10.5% 8.8% 1.2% 100% 

% within Market power 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

To further analyze the relationship between market power and contract, market 

power is decomposed into the degree of market power, which is measured based 
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on Question B.1 and B.2 as shown in table 4.13 and 4.14. The relationship 

between the degree of market power and price contract is given in table 4.13 and 

4.14. 

According to table 4.13, 124 firms out of 342 firms are involved in price contract 

for a longer period. And within these 124 firms, 29% of the firms belong to 

perfect competition, while the remaining 71% of firms belong to monopolistic 

competition, oligopoly, monopoly and authorities (e.g. government regulate the 

price). Table 4.14 also give the same result, i.e. within 124 firms, who are 

involved in price contract, 27.4% belong to perfect competition, 33.9% firms 

follow the imperfect competition and while 38.7% are those whose price contract 

is regulated by the authorities. 

So according to table 4.13 and table 4.14, the majority of the firms which are 

involved in price contract, belong to imperfect competition. It means as the degree 

of market power increases, the chances that firm involved in price contract belong 

to monopolistic competition, oligopoly and monopoly increases. On the other 

hand table 4.13 and 4.14 does reveal that 218 firms out of 342 are not involved in 

contracts, and within 218 firms, 21% firms belong to perfect competition and 

remaining 71% firms are imperfect competition, it means the majority of the firms 

which are not involved in long term price contracts, also belongs to monopoly, 

monopolistic competition, oligopoly.  

So, the above discussion concludes that 63.7% firms are not engaged in price 

contracts and 36.3% have the tendency to be involved in price contract and within 

both categories majority of the firm‘s market structure is imperfectly competitive.  
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Table 4.13 Contract and Market Power 

 

Degree of Market Power 

A
u

th
o

rities 

C
o

m
p

etitio
n

 

M
o

n
o

p
o

listic 

C
o

m
p
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n

 

O
lig

o
p

o
ly

 

M
o

n
o

p
o

ly
 

Total 

Contracts No Count 84 46 14 2 72 218 

% within Contracts 38.5% 21.1% 6.4% 0.9% 33% 100% 

% within degree of market power 63.6% 56.1% 63.6% 25% 73.5% 63.7% 

Yes Count 48 36 8 6 26 124 

% within Contracts 38.7% 29% 6.5% 4.8% 21% 100% 

% within degree of market power 36.4% 43.9% 36.4% 75% 26.5% 36.3% 

Total Count 132 82 22 8 98 342 

% within Contracts 38.6% 24% 6.4% 2.3% 28.7% 100% 

% within degree of market power 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Table 4.14 Contract and Market Power 

 

Degree of Market Power 

Imperfect 

Competition Authorities 

Perfect 

competition Total 

Contracts No Count 90 84 44 218 

% within Contracts 41.3% 38.5% 20.2% 100% 

% within degree of market power 68.2% 63.6% 56.4% 63.7% 

Yes Count 42 48 34 124 

% within Contracts 33.9% 38.7% 27.4% 100% 

% within degree of market power 31.8% 36.4% 43.6% 36.3% 

Total Count 132 132 78 342 

% within Contracts 38.6% 38.6% 22.8% 100% 

% within degree of market power 100% 100% 100% 100% 

4.7.5 Contract and Type of Customers 

 Type of customers is a significant factor in price rigidity. Those firms 

which have only regular customers or combination of both, they have more 

chances to engage in price contracts for periods longer than one year (, i.e. 

implicit contracts and explicit contracts), because it has benefited both for buyer 
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and seller. For the buyer, it helps in proper budgeting, because the buyer knows 

about the price and can plan the budget adequately and sometimes it gives benefit 

to customers, because of fluctuation, the cost increases, but the price will not 

change because of fixed price contract. Fixed price contract is also good for the 

seller to attract customers and capture the market size. But it is to be kept in mind 

that contracts are vital in case of a regular customer because occasional customers 

change with time, seasons and occasions etc., which lead to price rigidity.  

According to the table 4.15 within 124 firms, which are involved in price 

contracts, 6.5 % of the firms have only occasional customers, while 41.9% of the 

firms have only regular customers and 51.6% of the firms have combination of 

both regular and occasional customers. So, table 4.15 shows that majority of the 

firms which are involved in price contracts have regular customers. 

According to the table 4.15 within 218 firms, which are not involved in price 

contracts, 9.2 % of the firms have only occasional customers, while 33% of the 

firms have only regular customers and 57.8% of the firms have combination of 

both regular and occasional customers. So, table 4.15 shows that majority of the 

firms which are not involved in price contracts have regular customers. 

Based on the above result it can be concluded that if firms have regular customers, 

then it is not necessary that firm will be involved in the contract, because the 

number of firms having only regular customers is same in both situations, either 

the firm is engaged in the contract or not. However, based on the above result, if 

the firm is engaged in a contract, then there are more chances that the firm has 

only regular customers. It means the type of customers is the significant factor of 

price contracts in the industrial estate of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. 
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Table 4.15 Contract and Type of Customers 

 

Type of Customers 

Total Regular Occasional Both 

Contracts No Count 72 20 126 218 

% within Contracts 33.0% 9.2% 57.8% 100% 

% within Type of Customers 58.1% 71.4% 66.3% 63.7% 

Yes Count 52 8 64 124 

% within Contracts 41.9% 6.5% 51.6% 100% 

% within Type of Customers 41.9% 28.6% 33.7% 36.3% 

Total Count 124 28 190 342 

% within Contracts 36.3% 8.2% 55.6% 100% 

% within Type of Customers 100% 100% 100% 100% 

4.7.6 Reasons of Price Rigidity other than Price Contract 

 Table 4.15 analyzed the relationship between price rigidity and with the 

concept of inventories. For price rigidity, the firm was asked that on average how 

many times do you change the price of your product in one year? Table 4.15 

shows that the answer varies from 0 to 6 times per year. 0 to 2 times shows price 

rigidity and 3 to 6 times show price flexibility. To capture the link of inventories 

with price rigidity, the firm was asked that suppose you are not able to change the 

price (for whatever reasons). In this case, you change the quality of the product, 

maintain the quality of the product but compromise on its packaging, and cut short 

your profit margins or run-down inventories or any other reason. According to 

table 4.15, 248 firms out of 342 changed price from 0 to 2 times per year, which 

show that prices are rigid. And within these 248 firms 92 firms (37% firms) 

change the quality of product, 42 firms (16.9% firms) maintain the quality of the 

product but compromise on its packaging, 90 firms (36% firms) cut short your 

profit margins and only 8 firms out of 248 firms who change price from 0 to 2 

times run-down inventories. It means to keep prices rigid, the firm does not run-

out inventories, which is against the standard macroeconomic theory and previous 

literature, i.e.  Balke et al. (1998) and Blinder (1994).  It may because of the firm's 

market power, enough market share and imperfect competitive nature of firms that 

to change the quality of product and packing instead to run down inventories to 

keep price rigid. Our day to day experiences also reflects the above behaviour, 
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that firms most of the time decrease the quality and quantity of daily products 

instead to change the price after the price shocks. It means nominal prices are 

rigid, but real prices are flexible because due to a decrease in the quality, the value 

of the product decreases.  

Table 4.15 Reasons of Price Rigidity other than Price Contract 

 

Price Rigidity 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

 

 

 

 

If firm is not 

able to 

change the 

price, in this 

case you 

Change the quality 

of product 

Count 0 58 34 6 2 0 2 102 

%..not able to change the price 0% 56.9% 33.3% 5.9% 2% 0% 2% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 0% 40.3% 36.2% 16.7% 11.1% 0% 6.7% 29.8% 

Maintain quality   

but compromise on 

its packaging 

Count 4 12 26 6 0 2 2 52 

%..not able to change the price 7.7% 23.1% 50% 11.5% 0% 3.8% 3.8% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 40% 8.3% 27.7% 16.7% 0% 20% 6.7% 15.2% 

Cut short your 

profit margins 

Count 6 54 30 20 16 8 24 158 

%..not able to change the price 3.8% 34.2% 19% 12.7% 10.1% 5.1% 15.2% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 60% 37.5% 31.9% 55.6% 88.9% 80% 80% 46.2% 

Run Down 

Inventories 

Count 0 4 4 0 0 0 0 8 

%..not able to change the price 0% 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 0% 2.8% 4.3% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2.3% 

Other Count 0 16 0 4 0 0 2 22 

%..not able to change the price 0% 72.7% 0% 18.2% 0% 0% 9.1% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 0% 11.1% 0% 11.1% 0% 0% 6.7% 6.4% 

Total Count 10 144 94 36 18 10 30 342 

%..not able to change the price 2.9% 42.1% 27.5% 10.5% 5.3% 2.9% 8.8% 100% 

% within Price Rigidity 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

4.7.7 Output Price Contract and Input Price Contract 

 The relationship between Input and output price contract and nominal 

rigidity is a crucial discussion in empirical literature and economic theory. Output 

price rigidity and input price rigidity is the central point of discussion in the 

macroeconomic theory and framework because it determines the slope of the 

aggregate supply curve. Table 4.16 and 4.17 analyze that either these assumptions 

hold or exit at the firm level or not, in this case, is: if those firm which is involved 
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in inputs contracts are included in output contracts then aggregate supply curve 

will be horizontal. 

According to results in table 4.16, 124 firms out of 342 are involved in price 

contract for longer than one year. And within these 124 firms, 44 firms (35.5%) 

are engaged in contracts for input purchases at a constant price. Similarly, 100 

firms out of 342 firms are involved in input price contract, and within these 100 

firms, 44 firms (44%) are engaged in price contract for longer periods than one 

year. According to the table 4.16, the percentage of the firms involved in both 

types of contract are low, i.e. output price contracts (36.3%) and input price 

contracts (29.2%). 

According to results in table 4.16, 218 firms out of 342 are not involved in price 

contract for longer than one year. And within these 218 firms, 162 firms (74.3%) 

are not engaged in contracts for input purchases at a constant price. Similarly, 242 

firms out of 342 firms are not involved in input price contract, and within these 

242 firms, 162 firms (66.9%) are not engaged in price contract for longer periods 

than one year. According to the table, 4.16, majority of the firms are not involved 

in both types of contract, i.e. output price contracts (, i.e.  63.7%) and input price 

contracts (, i.e.  70.8%). 

Thus, it can be inferred from the discussion of table 4.16, that most of those firms 

which are involved in input price contracts, they are also involved in output price 

contracts, so the above hypothesis is accepted that nominal wage rigidity leads to 

output price rigidity.  But firms who are involved in the output price contract, it is 

not necessary, that these firms will be involved in input price contract. 

Furthermore, that most of those firms which are not involved in input contracts, 

they are also not involved in output contracts and vice versa. So, it may be 

concluded that in the context of input and output contracts, firms give an 

asymmetric response in input and output contracts.  

Table 4.17 further elaborate on the above result. According to table 4.17, those 

firms (i.e.  242), which are not involved input price contract, within these 242 

firms, 182 firms (i.e.  75%) change price from 0 to 2 times of its main product in 

one year. According to table 4.17, those firms (, i.e.  100), which are involved 
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input price contract, 66 firms (i.e.  66%) of these firm change price from 0 to 2 

times of its main product in one year. 

Now form the other side of table 4.17. Out of 248 firms, who change the price 

from 0 to 2 times, within these firms 182 firms (i.e.  73.4%) are not involved in 

input price contracts and 66 (i.e.  26.6%) firms are engaged input price contracts.  

It means nominal input rigidity lead to output price rigidity, but output price 

rigidity also leads to nominal input price rigidity. Asymmetries might produce the 

asymmetries in the output price adjustments process in the underlying input price 

adjustments (Tiffin and Dawson, 2000). So, it may be concluded from table 4.16 

and 4.17 that both input and output price contract is the source of nominal input 

and output price rigidity. But the table shows that the number of firms, who are 

involved in input and output contracts, is low. It can be concluded based on this 

input and output contract behaviour of firms that the behaviour of price and wages 

are rigid. The results are also in line with the previous literature. The main result 

is that the main reason of output price contrat is not input price contract. 

Table 4.16 Output Price contract and Input Price Contract 

 

Input Price Contract 

No Yes Total 

 

 

 

Output Price Contract 

No Count 162 56 218 

% within Output Price Contract 74.3% 25.7% 100% 

% within Input Price Contract 66.9% 56% 63.7% 

Yes Count 80 44 124 

% within Output Price Contract 64.5% 35.5% 100% 

% within Input Price Contract 33.1% 44% 36.3% 

Total Count 242 100 342 

% within Output Price Contract 70.8% 29.2% 100% 

% within Input Price Contract 100% 100% 100% 

% of Total 70.8% 29.2% 100% 
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Table 4.17 Input Nominal Rigidity and Output Price Rigidity 

 

Output Price Rigidity 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

 

 

 

 

Input 

Nominal 

Rigidity 

No Count 8 110 64 22 16 8 14 242 

% within input 

nominal rigidity 
3.3% 45.5% 26.4% 9.1% 6.6% 3.3% 5.8% 100% 

% within output 

price rigidity 
80% 76.4% 68.1% 61.1% 88.9% 80% 46.7% 70.8% 

Yes Count 2 34 30 14 2 2 16 100 

% within input 

nominal rigidity 
2% 34% 30% 14% 2% 2% 16% 100% 

% within output 

price rigidity 
20% 23.6% 31.9% 38.9% 11.1% 20% 53.3% 29.2% 

Total Count 10 144 94 36 18 10 30 342 

% within input 

nominal rigidity 
2.9% 42.1% 27.5% 10.5% 5.3% 2.9% 8.8% 100% 

% within output 

price rigidity 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

4.8 Determinants of Price Rigidity or Flexibility 

 This section analyses the determinants of price rigidity or flexibility. As 

discussed in the construction of variables in chapter 03, Price rigidity or flexibility 

is measured through two proxies: frequency of price change, i.e. on average the 

number of time the firm change the price of its main product in one year; and 

implicit and explicit price contract, i.e. do the firms engage in price contract for 

periods longer than one year. So, two variables are taken to measure price rigidity 

or flexibility, which is the dependent variable, i.e. the frequency of price change 

and price contract. Each proxy of price rigidity or flexibility is regressed on a set 

of explanatory variables. For simplicity tables only provide coefficients or 

marginal effects, probability and standard errors of variables. The diagnostic tests 

for all models are given in appendix. 

4.8.1 Price-setting (Frequency of Price change) 

 In table 4.18 price-setting is measured through the frequency of price 

change, i.e. the number of times the firm changes the price of its product in one 
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year. As it is in continuous form, so the model is estimated through ordinary least 

square technique. And the results of other pre-requisites of using ordinary least 

square technique is given in appendix-I. 

The degree of market power is found to negatively affect the frequency of price 

change. According to results in table 4.18, if firms having imperfect competitive 

nature (i.e. monopoly, oligopoly and monopolistic competition) instead of perfect 

competitive then the frequency of price change will decrease, because the 

coefficients of all categories are negative and significant at 10% and 5% 

significance level except monopolistic competition. This result is in line with the 

economic theory. It means in case of imperfectly competitive market structure, the 

frequency of firms to change price is less than the firms who operate in a perfectly 

competitive market structure, because they have the monopoly power and can set 

the price according to internal policies of the firm. While in case of perfectly 

competitive market structure, firms depend on the market conditions, that why the 

frequency of price change per year in case of imperfectly competitive market 

structure is low (Nakamura et al. 2011). Furthermore, perfectly competitive firms 

mostly follow state-dependent pricing policy and specific event, e.g. demand 

shocks can affect the price of their products, that's why prices are flexible in case 

of competitive firms (Kaplan and Menzio, 2015). Geroski (1995) found that 

market clearing policy prevails and the prices are flexible as the number of 

competitors‘ increases. Moreover, this result is also in line with Druant et al. 

(2009); Loupias and Ricart (2004); Fabiani et al. (2005) and Bertola et al. (2010). 

It is also found that, if firm have occasional customer instead of regular customers 

then the frequency of price change will be high because the sign of coefficients is 

positive at 1% significance in case of both categories. It shows that if firms have 

occasional customers, then there is more chance that prices of products will be 

flexible. It can be concluded that if the number of the regular customers is more 

than the occasional customers, then the behaviour of prices will be rigid (Esteves, 

2010), because the firm will take care of regular customers (Morgan et al. 2006). 

According to Baye and Morgan (2009) and Hal (1986), the chances of the firms to 

change price is low in the case of regular customers, because of the long-term 

bond between the firm and regular customers. Furthermore, to make the regular 
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customers more loyal with the firms and to maintain the market share, the chances 

of firms to change price due to shocks in the economy is low in case of the regular 

customer then occasional customers (Morgan et al. 2006; and Baye and Morgan 

2009). It shows that the result is also in line with the previous literature. It means 

the type of customers affect the frequency of price, i.e. price-setting. It can be 

inferred that firms do care about the type of customers, i.e. regular or occasional, 

which supported the economic theories, i.e. implicit price contract theory (Morgan 

et al. 2006; and Esteves, 2010). 

Firms use three types of information to determine the price of their products, i.e. 

past information, current information and forecast about the future. Price 

information is a critical determinant of price rigidity and flexibility. According to 

table 4.18, if firm used current information instead of past information, then the 

frequency of price change will be high, because the sign of coefficient is positive 

and significant at 5% significance level; however, the probability of forecast about 

future information is insignificant. So, it can be inferred that if firm used past 

information in pricing decisions then the prices will be rigid, while in case of 

current information, the price will be flexible. Because as the information set 

increases, the firm can predict the current economic situation more accurately, due 

to which the firm will be able to set an optimal price and will revise more 

frequently. According to Mankiw and Reis (2002), Gertler and Leahy (2008) and 

Reis (2006) collecting information to review price is costly, and it may be rational 

to follow the announcement of policy maker and actively update the information 

set. It means backward-looking behaviour (i.e. past information) and forward-

looking behaviour (i.e. current information and forecast about future) have 

important implication for frequency of price change. Backward and forward-

looking behaviour is important for the effectiveness of monetary policy (Ball, 

Mankiw, and Reis, 2005 and Reis 2009). In backward-looking behaviour, the firm 

takes a decision based on past information, that's why prices are rigid (Steinsson, 

2003 and Smets, 2003), while in case of forward-looking, the frequency of price 

change will be high (Nunes, 2009; Andrade and Le Bihan, 2013). 

According to results in table 4.18 credibility of the central bank have a negative 

and significant effect of the price change at 1% significance level. It means firms 
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who consider central bank credible, then the probability of these firms to change 

price will be lower than other firms, who consider central bank non-credible and 

will lead to price rigidity. This result is consistent with the empirical evidence and 

economic theories. Monetary policy will be strengthened and useful, if central 

banks are considered credible by the people, because then the private sector will 

trust on policies of central bank and will set price of its product accordingly and 

the frequency of price change will be low. After 1970's the primary objective of 

monetary policy is to keep price stable and the credibility of central bank is crucial 

in this regard (Fellner 1976, 1979; Kydland and Prescott, 1977; and Barro and 

Gordon 1983a, 1983b). 

According to results in table 4.18, if firms have economic literacy, then the 

frequency of price change will be high, because the coefficient is positive and 

significant at 5% significance level. It means if firm‘s owners learn about current 

economic conditions and economic policies then the frequency of price change 

will increase. According to economic theories, economic literacy can have 

positive or negative impact on frequency of price change, because its depends that 

either it is related to demand shocks or supply shocks. In Pakistan, industrial 

estates mostly face supply shocks i.e. increase in taxes, currency depreciation and 

energy prices etc., that‘s why if firms have economic literacy, then the probability 

of price change will be high. Because as literacy about current economic 

conditions increases, the firm can more accurately predict economic situation and 

the firm will change the price more frequently and the price will be more flexible. 

It means economic literacy is associated with more accurate prediction, which 

means the frequency of price change will be high (Bernanke, 2007 and Bruine de 

Bruin et al., 2010).  

According to results in table 4.18 information set regarding expected inflation has 

a positive and significant effect on the frequency of price change at 5% 

significance level. It means as information set regarding expected inflation 

increases, the frequency of price change will be high, and the prices will be 

flexible. This result has several implications both for economic theory and 

monetary transmission mechanism. Lach and Tsiddon (1992) found that set of 

information about expected inflation make the price more flexible than 
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unexpected inflation. Sheshinski and Weiss, (1977); Wolman, (2000); and Parks, 

(1978) also show that there exists a positive relationship between information set 

about expected inflation and the frequency of price change. 

According to results in table 4.18, the size of firms negatively affects the 

frequency of price change at 5% significance level. It means if the size of the firm 

increases then the occurrence of price change will decrease. So, it can be inferred 

that the size of the firm, i.e. small, medium and large size does influence the 

frequency of price change per year and as the size increases, the price will become 

more rigid. Literature also supports this result. According to Parks (1978), the 

frequency of price change is negatively associated with the size of the firm; as the 

size of the firm increases, the prices become more rigid. According to Jonker, 

Folkertsma and Blijenberg, (2004), price-setting with respect firm size shows that 

prices are more flexible in small firms than large firms. 

Table 4.18 Price-setting Behavior (Frequency of Price Change) 

Variables Categories B S.E Sig. 

Constant  2.02 .65 .00 

Market Structure 

Competition    

Monopolistic Competition -.04 .32 .89 

Oligopoly  -.51 .23 .03 

Monopoly -.39 .21 .07 

Customer Type 

Regular Customer    

Both 1.05 .33 .00 

Occasional Customer .83 .32 .01 

Backward-looking and 

Forward-looking Behaviour 

Past Information    

Current Information .59 .28 .03 

Forecast about future .16 .27 .55 

Credibility 
No    

Yes -.61 .20 .00 

Economic Literacy 
No    

Yes -.44 .19 .02 

Information Set*  1.15 .54 .03 

Firm size  -.63 .16 .00 

*Information set regarding Expected inflation 
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4.8.2 Price-setting (Price Contracts)  

 In this section, price-setting is proxied by price contracts, i.e. do the firms 

engage in price contracts for a period longer than one year? Which measured the 

intensity of price rigidity and it is taken as a dependent variable in table 4.19. As it 

is in binary form, so the set of explanatory variables are regressed through binary 

logistic technique. 

According to results in table 4.19, if firms having imperfect competitive market 

structure (i.e. monopoly) instead of perfect competitive than the chance of being 

involved in contract is higher than the chance of being not involved in contract, 

because the value of odd is greater than one and the sign of coefficient is positive 

at 10% significance level. It means the probability of firms to engage in price 

contract for period longer than one year increases as the number of competitors‘ 

decreases.  The relationship between market structure and price flexibility has 

prominently figured out in the previous literature, according to Hubbard and 

Weiner (1984) in monopoly the prices are stickier then competition. Machlup 

(1946), Robinson (1953) and Silberston (1970) observed that pricing rule and 

contracts are the vital characteristics of firms having less competitors.  

According to results in table 4.19, if firm have occasional customers instead of 

regular customers then the chances of firms to be engage in price contract is low, 

because the odd value is less than 1 and sign of coefficient is negative at 10% 

significance level. It means in case of regular customers the prices will be more 

rigid than in the case of occasional customers. According to the Esteves (2010), 

the price will be rigid due to shocks in the economy, if the ratio of regular 

customers is greater than occasional customers. The bargaining power of regular 

customers is more than occasional customers, because of implicit contracts, that‘s 

why the price becomes more rigid (Morgan et al. 2006). To make the regular 

customers more loyal with the firms and to maintain the market share, the chances 

of firms to keep prices stable due to shocks in the economy is high in case of the 

regular customers then occasional customers (Baye and Morgan 2009: and Hal, 

1980). 
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According to results in table 4.19, if firm pricing decisions are based on current 

information instead of past information, then the chance of being involved in the 

contract is less than the chance of being not engaged in contract. It means the 

chances of contract decreases in case of current information because the odd 

values of both are less than 1 and coefficients are negative at 1% significance 

level, however the probability of forecasts about future is insignificant. It means 

firms who are backward-looking have a high probability of being involved in 

price contracts then forward-looking firms, its means backward-looking firms are 

the source of price rigidity and channel of policy effectiveness, and it is in line 

with the previous literature. Nunes (2010) and Adam and Padula (2011) estimate 

that the weightage of backward-looking is more than forward-looking in the 

components of inflation. The role of backward-ward looking is more because the 

firm does not compute prices but set according to a rule of thumb (Steinsson, 

2003). Ball, Mankiw, and Reis (2005) and Reis (2009) show that effectiveness of 

monetary policy depends on the degree of backward-looking behaviour and 

forward-looking behaviour in price-setting because backward-forward looking 

behaviour determines the speed of price adjustments.  

According to results in table 4.19, the chances of firm to be engaged in price 

contracts is independent of price adjustment process; after calculation if the firm 

finds that it should change the price of its product by less than or equal to 5% i.e. 

in one shot, gradually or according to situation, because the probabilities are 

insignificant in case of all categories. Generally, its fine: firms which involve in 

contract will change price in one shot, but it is also equally possible that whenever 

price change is required, they are unable to change. This result is in line with 

empirical evidence and previous literature because those firm who are engaged in 

price contract, price adjustment process (i.e. price change in one shot, gradually or 

according to the situation) is meaningless, because the behaviour of firms depend 

on the type of contract (Rotemberg, 1982; Mankiw and Romer, 1991; Kahneman 

and Tversky, 1979; and Chari et al., 2000). 

According to results in table 4.19 if a firm considers central bank more credible 

instead of non-credible, then the chance of firms of being involved in price 

contract is 3.16 times higher than the chance of being not involved in price 
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contract for periods longer than one year. It means that as the trust of private 

people on central bank policy increases, the probability of firms to engage in price 

contract increases because the odd values are greater than one and coefficient is 

positive at 1% significance level. The result is consistent and in line with the 

literature and economic theories. According to Kydland and Prescott (1977), and 

Barro and Gordon (1983a, 1983b) credibility of the central bank is crucial to keep 

price stable, which is one of the main objective of monetary policy after the 

1970s, with the introduction of rational expectation. The credibility of the central 

bank neither lead to high inflation nor deflation, but it keeps the price stable. So, it 

can be concluded that the credibility of central is a source of rigidity, i.e. price 

contract (Bernanke, 2010). 

According to results in table 4.19 as the economic literacy of firm increases, then 

the chance of the firm being involved in contract is 1.5 times higher than the 

chance of being not involved in contract, it means the probability of firm to 

engage in price contract will increase, because the odd value is greater than one 

and the coefficient is positive at 5% significance level. The set of information of 

firm about the economic situation and policies is the critical determinant of price 

contract, i.e. price rigidity (Erceg, Henderson, and Levin, 2000; and Steinsson, 

2003) because then the firm can forecast the future state of the economy more 

accurately and precisely. According to Steinsson, (2003) credibility of the central 

bank is determined by the economic literacy of the firm, which then affects the 

price-setting of the firms. This result is like table 4.18, as economic literacy the 

frequency of price change decreases; it means the prices become rigid.  

According to results in table 4.19, if information set regarding expected inflation 

increases then the chances of being involved in price contract decreases because 

the odd value is less than one and sign of coefficient is negative at 10% 

significance level, which implies that if firm information about expected inflation 

increase then the prices will be less rigid. It is in line with the previous literature. 

Lach and Tsiddon, (1992) show that the set of information about expected 

inflation is positively associated with price flexibility. According to Sheshinski 

and Weiss, (1977); Wolman (2000); and Parks, (1978) as the set of information 
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about expected inflation due to economic shocks, the firms will avoid price 

contracts for longer than one year.  

According to table 4.19, the chance of the firms to be involved in the contract is 

independent of the size of firms because the odd values are almost equal to 1 and 

insignificant. It means as the size of firms increases (decreases) does not affect the 

chances of firms to engage in price contract. Literature gives a mixed result about 

the impact of firm size. According to previous studies, prices are rigid in case of 

small firms, because they have high chance to be involved in price contract, while 

in case of large firm the prices are flexible, because the probability of large firms 

to engage in price contract is low. The results seem plausible, but it may because 

of menu cost and large firms can change menu easily because of economies of 

scale (Jonker, Folkertsma and Blijenberg, 2004).  

Table 4.19 Price-setting Behavior (Price Contracts) 

Variables Categories B S.E. Sig. Exp(B) 

Constant  .55 1.00 .58 1.73 
Market Structure Competition   .02  

Monopolistic Competition -.38 .51 .45 .68 
Oligopoly .03 .38 .92 1.03 

Monopoly .64 .34 .06 1.52 
Customer Type Occasional Regular Customer   .39  

Both -.55 .60 .35 .57 
Occasional Customer -1.5 .57 .07 .85 

Backward-looking and 

Forward-looking Behavior 

Past Information   .00  
Current Information -2.03 .45 .00 .13 
Forecast about future -.28 .41 .49 .75 

Price Adjustment Process In one shot   .32  
 Gradually -.03 .41 .94 .97 
 Depend on situation .46 .32 .14 1.59 
Credibility No     

Yes 1.15 .31 .00 3.16 
Economic Literacy No     

Yes 1.52 .85 .07 4.58 

Information Set*  -1.52 .86 .07 .21 

Firm size  .01 .25 .94 1.01 

*Information set regarding Expected inflation 
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4.9 Determinants of Price Change 

 This section analyzed the determinants of price change. As discussed in 

the construction of variables in chapter 03. In this section, the price change is 

proxied through the importance of demand and cost shocks factors in case of the 

price increase/decrease, it does not explain the behaviour of price rigidity or 

flexibility, it indicates the significance of demand and cost factors that might 

cause to raise or lower the price of main products, whenever price change is 

required. It only explains the determinant of price change. For the demand shocks 

the variables taken are inflation, change in the price of the competitors, seasonal 

factors, changes in the tax rate, changes in the demand of your product, change in 

the level of competition and change in the exchange rate. For the cost shocks the 

variables taken are inflation, change in labour cost, change in financial cost, 

change in the cost of raw materials, change in the cost of energy, government 

regulations and change in the exchange rate. The firms were asked to indicate the 

significance of the above factors that might cause to raise/lower the price of firm‘s 

product. Average of factors of the cost shocks and demand shocks are taken and 

are converted into categorical form, by rounding the values to nearest number in 

given ranking, i.e. 1 to 4. In this way two series of price change are constructed, 

which are proxied through the significance of demand and cost factors to change 

price. Each proxy of price change is regressed on a set of explanatory variables. 

For simplicity table only provide coefficients or marginal effects, probability and 

standard errors of variables. The diagnostic tests for all models are given in 

appendix. 

In this section, price change is proxied through the importance of demand and cost 

shocks variables in price change.  Table 4.20 shows how price change responds to 

a firm's characteristics and other variables. The significance to demand shocks in 

price change is measured through four categories, i.e. unimportant = 1, less 

important = 2, important = 3 and very important = 4. Then for analysis, these 

categories are merged into two, i.e. less-important = 0 and important = 1, because 

of unexpected singularities in the Hessian matrix are encountered. Which 

indicates that either some predictor variables should be excluded, or some 
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categories should be merged? The reference category is less-important = 0 in table 

4.20. 

According to results in table 4.20, if firms having imperfect competitive nature 

(i.e. competition, oligopoly and monopoly) instead of perfect competitive then the 

odd of demand and cost shocks being important for price change are more than the 

odd of demand and cost shocks being unimportant, because the odd values is 

greater than one and coefficients are positive at 1% significance level in case of 

oligopoly and monopoly. It implies that if a firm set price according to mark-up 

pricing policy or jointly set the price with other competitive firms then there is 

more chance that firm will change price because of demand and cost shocks. It 

means for imperfect competitive firms (i.e. oligopoly and monopoly), the price 

change due to demand and cost shocks is important because they have the 

monopoly power and can increase the price according to internal policies of the 

firm. While perfect competitive firms depend on the market conditions and are 

price taker. It means whenever firm change price, it is found that market structure 

is the important determinants of price change in case of demand and cost shocks. 

The result is in line with Guimaraes and Sheedy, (2011); Loupias and Ricart 

(2004), Kwapil et al., (2004); Nakamura et al., (2011); Kaplan and Menzio, 

(2015); and Geroski (1995). According to previous literature, as the market share 

decrease, the chance of firm to increase price will increase due to demand shocks, 

if firms want to change price. The number of rival firms is the important 

determinant of price-setting, the monopoly power to set price will increase, if the 

number of competing firms are less.  

According to results in table 4.20, if a firm has regular customers instead of 

occasional customers then odd of demand and cost shocks being important for 

price change are less than the odd of demand and cost shocks being unimportant 

in case of price increase, because the odd value is less than 1 at 1% and 10% 

significance level. It implies that if firm have regular customers, then there is a 

less chance that demand and cost shocks become important for price change. In 

other words, if the proportion of regular customer is greater than occasional 

customers than the probability of price change because of demand and cost shocks 

will decrease. It is because to make the regular customers more loyal with the 
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firms and to maintain the market share, the chances of firms to increase price due 

to shocks in the economy is high in case of the occasional customer then regular 

customers (Baye and Morgan, 2009; and Varian, 1980). According to Morgan et 

al. (2006) demand and cost shocks are important determinants of price change in 

case of occasional customers. According to the Esteves (2010), if the percentage 

of regular customers is more than the occasional customers, then the response of 

firms to price change because of demand and cost shocks will be low. It may 

because of the implicit and explicit contract with the regular customers, while in 

case the firm of occasional customers, the bond between customers and firms is 

not strong.  

According to the table 4.20, if firm pricing decisions are based on current 

information instead of past information then odd of demand and cost shocks being 

important for price change is less than the odd of demand and cost shocks being 

unimportant respectively, because the odd values are less than one and the sign of 

coefficients are negative at 5% significance level, while the probability of forecast 

about the future is insignificant. It implies that firm using current information 

instead of past information then there is less chance that demand and cost shock in 

case of price increase becomes important. It means for backward-looking firms, 

demand and cost shocks are the important determinant of price change, because 

the firm gives more weight to past information and experience, so the tendency of 

the firm to choose sub-optimal price will be high because of incomplete 

information, that whys the firm will change the price because of unexpected 

economic shock (Steinsson, 2003 and Smets 2003). While in case of forward-

looking behaviour, demand and cost shocks are not important determinants of 

price change for the firms, because firms used all available information and will 

anticipate expected shocks, while setting the price of its main product, that whys 

the price of the firms will be not vulnerable to economic shocks, e.g. demand and 

cost shocks (Lucas, 1972; Nunes, 2009; and Andrade and Le Bihan, 2013). It 

means backward-looking behaviour (i.e. past information) and forward-looking 

behaviour (i.e. forecast about future) has important implication for price-setting. 

According to Gertler and Leahy, (2008) and Reis, (2009, 2006), the set of 

information about price decision minimize the behaviour of the firm to change the 

price because of shocks.  
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According to results in table 4.20, if the firm increase the price according to the 

situation instead of one shot, then the odd of demand shocks being important for 

price change is higher than the odd of demand shocks being unimportant in case 

of price increase, because the value of odd is greater than one and sign of 

coefficients are positive at 1% significance level, however the probability of price 

adjustment in case of cost shocks is insignificant. It implies that if the firm adjusts 

price (i.e. price increase) according to the situation, then the chance of demand 

shocks become important will increase. It is in line with the previous literature 

(DeLong and Summers, 1988; Tsiddon, 1991b; Peltzman, 2000; and Muller and 

Ray, 2007). 

According to the table 4.20 if firms consider central bank credible instead of non-

credible, then the odd of demands and cost shocks being important for price 

change is higher than the odd of demand and cost shocks being unimportant, 

because the odd values are greater than 1 and the sign of the coefficients are 

positive at 5% significance level. It means firm who accept the credibility of the 

central bank; then there is more chance that demand, and cost shocks become 

important. It means credibility of central bank is important determinant of price 

change in case of demand and cost shocks. Because according to Krugman, 

(2012); Herrendorf and Lockwood, (1997); and Blinder, (2000) demand and cost 

shocks are related to central banks and monetary policy is also demand side 

policy, that why firms who consider central credible, for them demands shocks are 

important determinants of price change. 

According to results in table 4.20, if the firm is economic literate instead of no 

economic literacy, then the odds of demand and cost shocks being important for 

price change is more than the odd of demand and cost shocks being unimportant, 

because the odd values are greater than one and sign of coefficients are positive at 

5% significance level. Which implies if a firm has more information about 

economic literacy, then demand and cost shocks in case of price increase are 

important determinants of price change. It means as the economic literacy 

increases, the firm capability to anticipate the economic shocks will increase. 

Economic literacy can be important determinants of price change; depends on 

how much firm trust in the economic policy and institution (Steinsson, 2003). 
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According to results in table 4.20, as the size of firms‘ increases, then the odds of 

cost shocks being important for price change is less than the odd of cost shocks 

being unimportant, because the odd values are less than one and sign of 

coefficients are positive at 5% significance level. The price change in case of 

demand shocks is independent of the size of firms because the odd values are 

almost equal to 1 and insignificant. It means as the size of firms increases 

(decreases) does not affect the price change due to demand shocks. According to 

previous studies, for large firms, demand and cost shocks are the important 

determinants of price change, because they can easily adjust it, may because of 

their market share, while for small firms these demand and cost shocks are not 

significant factors of price change, may because of competition (Folkertsma and 

Blijenberg, 2004). 

According to table 4.20, information set regarding expected inflation is not 

important determinants of price change in case of demand and cost shocks in case 

of price increase because the probability is insignificant. Price change due to 

demand and cost shocks does not depend on information set, because information 

set, which at best can lead to accuracy of predication. But accuracy does not mean 

increase in expected inflation; it can be other way round. Better forecast also 

means lows expected inflation, if inflation is going down. It is in line with the 

previous literature. Lach and Tsiddon (1992) show that the set of information 

about expected inflation is positively associated with price flexibility but can be 

the significant factor of price change. Lucas (1973) analyzed that the probability 

of price change due to demand and cost shock is affected by unexpected 

information, because the firm cannot distinguish between aggregate shocks and 

local shocks. 
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Table:4.20 Determinants of Price change 

  Demand Shock 

(Price Increase) 

Cost Shocks 

(Price Increase) 

Variables Categories B S.E. Sig. Exp(B) B S.E. Sig. Exp(B) 

Constant  -.85 1.1 .44 .42 3.6 1.19 .00 38.23 

Market Structure Competition   .00    .00  

Monopolistic Competition -.003 .54 .99 .99 .48 .52 .36 1.61 

Oligopoly  1.03 .41 .01 2.82 1.15 .38 .00 3.16 

Monopoly 1.78 .38 .00 5.96 1.01 .34 .00 2.75 

Customer Type Occasional Customer   .00    .00  

Both -1.38 .54 .01 .25 -2.5 .78 .00 .08 

Regular Customer -.29 .53 .58 .74 -1.3 .79 .09 .26 

Backward-looking and 

Forward-looking Behavior 

Past Information   .08    .03  

Current Information -.96 .48 .04 .38 -.95 .49 .05 .38 

Forecast about future -.39 .46 .38 .67 -.24 .49 .61 .77 

Price Adjustment  

Process 

In one shot   .00    .44  

Gradually .70 .44 .10 2.01 -.52 .42 .22 .59 

Depend on situation 1.61 .38 .00 5.04 -.20 .34 .54 .81 

Credibility No         

Yes 1.71 .36 .00 5.54 .64 .32 .04 1.91 

Economic Literacy No         

Yes .30 .03 .04 1.35 2.01 .92 .02 7.46 

Firm size  .06 .28 .81 1.06 -.77 .27 .00 .46 

Information Set*  .57 .93 .54 1.77 .02 .87 .97 1.02 

*Information set regarding Expected inflation 

4.10 Wage-setting Behaviour 

 This section discusses the determinants of wage change, how firm 

characteristics and other factors affect the frequency of wage per year. The wage-

setting variable is proxied through frequency of wage change, which is the 

dependent variable and categorical form. A set of explanatory variables are 

regressed through multinomial logistic model. The diagnostic tests are given in 

appendix.  
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According to results in table 4.21,  if a firm operating in a imperfect competitive 

market structure (i.e. monopolistic competition, oligopoly and monopoly) instead 

of perfect competitive market structure, then there are more likely that firm will 

change wage twice a year or once a year instead of once in two years, because the 

odd values are more than one, and sign of coefficients are positive at 10% 

significance level in most of the categories, which implies that there is more 

chance that a imperfect competitive firm will change the wage rate once a year or 

twice a year. So, it can be concluded that the wage rate of firms become more 

flexible as the degree of market power increases from perfect competition toward 

monopoly, because firms with high market power does not need to minimize its 

labor cost for profit maximization (Van Reenan ,1996), because they are the price 

setters and can change the price easily, secondly to reduce turnover of labour, to 

increase efficiency of labour and to win loyalty of labour (Hilderth and Oswald, 

1997; and Blanchflower and Oswald, 2003). According to previous literature, if 

the numbers of rival firm decreases, the probability of firm to change wage will 

increase per year, the wages will become flexible (Babecky et al., 2009; Brzoza-

Brzezina and Socha, 2007). It is supported by the prominent theories of 

unemployment, i.e. efficiency wage model and insider-outsider models because 

the firm will offer higher wages to labour to maximize its efficiency. Blanch 

flower and Oswald (2003) shows that wages are rigid and are above the market 

level even in case of high unemployment and indicates that competition plays a 

minimal role in wage reduction in case of unemployment.  

According to results in table 4.21, if wages are indexed with the past and expected 

inflation instead of no indexation then there are less likely that firm will change 

wage twice a year or once a year instead of once in two years, because the odd 

values are less than one and sign of coefficients are positive at 5% significance 

level in both categories, which implies that if firms wage rate is indexed to past 

and expected inflation then the probability of a firm to change the wage rate will 

be low. Bernanke (2007) shows that expected inflation affect wage-setting and its 

effect is more in the long run than in the short run on the frequency of wage 

change because long term expected inflation affect the actual inflation more than 

short-run expected inflation (Clark and Davig, 2008). According to Tobin (1972), 

Akerlof et al., (1996) and Ahmed et al., (2013) show that wage indexation is the 
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source of wage rigidity, especially in case of minimum wage law. Cecchetti 

(1987), Fregert and Jonung (1986); and Card and Hyslop (1997) also observe 

lower price rigidity and higher wage rigidity in case higher inflation. Majority of 

the firms have internal wage policy to adjust with inflation, and whenever firm 

face adverse shocks like expected inflation, the firm used a combination of both 

strategies, i.e. price adjustment and labour cost minimization but give more 

weightage to labour cost and a small portion is transmitted to prices. In the case of 

downward rigidities, firm use different strategies, e.g. reduction in fringe benefits, 

bonuses and golden handshake (Fregert and Jonung, 1986). 

According to results in table 4.21, if a firm does provide fringe benefit to workers 

then there are less likely that firm will change wage once a year instead of once in 

two years, because the odd values are less than one and sign of coefficients are 

negative at 5% significance level, which implies that if a firm provide fringe 

benefit to workers then there is less chance that firm will change wage rate. 

Because the firm who provide fringe benefit, e.g. transport, house, children 

schooling to their workers, then the frequency of wage change will be low in these 

firms, because they compensate it another form (Forth and Millward, 2000). 

According to results in table 4.21, the number of time firm change wage rate is 

dependent of the size of the firm, because as the size of firm increases then there 

are more likely that firm will change wage once a year instead of once in two 

years, because the odd values are more than one and sign of coefficients are 

positive at 5% significance level. So, it can be inferred that as the size of the firms 

increases, from small toward large firm, the wages become more flexible. 

According to Agell and Bennmarker, (2007), the frequency of wage change is 

positively associated with the size of the firm, and as the size of the firm 

increases, the wage becomes more flexible. But according to Ahmed, Choudhary, 

Khan, Mahmood, and Zoega, (2012) wage duration with respect firm size shows 

that wages are more flexible in large firms than small firms.  

According to results in table 4.21, if the set of information about expected 

inflation is more instead of less, then there are less likely that firm will change 

wage twice a year instead of once in two years, because the odd values are less 

than one and sign of coefficients are negative at 5%, which implies that if a firm 
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set of information about expected inflation lead to wage rigidity, it may because of 

implicit contract between worker and firms (Campbell and Kamlani, 1997). 

Secondly, as the set of information increases, expected inflation will be measure 

more accurately and so the chances of wage contract will be according to 

condition, which minimize the frequency of wage change (Moreno, 2009; Lefort 

and Schmidt-Hebbel, 2002; Druant et al, 2009; and Agell and Lundborg, 1995).  

Table:4.21 Wage Setting Behaviour 

Reference Category is: Once in two years = 3 Once a year = 2 Twice a Year = 1 

Variables Categories B SE Sig. Exp(B) B SE Sig. Exp(B) 

 Intercept  -1.24 1.07 .25  -3.2 1.5 .03  

Market Structure 

Monopoly .45 .43 .28 1.5 .83 .64 .10 2.30 

Oligopoly 1.30 .57 .02 3.6 2.7 .74 .00 15.11 

Monopolistic Competition 1.01 .81 .21 2.7 1.6 1.03 .11 5.06 

Competition 0
b
 . . . 0

b
 . . . 

Wage Indexation 
Yes -.85 .37 .03 .70 -.90 .50 .02 .55 

No 0
b
 . . . 0

b
 . . . 

Fringe Benefits 
Yes -.97 .61 .06 .75 .01 .96 .99 1.01 

No 0
b
 . . . 0

b
 . . . 

Firm size  1.57 .43 .00 4.8 1.8 .52 .00 6.22 

Information Set*  -.42 1.09 .70 .65 -2.9 1.4 .04 .05 

*Information set regarding Expected inflation 
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Chapter-5 

CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

 Price and wage-setting behaviour is a crucial issue in the economic 

literature in the world, especially for developing countries like Pakistan. Price 

stability and proper wage adjustment are important for macroeconomic stability, 

especially for the economies, which are facing macroeconomic instability. 

Contractionary monetary policy can play an important role in minimizing the 

frequency of price change and wage, so for effective monetary policy, it is 

necessary to identify the determinants of price and wage-setting behaviour. 

The main objective of the study is to analyse the price and wage setting behaviour 

of firms located in four Industrial estates of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, using survey-

based data. More specifically the study aims: to determine the patterns of wage 

and price setting of firms and responses of firms to economic shocks, i.e. changes 

in demand and supply side factors, the role of firm characteristics, institutional 

and other factors in determining the channel of adjustment after these shocks; to 

explore whether the firms follow time-dependent or state-dependent policy in 

price and wage setting; to analyze the asymmetric response of firms for prices and 

wages to demand and supply shocks; to estimate that price and wage are sticky or 

flexible and to examine further that upward response of price and wage is more 

significant than downward response or not. 

For this, a survey is conducted in the fiscal year 2017 from four major industrial 

estates of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, i.e. Hayatabad Industrial Estate, Nowshera 

Industrial Estate, Gadoon Industrial Estate and Hattar Industrial Estate. A sample 

of 342 firms is selected from the filtered population through random sampling, 

and data is collected through direct face to face interview from the managers of 

the firms.  

The behaviour of price and wage-setting might be affected by several factors 

related to firm characteristics, market share, type of customers, size of firms, types 

of workers, market power, price elasticity of demand, price discrimination, 

backward and forward information, state and time-dependent pricing and wage 
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policy, price adjustment process, wage indexation, expected inflation, economic 

literacy, credibility of central bank and other factors.  

In this regard first, these variables are linked with price and wage-setting 

behaviour through descriptive analysis, graphs and crosstabs, i.e. how the firms 

respond to different shocks and characteristics of the firms? How the price and 

wage are set? When are prices and wages changed? i.e. time-dependent or state-

dependent pricing policy. What are the determinants and causes of price and wage 

changes, price and wage stickiness and asymmetric response of price and wage? 

Second, to better understand the price and wage-setting behaviour, these variables 

are modeled using the analytical technique, i.e. ordinary least square technique, or 

binary, or multinomial logistic regression, which depend on the nature of 

dependent variables.  

70% of the firms have more than five competitors. Most of the firms have only 

regular customers or a combination of both regular and occasional customers. It 

means the percentage of the regular customer is more. 60.8% of the firms are 

found to set the price of the main product, which indicates that firms have 

complete control over the price of its main product, in which 46.7% of firms use 

mark-up price strategy, so most of firms operate in imperfect competitive market 

structure. 70.8% of firms do price discrimination, in which 50% of the firms adopt 

first degree of price discrimination. Most of the firms use current information 

(44%) or a combination of all information (40%) for price-setting of their product, 

it means that the firms practice is not aligned with traditional Philips curve rather 

it is consistent with hybrid Philips curve. 

26% of the firms follow time-dependent pricing policy, another 21% of the firms 

follow state-dependent rule and 52.6% firms use a combination of both time and 

state-dependent pricing policies, i.e. they practice mixed strategy. There are no 

specific months in which the firms change the price of the main product. But one 

point to be noted is that the percentage of price change in June and July is high 

and the second highest rate of price change is in December and January. It means 

a relatively high proportion of firms change prices at the change of new calendar 

or fiscal year. 
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The most important factors for price stickiness are found, in the order of 

preference, the implicit and explicit price contracts, and then minimum price 

volatility and less uncertainty. 

Imperfect competitive market structure of firms, number of regular customers, 

backward-looking firms, credibility of central bank and the size of the firm are the 

important determinants of price rigidity, because these determinants increase the 

chances of the firms to be engage in price contract and decrease the frequency of 

price chance. While economic literacy and information set regarding expected 

inflation make the prices flexible. Because if firm‘s owners learn about current 

economic conditions and economic policies and as information set regarding 

expected inflation increases, then the frequency of price change will be high and 

the chances of being involved in price contract decreases, and the prices will be 

flexible. 

Firms increase the price is more likely than to decrease price in response to both 

demand and supply shocks; it means the frequency of price increase is higher than 

that of price decrease. Furthermore, the response to supply shocks that cause to 

change in the price of product (i.e. both upward and downward) is high than that 

of the demand shocks. It means supply-side factors lead to higher frequency of 

price change than demand-side factors do. The cost of raw material and cost of 

energy are the most important causes of price change, both for the price increase 

and decrease.  

For imperfectly competitive firms, backward-looking firms, managers having 

more information about economic conditions, demand and cost shocks are 

important determinants of price change. If firms have regular customers, then 

there is a less chance that demand and cost shocks become important for price 

change. Credibility of central bank is important determinant of price change in 

case of demand shocks, while in case of cost shocks it does not play any role in 

price change. 

Size of firms and information set regarding expected inflation are not important 

determinants of price change in case of demand and cost shocks in case of price 

increase. 
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Most of the firms change wage rate once a year both for permanent workers and 

daily wagers. 70% of the firms change wage in a particular month(s), while 30% 

of the firms do not have a specific month in which wage is most likely to change. 

It means the majority of the firms follow time-dependent wage policy. Half of the 

firms, which are following time-dependent wage policy, change the wage rate at 

the end or start of the fiscal year, i.e.  June and July. Majority of the firms are not 

found to index wages for permanent workers and daily wagers. Moreover the 

percentage of firms not involved in wage indexation is higher for daily workers 

than permanent workers. 

Labor productivity, employment level in the economy, government regulations, 

taxes, demand for product, and inflation are important factors of wage change 

except labour union, but the most important factor is the labour productivity and 

least important is pressure from the labour union. 

Imperfect competition and size of the firms are the important determinants of 

wage flexibility, because it increases the frequency of wage change, while wage 

indexation, information set of expected inflation and fringe benefits provided to 

workers are the important determinants of wage rigidity, because these factors 

decrease the probability of a firm to change the wage rate. 

Policy Recommendation 

 Findings of this dissertation have some policy implications. First, it is 

found that degree of price rigidity is low in Pakistan. Traditional channel through 

which effects of monetary policy transmit into the economic activity and inflation 

depends on price rigidity. If prices are rigid then policy maker can change real 

variables like real interest rate to affect economic activity. This dissertation finds 

that traditional channel of monetary policy is weak as degree of price rigidity is 

low. Therefore, it is important for monetary policy of Pakistan to focus on other 

channels of monetary transmission mechanism, like asset price channel, balance 

sheet channel or credit channel. Second, credibility of central bank has been found 

important determinant of price change/rigidity. Therefore, to stabilize prices and 

to achieve low inflation, central bank must focus on establishing its credibility. 

This can be done through effective communication and achieving the targets. 
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Credibility will make output-inflation trade-off favorable for central bank and will 

help making effective and efficient monetary policy. Third, supply shocks are 

found more important than demand shocks to change the prices of firms. In this 

regard, central bank has to focus more on stabilization in response to supply 

shocks than to demand shocks. Pre-emptive measures can be taken to prevent the 

possible effects of adverse supply shocks. Fourth, wages are found less flexible as 

compared to prices; therefore real wages are counter cyclical in case of demand 

shocks and pro-cyclical in case of supply shocks. In this case, making 

arrangements to cut wages in recessions is not a good policy option as it would 

render economy even in deeper recession through low aggregate demand induced 

by wage cuts. Fifth, firms‘ dual behavior of backward-looking and forward-

looking indicate that sacrifice ratio in Pakistan is low but not negligible. 

Therefore, policy maker should be careful while taking contractionary stance to 

bring inflation rate down as it may lead to lower output.  
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APPENDIX-I 

Diagnostic test of table 4.18. 4.19. 4.20 and 4.21 

Cronbach‘s α value is between 0 and 1. If the α value is near to 1, it suggests that 

it is more reliable and vice versa. Cronbach‘s Alpha was used to check reliability 

of questions, tools and variables. Represents that Cronbach‘s Alpha of price and 

wage setting variables are greater than 0.6, indicating the reliability of these 

variables as shown by below table. The high alpha values confirmed prior 

reliability tests of the scale (Worthington et al. 2003). 

Variables Cronbach’s Alpha 

Frequency of price change 0.83 

Price contract 0.76 

Price change due to demand shocks 0.80 

Price change due to supply shocks 0.87 

Wage setting 0.89 

The value of R-square is greater than 20%, which show that model is good fit in 

case cross-sectional data. 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of 

the Estimate 

1 .38
a
 .24 .21 1.4 

a. Predictors: (Constant), firm size, monopolistic competition 

New, Economic literacy 4 role of SBP, forecast about future 

information new, Regular customers new, expected inflation, 

authorities New, credibility 1 Reports, monopoly New, current 

information new, combination of both customers new 
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The overall model is significant at 5% significance level. 

ANOVA
a
 

Model Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 124.5 11 11.3 5.1 .00
b
 

Residual 727.5 330 2.2   

Total 852.1 341    

a. Dependent Variable: Price setting Behavior1 

b. Predictors: (Constant), firm size, monopolistic competition New, Economic literacy 4 

role of SBP, forecast about future information new, Regular customers new, expected 

inflation, authorities New, credibility 1 Reports, monopoly New, current information 

new, combination of both customers new 

Multicollinearity Test 

 B S.E Tolerance VIF 

(Constant) 2.4*** 0.92   

Market Structure 0.04*** 0.55 .951 1.052 

Backward and forward looking 0.11 0.02 .139 7.189 

Price adjustment 0.23*** 0.03 .874 1.144 

Credibility 0.07*** 0.06 .145 6.883 

Economic literacy 0.07*** 0.76 .996 1.004 

Information set of expected inflation 1.26*** 0.44 .974 1.026 

Diagnostic test of table 4.19 

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients 

 Chi-square Df Sig. 

Step 1 Step 90.4 13 .00 

Block 90.4 13 .00 

Model 90.4 13 .00 
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Model Summary 

Step -2 Log likelihood Cox & Snell R Square Nagelkerke R Square 

1 357.5
a
 .23 .31 

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 

because parameter estimates changed by less than .001. 

Diagnostic test of table 4.20 

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients 

 Chi-square Df Sig. 

Step 1 Step 133.051 13 .000 

Block 133.051 13 .000 

Model 133.051 13 .000 

 

Model Summary 

Step 

-2 Log 

likelihood 

Cox & Snell R 

Square 

Nagelkerke R 

Square 

1 332.499
a
 .322 .433 

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 because 

parameter estimates changed by less than .001. 

 

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients 

 Chi-square Df Sig. 

Step 1 Step 57.266 13 .000 

Block 57.266 13 .000 

Model 57.266 13 .000 

 

Model Summary 

Step 

-2 Log 

likelihood 

Cox & Snell R 

Square 

Nagelkerke R 

Square 

1 344.945
a
 .154 .223 

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 because 

parameter estimates changed by less than .001. 
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Diagnostic test of table 4.21 

Test of Parallel Lines 

Model -2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig. 

Null Hypothesis 568.6    

General 494.5
b
 74.0

c
 19 .00 

The null hypothesis states that the location parameters 

(slope coefficients) are the same across response categories. 

a. Link function: Logit. 

b. The log-likelihood value cannot be further 

 increased after maximum number of step-halving. 

c. The Chi-Square statistic is computed based on the 

log-likelihood value of the last iteration of the general model. 

Validity of the test is uncertain. 

 

Model Fitting Information 

Model 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig. 

Intercept Only 498.3    

Final 453.1 45.1 14 .00 

 

Pseudo R-Square 

Cox and Snell .124 

Nagelkerke .161 

McFadden .090 
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Likelihood Ratio Tests 

Effect 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood 

of Reduced Model Chi-Square df Sig. 

Intercept 453.18 .00 0 . 

Firm size 470.2 17.0 2 .00 

Expected inflation 458.9 5.7 2 .00 

Degree of market power 472.4 19.2 6 .00 

Wage indexation 454.6 1.4 2 .49 

Fringe benefits 453.5 .31 2 .88 

The chi-square statistic is the difference in -2 log-likelihoods 

between the final model and a reduced model. The reduced  

model is formed by omitting an effect from the final model. 

The null hypothesis is that all parameters of that effect are 0. 

a. This reduced model is equivalent to the final model because 

omitting the effect does not increase the degrees of freedom. 
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APPENDIX-II 

Identification No …………………………… 

PRICE AND WAGE SETTING BEHAVIOUR OF FIRMS IN 

INDUSTRIAL ESTATES OF KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA, 

PAKISTAN 

A Case Study of Industrial Cities of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

Questionnaire 

Name of Surveyor……………………………….……………………………… 

Name of the Firm………………………………………………………………… 

Name of the Estate……………………………………………………………… 

City………………………………………………………… 

Date:………………………………………....... 

Time:………………………………… 

Address………………………………………………………………………… 
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Section A: General Information 

A.1 what is your company‘s Main Product/Service? (The product/service that 

generated most of your turnover during 2017) ......................................................... 

A.2 In Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, how many other firms are producing this product? 

(Choose only one option)   

  No main   

  Less than 5  

  Between 5 and 20  

  More then 20  

A.3. The market share of your main product in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa market is?   

Almost 100%  

51%-99%  

25%-50%  

5%-15%  

Less than 5%  

A.4 Most of your customers are:   

Regular (e.g. multiple contracts for a longer 

period of time). 

 

Occasional  

 

Both 

Regular % Occasional % 
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Section B: Price Setting 

B.1. The price of your main product is set by:    

We set the price  

The price is set by the parent company  

The price is set through direct negotiation with 

the clients 

 

The authorities regulate the price  

Other (please mention)  

B.2. If at question B.1 you chose answer 1, then how do you usually compute the 

price of your main product?  

A mark-up is applied to the unit variable costs 

(labor costs and cost of other inputs) 

 

We set the price at a level prevailing in the 

market 

 

We take the price of the main competitor as a 

reference 

 

We and other competitive firms jointly set the 

price 

 

Other (please mention)  

B.3 Is the unit price for your main product same for all customers?   

Yes  No  

If the answer is No, then price depends on:    

The quantity sold  

The situation (please mention)  

Depends on the length of the contract  
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B.4 Your pricing decisions are based on the information (e.g. demand, cost, 

aggregate economic activity etc.):    

Past information  

Current information  

Forecasts about future  

A combination of all  

B.5 Firms usually make computations/calculations regarding the price of their 

products. Following these computations/calculations, the firm changes or leaves 

unchanged the selling price of the product. Inside your firm, this type of 

computations/calculations are made:   

Usually at a well defined time interval (e.g. 

monthly, quarterly) 

 

Just as a reaction to specific events (e.g. demand 

fluctuations) 

 

Combination of both  

B.6 In 2016-17 how many times did you do such computations/calculations 

regarding the price of your main product? 

Number of times  

B.7 In 2016-17 how many times did you effectively change the price of your main 

product?  

Number of changes  

B.8 In 2016-17, in which month(s) did you change the price of your main 

product? (You can check more options)   

January  February  March  April  May  June  

July  August  September  October  November  December  
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B.9 Generally, are there any months when the price is most probably to be 

changed?  

(In case the answer is yes, you can choose more than one options)   

No   

Yes   

 

January  February  March  April  May  June  

July  August  September  October  November  December  

B.10 If you decided to increase the price of your main product by 10%, and all the 

other things would remain unchanged (including the price of your competitors), 

by what percentage would the number of sold units of your product fall? 

More than 10%  

Approximately 10%  

Less than 10%  

Do not know  

B.11 If you decide to decrease price by 10%, by what percentage would the 

number of sold units of your product increase?   

More than 10%  

Approximately 10%  

Less than 10%  

Do not know  

B.12 On average how many times do you change the price of your product in one 

year?  

Number of times  

B.13 Do you engage in price contracts for periods longer than one year?  

   Yes   No  
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B.14 Suppose your current price is X. After computation you find that it should be 

changed. In this case you do it:      

Price increase Price decrease 

 <5% 6-10% >10% <5% 6-10% >10% 

14.1 In one shot               

14.2 Gradually               

14.3 Depends on 

situation 

      

B.15 Suppose you are not able to change the price (for whatever reasons). In this 

case you:  

Change the quality of product    

Maintain the quality of the product but compromise on 

its packaging     

 

Cut short your profit margins  

Run down inventories    

Other (please specify)  

B.16 When you change the price, is it effective immediately or after some time   

Immediately   

After one month  

After more than one month   

B.17 Do you engage in contracts for input purchases at constant prices?   

Yes  No  

17.a If yes then normally for how long  

a1 Less than 6 months  

a2 Greater than 6 months but less than 

one year  

 

a3 Longer than one year     
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Section C: Determinants of Price Change 

C.1 Indicate the significance of the following factors that might cause you to 

raise/lower the price of your company‘s main product   

(1-unimportant and 4-very important), (complete all the options)  

 Price Increase Price Decrease 

Inflation    

Change in labor cost   

Change in financial costs (e.g. interest rate)       

Change in the cost of raw materials       

Change in the cost of energy (oil, electricity)       

Change in the price of the competitors   

Seasonal factors       

Changes in the tax rate       

Government regulation   

Change in the demand for your product   

Change in the level of competition       

terrorism or regional insecurity    

Change in the exchange rate Rs/$   

Other (please mention)   
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C.2 There can be various reasons why prices are not changed during a certain 

period. Indicate the significance of the following factors for your company‘s main 

product. (1-unimportant and 4-very important), (complete all the options)   

The existence of a fixed term contract that prohibits a price 

change    

 

Price changes imply physical costs (new catalogues, change 

of price tags, change of website information etc.) 

 

The information necessary to change the price is costly in 

terms of money and time 

 

There is the risk of being the first to adjust the prices. Thus, 

we better wait for the competitors and then follow 

 

Our customers prefer stable prices and changes might 

damage the relation with them 

 

6 There is the risk that shortly we may have to change the 

price again in the opposite direction 

 

A price reduction might be interpreted as a change in 

quality 

 

C.3 How do you compute your optimal price when different determinants change?   

By a formula      

Make a guess      

Other (please mention)  
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Section D: Wage Setting Behavior 

D.1 How many of the workers in your company are:  

Permanent/contractual  

Daily wagers  

D.2 On average, how often are the wages changed in your company?     

 Permanent Daily wagers 

Twice a year    

Once a year    

Once in two years   

Other ( please mention)    

D.3 Are the wages indexed to inflation?   

Permanent Daily wagers 

No   

Yes   

If the answer is yes then   

They are indexed with the past inflation   

They are indexed with the expected inflation   

What is the ratio of indexation? 100% 75% 50% 25% 

D.4 While expecting future inflation you use the information regarding:  

Current and past inflation    Uncertainty about prices of raw 

material    

 

Business conditions     Exchange rate     

Creation of new money    Interest rate     

Uncertainty about energy 

prices   

 Other (please specify)  
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D.5 Is there any particular month(s) when wages are most likely to change? (In 

case the answer is yes, you can choose more options) 

Yes  

No  

 

January  February  March  April  May  June  

July  August  September  October  November  December  

D.6 Indicate the significance of the following factors that might cause you to 

raise/lower the wages in your company: 1-unimportant and 4-very important, 

(complete all options).   

Change in the labor productivity  

Change in the inflation  

Change in taxes  

Changes in demand for your product  

Employment level in the economy  

Government regulations (e.g. minimum wage law)  

Pressure from the labor (e.g. labor unions)  

D.7 If the wages at your firm are constant but the price of your product increases. 

In this case do you:  

Increase the number of workers or overtime hours to increase 

production 

 

Decrease the number of workers or overtime hours to decrease 

production    

 

Ignore it  
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D.8 If the wages at your firm are constant but the price of your product decreases. 

In this case do you:  

Increase the number of workers or overtime hours to increase 

production    

 

Decrease the number of workers or overtime hours to decrease  

Ignore it    

 D.9 Do you provide fringe benefits (e.g. transport, house, children schooling) to 

workers? 

 Permanent employees  All employees  

Yes   

No   
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Section E: Awareness of Central Bank Working 

E.1 How do you learn about current economic conditions and economic policies? 

(you can check more than one options)   

SBP reports  

Ministry of Finance reports     

Newspapers     

Electronic media     

Personal relations/social capital     

Other (please mention)  

E.2 In your opinion what are the functions of SBP? (you can check more than one 

options)  

Reducing unemployment     

Promoting economic growth     

Setting interest rate     

Stabilizing stock market  

Controlling inflation     

Banking supervision     

Issuing new notes     

Exchange rate management     

Do not know    

E.3 If there is a trade-off between inflation control and unemployment reduction 

(output growth), what should the central bank target?  

Unemployment control/Output growth     

Inflation control     

E.4 In making your decisions (e.g. investment, price), do you use the forecasts 

(e.g. about output growth and inflation) released by the SBP?   

Yes  

No  
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E.5 SBP is trying to pull inflation back. Do you think SBP will succeed?  

Yes  

No  

Do not khow  

E.6 When SBP officials announce some policy change what do you do?   

Discuss it with your friends/ other market players     

Ask from experts (e.g. economists)     

Ignore it    

E.7 In your opinion the role of SBP Karachi (Head office) is same as of branches 

of SBP in different cities 

Yes  No   

E.8 Do you read reports released by SBP in Urdu? 

Yes   No   

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for your nice cooperation. 


